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The aim of this study was to investigate cases of sustainable low income settlements from across the 
developing world in order to draw conclusions and recommendations for the South African context. 
Sustainable construction, which falls under the ambit of sustainable development, formed the 
theoretical basis of this study. In the developing world, where one of the most pressing issues is a dire 
housing shortage due to ever increasing urbanisation, and where the construction industry often 
impacts negatively on people and the natural environment, the need to make sustainable interventions 
in the built environment remains urgent for the survival of human beings. The developing world, despite 
its lack of resources, is in a prime position to base all its future development on the principles of 
sustainable construction. As South Africa deals with its own housing backlog and environmental 
degradation, this study drew from the lessons and experiences of existing sustainable low income 
housing projects in the developing world, as guidance for future housing projects in South Africa. 
A case study approach was justified as an appropriate research strategy for this study. A number of 
cases were identified according to whether they fulfilled certain criteria. These were then screened 
down to nine cases as per a specific case study design. In line with previous research on sustainable 
case studies, the cases were analysed according to an evaluation framework of the seven principles of 
sustainable construction with 49 sustainability sub criteria. A separate framework was set out for each 
principle of sustainable construction and each case was tested against it. 
The main conclusion to emerge out of this research was that there are indeed lessons to be learned 
from developing world housing projects for the South African Context. The evaluated cases indicated 
what is possible and the challenges that exist and provide valuable guidance for future South African 
housing projects. Many sustainability practices have successfully been implemented in the evaluated 
cases and include the reuse of old buildings, the creation of jobs, the use of solar power and the 
provision of settlements that are dense and well located. Certain barriers to the implementation of 
sustainable practices were also identified and include: low levels of user support and acceptability, high 
initial costs of certain sustainable measures, and the non provision of certain services so that 
communities are ill-equipped to live sustainably beyond the construction stage. 
While the cases addressed varying areas of sustainability, their combined evaluation provided lessons 
for South Africa on how to address all components of sustainability. As an isolated example, however, 
the Lynedoch Eco Village (Case {3}) provides a particularly valuable example on how to achieve a 
sustainable settlement in that it fulfilled the most sustainabilty criteria (40/49) out of all the cases 
evaluated. 
It is important to note that this dissertation reviewed the experiences of existing sustainable housing 
projects to draw guidance for future South African projects. Direct transfer of any concept can be 
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The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate good practice cases of sustainable construction in the 
quest to provide housing and shelter for low income communities in developing countries and formulate 
recommendations for sustainable low income housing projects in South Africa. This chapter introduces 
the main principles and concepts upon which this dissertation is based as well as the problem 
statement, hypothesis, research questions, objectives, methodology, limitations and the structure of the 
report. 
1.1 The South African Housing Context 
The Bill of Rights found in the South African Constitution (Act No.1 08 of 1996) states that: "Everyone 
has the right to have access to adequate housing. "Yet South Africa has many years of housing delivery 
backlog inherited from the apartheid era. Estimates of almost 7 million historically disadvantaged South 
Africans still live in rural communities or informal settlements that lack basic shelter as well as other 
basic services (Lawson, 1991). Settlements are located far from job opportunities, shelter performance 
is substandard, layouts are monotonous and services are inadequate (Irurah, 2002). The Minister of 
Housing, Lindiwe Sisulu, said in a speech in 2006 that the Department of Housing needs to respond to 
the challenge of ever increasing urbanisation and homeless ness (Sisulu, 2006). And that the 
Department's marked increase in resources that are to be spent on housing for the next three financial 
years is indicative of the government's commitment to dealing with the issue (Sisulu, 2007). According 
to the final draft of the National Housing Code (Department of Housing, 1999), the government's goal is 
to increase housing delivery to a peak level of 350 000 units per annum until the housing backlog is 
overcome. 
1.1.1 Background to Sustainable Development 
By the middle of the twentieth century, people were beginning to question the capability of the earth to 
sustain the affluent lifestyle of the developed world (Hill et al., 1997) and be concerned for the quality of 
development. Yet developing countries such as South Africa view large scale development as the key 
to addressing housing shortages and rapid urbanisation (du Plessis et al., 2002). Development has thus 
come to be redefined as a process that must take place in a way that should not lead to the replication 
of the environmentally unsustainable economic systems that have evolved in the developed world 
(Swilling, 2005). The emergence of this notion of sustainability in the development sector can be traced 
back to the UN-sponsored 1972 Stockholm Conference, followed up with the Earth Summit in Rio in 
1992, and the World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg in 2002. The central 
definition of sustainable development is ever evolving, but one which is widely used is from the 
Brundtland Report of 1987 and defines sustainable development as: 
"Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs ... As such it requires the promotion of values that 
encourage consumption standards that are within the bounds of the ecologically possible and to 











It is generally agreed that sustainable development should address issues across all three of the so-
called three "pillars" of sustainable development: people (social), prosperity (economic) and the planet 
(ecological protection). (du Plessis et al., 2002) 
In applying sustainable development to the South African context, (0' Riordan, 1997 cited in Hill et al., 
2002), proposes a "triple helix" of South African initiatives supporting sustainable development: 
~ Economic growth and redistribution; 
~ Social reconstruction and political empowerment communities; 
~ Environmental policy and protection, including both ecological and cultural components. 
The South African government has committed itself to these principles of sustainability on a number of 
levels. The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (Act No.1 08 of 1996), the Housing Act, 
(Act No.1 07 of 1997), the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP (ANC, 1994)) and its 
successor Growth, Employment and Redistribution Strategy (GEAR (ANC, 1996)) all clearly state that 
the principles of sustainable development should be upheld. 
South Africa must be one of the few countries in the world where every citizen has a constitutional right 
to sustainable development. The country's Bill of Rights in the Constitution (Act No.1 08 of 1996) states 
in section 24: "Everyone has the right. .. to have the environment protected, for the benefit of present 
and future generations, through reasonable legislative and other measures that prevent pollution and 
ecological degradation; promote conservation; and secure ecologically sustainable development and 
use of natural resources while promoting justifiable economic and social development". 
The basic principles of sustainable development are indeed in place in the policies and regulations in 
South Africa and the country is shifting from the separate development of apartheid to a new order of 
sustainable development (Munslow et al., 1995). The transition to sustainability in the built environment 
sector of the South African economy, however, has been slow (Anonymous, 2007). According to Hill et 
al. (2002) the built environment consists of the buildings in which human life plays out and the civil 
engineering infrastructure that links them. This includes housing for low income communities and the 
upgrading of informal settlements which is the focus of this dissertation. Hill et al. (2002) maintain that 
the reason for the slow transition can partly be attributed to the fact that it is not clear what is meant by 
sustainability in the upgrading of informal settlements, where financially vulnerable authorities often see 
sustainability as the ability of communities to pay for the services being delivered to them. The focus of 
the low income housing sector in South Africa has also been on the quantity of units produced at the 
expense of sustainable development (Hopkins, 1999 cited in Walker, 1999). The government, under 
pressure to deliver, is "ensuring that affordable housing provision perpetuates unsustainable past 
patterns of low density peripheral sprawl and largely sterile monofunctional residential environments. " 
(Hill et al. 2002:12) 
If the South African government is truly committed to the prinCiples of sustainability as per its policies 












1.1.2 Background to Sustainable Construction 
'~ 'sustainable construction industry' no longer means simply that the industry is able to 
continue its business and grow, but also that it supports the principles of sustainable 
development-which may mean that in some cases it needs to stop growing, or grow in different 
ways" (du Plessis et al., 2002: 4). 
The environmental impact of the construction industry and its activities is enormous. It is responsible for 
a substantial amount of global resource use and waste emissions effecting both natural systems and 
quality of human life. In the developed world, the built environment generally constitutes over half of the 
national capital investment, accounts for up to half of all the raw materials taken out of the earth's crust 
by weight, and consumes up to 50% of a country's energy (du Plessis et al. , 2002). Irurah et al. (2003) 
indicate that the contribution of the low cost housing sector of the construction industry to these adverse 
impacts is a relatively minor but indeed still relevant. 
The insufficient focus on sustainability in the built environment worldwide is being recognised by the 
construction industry and has lead to the rapid emergence of the concepts of sustainable construction 
and green building in recent years (Woolley et al., 1997). Both of these concepts fall under the ambit of 
sustainable development and for purposes of this dissertation are interchangeable. Hill et al. (1997) 
have presented four attributes of sustainability: social, economic, biophysical and technical, to advance 
the understanding of sustainable construction for providing and managing a sustainable built 
environment. These are the four "pillars" of sustainable construction, which use the three "pillars" of 
sustainable development, discussed above, as a foundation. By addressing the issues inherent in each 
of the "pillars", it allows for the attainment of sustainable construction. In November 1994, the first 
International Conference on Sustainable Construction was held in Tampa, Florida, USA. The 
conference convener, Charles Kibert, proposed that sustainable construction is about: "creating a 
healthy built environment using resource-efficient, ecologically based principles" (Kibert, 1994b). 
Building on the discussion document Agenda 21 that was formulated at the Earth Summit in Rio de 
Janeiro as an international blueprint for sustainable development, Agenda 21 on Sustainable 
Construction was published in 1999 in recognition that the construction industry and its activities are 
responsible for a large amount of global resource use and waste emissions (du Plessis et al., 2002). 
The agenda sets out an international action plan for the implementation of sustainable construction and 
building on Kibert's definition of sustainable construction, it proposes that: 
"Sustainable construction is a holistic process aiming to restore and maintain harmony between 
the natural and built environments, while creating settlements that affirm human dignity and 
encourage economic equity" (du Plessis et al., 2002:8). 
President Thabo Mbeki reaffirmed South Africa's commitment to Agenda 21 during the June 1997 
special session of the United Nations General Assembly to review and appraise the implementation of 
Agenda 21 (Hill et al., 2002). In June 2007 the Green Buildings Council SA (GBC) was launched by the 
SA Property Owners' Association as the first significant initiative by the building industry to commit to 
sustainable building practices (Anonymous, 2007a). Yet low income housing schemes have not taken 











experience of low cost housing schemes as showing "little improvement to the shack" with "poor 
thermal and structural performance, use of costly and highly processed materials and technologies, a 
short economic life span .... inadequate community/owner participation". In June 1999, the then housing 
minister, Sankie Mthembi-Mahanyle, announced that 400 000 of the 600 000 low cost houses which 
had been built were substandard (Black, 1999). 
The delivery of housing to the low income communities of South Africa should be based on all four of 
the "pillars" of sustainable construction. Any attempt to address South Africa's housing backlog that 
disregards sustainability issues would be irresponsible development and counter to the country's 
policies and legislation. 
1.1.2.1 Sustainable Construction in Developing Countries 
Developing countries' problems of housing shortages, lack of infrastructure and rapid urbanisation are 
far more dire than that of the developed world, and their resources to deal with them are far fewer (du 
Plessis et al., 2002). Their environmental concerns are both of affluence and over-consumption and of 
poverty and underdevelopment, and the capacity of local governments and the skill levels are often 
vastly different to those of the developed world (Hill et al., 2002; du Plessis et al., 2002). Creating a 
sustainable built environment in developing countries thus requires a different approach and a special 
Agenda 21 for Sustainable Construction in Developing Countries was therefore commissioned as part 
of the action plan for the implementation of Agenda 21 on Sustainable Construction and published as a 
contribution to the Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable Development. The document provides 
an overview of sustainable construction, describes the developing world context within which the 
agenda is to be implemented, and provides a research and development agenda and strategy for action 
for sustainable construction in the developing world (du Plessis et al., 2002). 
The developing world, despite its diversity, shares similar developmental issues with the most critical of 
these being high rates of urbanisation and lack of adequate housing (du Plessis et al., 2002). Lima, 
Peru for instance, experienced phenomenal growth in population: from 849000 in 1940 to 6 459 000 in 
1991, which has resulted in many slum settlements in and around the city (Dawson, 1992). Agenda 21 
on Sustainable Construction in Developing Countries stresses the urgency of addressing these 
developmental issues by embracing the principles of sustainable construction to relieve the pressure on 
the resources in these countries thereby benefiting both humans and the natural environment (du 
Plessis et al., 2002). According to du Plessis et al. (2002), however, sustainability in the construction 
industry in developing countries is still not commonplace with barriers such as a lack of capacity of the 
construction sector and a lack of interest in issues of sustainability hindering its implementation. But 
despite this, there are in fact examples of sustainability in the built environment in developing countries. 
In recognition of these cases, the Holcim Foundation offers annual awards to design projects that 
propose sustainable responses to the issues affecting building and construction; and the Habitat 
Awards is an initiative that identifies innovative and successful human settlement projects. Many past 
recipients of these awards have been from the developing world and it is such cases (i.e. good practice 
examples of sustainable construction in low income housing in the developing world) that are to be 











the developing world, in a unique position to avoid the unsustainable construction practices of the 
developed world by learning from the ways in which other developing countries are dealing with their 
similar issues. Benchmarking and assessing the various sustainable construction technologies and 
practices that are appropriate for developing country conditions, is vital for a better understanding of 
sustainable construction, the promotion of technology transfer between developing countries, the 
encouragement of these technologies into mainstream building practice, and to uphold the principles of 
sustainable development. This is especially relevant for the practices and technologies used in low 
income housing, as this sector of the built environment has been pursued as the most critical agenda 
for sustainable construction in the developing world (du Plessis et al., 2002). 
1.2 Problem Statement 
The majority of low cost housing schemes promoted by the South African Government have to date not 
been designed according to principles of sustainability and this is likely to continue because there is a 
lack of research for generating a knowledge base about approaches and practices for more sustainable 
housing projects. 
1.3 Research Questions 
The research is to address the following questions: 
~ What is sustainable construction with particular reference to low income housing in the developing 
world? 
~ What are some good practice cases of sustainable construction in housing for low income 
communities in South Africa and other developing countries? 
~ How do these cases compare on issues of sustainability? 
~ What are the achievements, strengths and innovative aspects of the cases in terms of how they 
address the principles of sustainable construction? 
~ What lessons are to be learnt from these case studies in terms of the sustainable practices and 
technologies they used and their potential to deal with South Africa's housing backlog and 
environmental degradation? 
1.4 Hypothesis 











1.5 Aims and Objectives 
The aim of this research study is to investigate developing world examples of sustainable housing to 
gain lessons for South African housing projects. 
The objectives are to: 
~ Identify the basic principles of sustainable construction; 
~ Gain a better understanding of sustainable construction in South Africa and the developing world; 
~ Identify good practice cases of sustainable construction in the delivery and management of 
housing to low income communities in the developing world; 
~ Evaluate each case against a framework of specific criteria of sustainable construction; 
~ Assess the degree to which sustainable construction principles have been addressed by the cases; 
and 
~ Draw conclusions and recommendations from the evaluation of the case studies in terms of the 
practices and technologies used, and relating them to the South African context. 
1.6 Methodology 
The methodology to be adopted for this project will be divided into two areas of research: 
~ A literature review, and 
~ An assessment of case studies that represent good practice examples of sustainable 
construction in housing for low income communities in the developing world. 
The literature review will entail a critical analysis of available national and international literature on 
sustainable construction for a deeper understanding of the term with specific relevance to South Africa. 
The review will also serve to identify sustainable housing examples from the developing world to be 
used as case studies and to formulate an evaluation framework to assess and compare each case 
study. 
The assessment of the case studies will be carried out using an evaluation framework that will test 
whether principles of sustainability have been fulfilled. This assessment will then lead to 
recommendations being made on sustainable construction technologies and practices for low income 
housing in South Africa. The information needed for the evaluation will be acquired through informal 












The limitations of the research are as follows: 
.. Time and financial constraints may prevent site visits to some of the case studies, thus having an 
impact of the depth of understanding of the particular case study as well as the amount of literature 
consulted for the literature review. 
.. Due to the broad scope and ever evolving nature of sustainable development, an exploratory 
approach to the research will be adopted as opposed to a quantitative, rigorous form of research. 
.. The case studies in this dissertation will be chosen on the grounds of the information available and 
do not claim to represent the best examples of sustainable construction in the developing world. It 
will also be possible that information may be omitted due to the limitation of the available 
information. 
1.8 Structure of the Dissertation 
This dissertation will be structured as follows: 
Chapter 1: Introduction, where the background to the research will be given by introducing the main 
principles and concepts upon which the dissertation is based as well as the problem statement, 
hypothesis, research questions, objectives, methodology and limitations. 
Chapter 2: Sustainable construction, where the main principles of sustainable construction will be 
discussed for a deeper understanding of the concept with particular relevance to the South African 
context. This chapter will also discuss the impact of the construction industry on the environment in 
South Africa, as well as the state of affairs of sustainable construction in South Africa and the 
developing world. 
Chapter 3: Methodology, where the method used to choose the case studies as well as the method 
used to evaluate them will be discussed. 
Chapter 4: Results 
Chapter 5: Discussion of the results 
Chapter 6: Conclusions and recommendations 
Appendices 
NOTES: 
Developing countries are those countries outside of Europe with a per capita GNP of less than US $7000 (World Bank, 
du Plessis et al. 2002) 














The purpose of this chapter is to define and describe the theoretical framework upon which this 
dissertation is based, namely sustainable construction under the ambit of sustainable development. It 
will thus address the first research question posed in Chapter One: 
.. What is sustainable construction with particular reference to low income housing in the 
developing world? 
2.1 Sustainable Development 
Sustainable construction falls under the broader framework of sustainable development which is used 
as a basis for a better understanding of the concept of sustainable construction. 
For the purposes of this dissertation, the most commonly used definition for sustainable development 
from the Brundtland Report as cited in Chapter One, will be used. 
Most reviews of the field of sustainable development start with the UN-sponsored 1972 Stockholm 
Conference proceed through the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, and end with the World 
Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg in 2002 as is discussed below. 
Irurah et al. (2003) view sustainable development as a convergence of two paradigms. The first being 
that of growth and development where until the late 1900s, there was a commitment to increase 
economic output as measured by Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for improved standard of living, while 
paying little attention to the environment. The second paradigm was that of the environmental 
movement which emerged in the 1950s out of concern for resource and environmental degradation 
arising from increases in population size, consumption and production. The Stockholm Conference in 
1972 dealt with the challenge of reconciling the concerns of the two paradigms in the realisation that the 
two issues could no longer be addressed separately. 
Hill et al. (1994) provide a thorough account of the evolution of the term sustainable development within 
the abovementioned environmental movement. The authors cite a document entitled "Limits to Growth" 
published by the Club of Rome in the same year as the Stockholm Conference as a strong 
substantiation of the argument that the earth's resources and environment could no longer sustain the 
world's population and economic growth (Meadows et al., 1972). This new "Iimits-to-growth" perspective 
posed a challenge to the previous decade's "pro-growth" perspective and sparked intense global 
reaction (Hill et al., 1994). 
In 1987, the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) published "Our Common 
Future" (WCED, 1987) which is known as the "Brundtland Report" and has become a primary reference 











social and economic goals, it is vital to achieve environmental goals (Hill et al., 1997). The definition of 
sustainable development used in the "Brundtland Report", as quoted in Chapter One, is perhaps the 
most commonly used in the field. It is important to note that, in contrast to the "Iimits-to-growth" 
approach, the definition retains a developmental vision, on the condition that the environment and future 
generations are not compromised (Irurah et al., 2003). 
Much of this activity culminated in the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development 
(The Earth Summit) in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, where over a hundred and fifty national governments 
committed to specific targets and actions to protect the environment (Bhatti, 1994). Agenda 21 was an 
important document to emerge from the Earth Summit which set out a framework to promote action by 
governments, non-governmental organisations and communities on key environmental and 
developmental issues (Bhatti, 1994). The preamble to Agenda 21 states that "Human Beings are at the 
centre of concern for sustainable development" (quoted in du Plessis et al., 2002:5). du Plessis et al. 
(2002) therefore maintain that humans are the focus of sustainable development and sustainability is 
not a goal but a process of maintaining a "dynamic balance between the demands of people for equity, 
prosperity and quality of life and what is ecologically possible" (du Plessis et al., 2002: 6). 
The Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002 was characterised by renewed 
intense debate and negotiation over sustainable development in developed nations versus sustainable 
development in developing countries (Irurah et al., 2003). While for developed nations the challenge is 
to curb over-consumption and over-production, and to redistribute resources to the poorer sectors of 
their society; the challenge in developing countries is to avoid the unsustainable practices of the 
developed world and curb population growth while meeting the basic needs and improving the dire 
living conditions of the people (Irurah et al., 2003). 
The debate over the differentiated requirements of sustainable development and the fact that 
sustainable development is being adopted by more countries around the world, more disciplines and 
advocacy groups have contributed to the ever evolving nature of the interpretation of the term. 
According to Hardoy et al. (1992) there are at least 80 different definitions of sustainable development 
or part thereof. Hill et al. (1994a) state in addition that the concept of "sustainability" is so broad that it is 
impossible to capture all its nuances in a single definition. This is confirmed by Mawhinney (2002), who 
states that there is not sufficient clarity on the definition of the term to offer a simple starting point for 
theory and practice. Despite the contention over the interpretation of the term, however, there is a 
general consensus that unmanaged exploitation of natural resources is detrimental to humans in the 
long term (Hill et al., 1994) and that human development, in order to make lasting progress, must take 
into account the reality of ecological constraints (Goldfinger et al., 2008). In an increasingly resource 
constrained world, there has come a need to understand both human demand for ecological resources 
and the earth's ability to meet this demand; where the "ecological footprint" is a resource accounting 
tool that makes this measurement possible (Goldfinger et al., 2008). It is also generally agreed, as 
described by du Plessis et al. (2002), that there needs to be an equitable distribution of wealth in the 
form of resources and opportunities, as well as social and economic equity amongst individuals, 











This line of reasoning has led to the so-called three "pillars" of sustainable development as cited in 
Chapter One (du Plessis et aI., 2002): 
.. Prosperity (economic development), 
.. People (social development), and 
.. The planet (environmental protection). 
This concurs with O'Riordan's "triple helix" of South African initiatives to embrace sustainability as 
described in Chapter One. These "pillars" of sustainability have indeed been entrenched in South 
Africa's policies and legislation since the country's emergence as a democratic state in 1994. South 
Africa has adopted many international protocols and frameworks on environmental conservation and 
sustainable development including Agenda 21 (Hill et al., 1994a; Irurah et al., 2003). Yet this has not 
been followed through in implementation in various sectors of the economy; and in the housing sector 
this is particularly significant as the delivery of low income housing has been one of the key 
programmes of the South African government since 1994 (Irurah et al., 2003). 
"We need to ensure that there is development to meet the basic needs of our people, but that 
development should be mindful of our fragile resources. So we must promote development that 
takes into account our reconstruction needs now as well as leaving our children and their children 
a share of our precious resources" (former South African President, Nelson Mandela, quoted in 
Whyte, 1995: ix). 
2.2 Sustainable Construction 
Having discussed the background to the term sustainable development, the purpose of this section is to 
discuss how sustainability relates to the built environment and thereby enhance the understanding of 
the term sustainable construction, also known as green construction/building. 
When describing sustainable construction it is first necessary to distinguish literature on the topic from 
the broader ecological design literature. Van der Ryn et al. (1996) maintain that in many ways, 
environmental degradation has been a consequence of how products are designed; where they are 
often optimised with respect to cost or convenience while neglecting environmental considerations. 
Thinking ecologically about design and minimising environmentally destructive impacts by integrating 
with living processes is vital for the achievement of sustainable development and is known as ecological 
design (Cowan et al., 1996). Luttrop et al. (2006) state that a major challenge for designers is to fulfil a 
need or to provide a benefit to the customer or user at the lowest environmental cost. The authors 
therefore provide "Ten Golden Rules" as generic advice for ecological design. Sustainable construction 
is a subset of ecological design and pertains specifically to the design of the built environment. 
So in realising the extensive impacts of the design and construction of the built environment on the 
natural environment and at the same time being mindful of its important role in socio-economic 
development and quality of life, sustainable construction was proposed as a way of applying the 










2002). The First International Conference on Sustainable Construction was held in Tampa, Florida, 
United States of America in 1994. A major objective of the conference was to "assess progress in the 
new discipline that might be called sustainable construction or green construction" (Kibert, 1994a). In 
1999, an internationally agreed upon Agenda 21 on Sustainable Construction, which builds on the 
international blueprint for sustainable development: Agenda 21, was published (du Plessis et al., 2002). 
Its main objectives were to create a global framework that would contribute to other developmental 
agendas, and to provide a source document for research and developmental activities to do with 
sustainable construction. The document provided an overview of the concepts, issues and challenges 
of sustainable construction (du Plessis et al., 2002). In recognising that the creation of a sustainable 
built environment would require a different approach to that of the developed world, a special Agenda 
21 for Sustainable Construction in Developing Countries was commissioned as part of the action plan 
for the implementation of Agenda 21 on Sustainable Construction (du Plessis et al., 2002). This 
document is discussed in greater detail in the final section of this chapter. 
Sustainable construction is seen as a holistic process aimed at restoring the balance between the 
natural and built environments, and is applicable to the full range of construction activities from design, 
through construction, operation and maintenance and finally decommissioning or the deconstruction of 
buildings (Drager, 1996; du Plessis et al., 2002). 
According to the Building Services Research and Information Association (BSRIA) sustainable 
construction can be defined as: 
"The creation and responsible management of a healthy built environment based on resource 
efficient and ecological principles" (Cited in Woolley et aI., 1997:5). 
The BSRIA assert that these principles include (Woolley et al., 1997): 
~ Minimising non-renewable resource consumption, 
~ Enhancing the natural environment, and 
~ Eliminating or minimising the use of toxins. 
Kibert (1994b) embroiders on these three principles and offers the following principles of sustainable 
construction as being essential in order to protect the earth's natural resources and create a 
harmonious natural and built environment: 
Table 1: The Principles of Sustainable Construction (Kibert, 1994b) 
i. Minimise resource consumption 
ii. Maximise resource reuse 
iii. Use renewable or recyclable resources 
iv. Protect the natural environment 
v. Create a healthy, non-toxic environment 










Hill et al. (1995) developed Kibert's six principles of sustainable construction further by adding a 
seventh principle: that of "promoting socio-economic sustainability". The authors argue that the 
principles of sustainable construction need to conform to the "pillars" of sustainable construction and 
therefore include the social and economic aspects as well. These six principles of sustainable 
construction as formalised by Kibert (1994) and the seventh as devised by Hill et al. (1995) are meant 
as a guideline to members of the construction industry in order to achieve more sustainable buildings 
and settlements (Drager, 1996). These seven principles are contextualised and discussed further in 
Appendix B. 
The basic idea gleaned from the literature discussed above is that sustainable construction aims to 
achieve lasting environmental, social, and economic benefits through the construction of well designed 
buildings and settlements. Therefore sustainable construction is not simply about protecting the earth 
and its resources from over-exploitation or over-consumption; sustainable construction also considers 
the impact construction and its activities have on the occupants and users of the built environment. This 
ties in with the basic premise of sustainable development as mentioned above, that humans and their 
long term survival are at the centre. 
As referred to in Chapter One, Hill et al., (1997) propose four main criteria for the enhanced 
understanding of sustainable construction. These are based on the abovementioned three "pillars" of 
sustainable development (du Plessis et al., 2002). Hill et al., (1997) refer to these criteria as the four 
"pillars" of sustainable construction and they include social, economic, biophysical and technical 
sustainability; and a set of over-arching, process-oriented principles. Hill et al., (1997) propose that the 
application of the four "pillars", using the process-oriented principles to decide on the emphasis to be 
given to each "pillar", would make the construction industry more sustainable. 
Appendix A illustrates the four principles of sustainable construction as outlined by Hill et aI., (1997) 
while a summarised, adapted version is given in Table 2 below. The table is an amalgamation of 
literature from Hill et aI., (1997) and Sowman et al., (1998) along with the author's own contribution. It 
outlines the principles most relevant to sustainable low income housing. 
Table 2: The Principles of Sustainable Construction for Low Income Housing (after Hill et al., 
1997; Sowman et al., 1998; author) 
Pillar 1: Social Sustain ability Pillar 2: Economic Sustainability 
Promote a sense of community and safety Ensure affordability for beneficiaries (both capital and ongoing 
Promote and protect the physical and psychological well-being costs) 
of inhabitants Promote employment opportunities, asset and wealth creation 
Promote skills training and capacity enhancement Choose environmentally responsible suppliers and contractors 
Promote self determination and cultural diversity Adopt policies and practices that advance sustainability 
Promote personal dignity 
Pillar 3: Biophysical Sustainability Pillar 4: Technical Sustainability 
Reduce the use of the generic construction resources (energy, Construct durable, reliable and functional housing 
water, land and materials) Pursue quality in the built environment 
Minimise the use of non-renewable resources Promote mix-use, pedestrian neighbourhoods 
Maximise reuse and recycling Use appropriate technology for specific situations 
Minimise all forms of pollution Continuous improvement and technological innovation 
Create a healthy indoor and outdoor environment 










du Plessis et al. (2002) asserts that for years, there has been a tendency in construction to give greater 
emphasis to technical sustainability, neglecting social and economic sustainability in particular. 
Dalgliesh et al. (1997), on the other hand, claim that in the low income housing sector in South Africa, 
social and economic sustainability have been given weight at the expense of technical and biophysical 
sustainability. A common thread, however, can be drawn from the literature: that for low income housing 
and, in fact any housing project to be sustainable, it must adhere to all of the above principles of 
sustainable construction. It is important nevertheless to be mindful that optimising each principle is not 
always feasible, and trade-offs and compromises may be necessary (Hill et al., 1997). 
South Africa needs to move away from its existing poor environmental and housing conditions in the 
informal settlements and address its housing backlog by considering all principles of sustainable 
construction. This will enhance the quality of people's lives by ensuring a healthy built environment in 
balance with the natural environment. The policies for this to occur are indeed in place: the 1997 Urban 
Development Framework of the Department of Housing for example, has sustainability as one of its 
goals and recognises the importance of considering environmental issues in planning (Department of 
Housing, 1997). 
It is in implementation where the problem arises. Many past approaches to housing in South Africa 
have been concerned with political agendas such as the number of houses built and the improvement 
of economic indicators rather than quality and sustainability issues (Sowman et al., 1998; du Plessis et 
al., 2002). This is well illustrated by the following examples cited in Sowman et al. (1998): 
.. In Hornlee, Knysna in the Western Cape, many low cost houses were built on south-facing 
slopes. With less sunshine and more rainfall than north-facing slopes, houses are often damp 
and cold. There is a high incidence of tuberculosis in the area resulting in lost productivity and 
high health costs. 
.. In Delft in the Western Cape, concrete used in the construction of houses contained too much 
sand and was not mixed properly. Rain is able to enter the houses easily, resulting in damp 
walls and therefore disease, in addition to poor insulation. 
... In Inanda in Kwazulu Natal pit toilets were built on the banks of a stream which get flooded and 
wastewater seeps into the stream. This has resulted in health risks and costly clean up. 
Some of the major challenges to the implementation of sustainable construction in low income housing 
in South Africa are: a lack of capacity of the construction sector; a lack of consciousness and interest 
by the construction industry in the issue of sustainability; a lack of mechanisms and guidelines for 
translating policy principles into action; and a lack of data and information on achieving effective 
sustainable construction practices (Sowman et al., 1998; du Plessis et a/. , 2002). 
Without underplaying these concerns, there are indeed examples of sustainable construction in the 
delivery of low income houses in South Africa and other developing countries. These are to be 
evaluated in this dissertation in an attempt to bridge the gap between South Africa's sustainability 
policies and their implementation and to challenge the perpetuation of unsustainable past approaches 










In sum, the following definition for sustainable construction as cited in Chapter One is to be used for this 
dissertation: 
"Sustainable construction is a holistic process aiming to restore and maintain harmony between 
the natural and built environments, and create settlements that affirm human dignity and 
encourage economic equity"(du Plessis et al., 2002: 8). 
2.3 Sustainable Settlements 
Having discussed the term sustainable construction in relation to sustainable development, the 
following section relates sustainable construction to a broader context of urban form and settlements as 
a whole. 
Sustainable human settlements are those cities, villages and their communities that: "enable us to live 
in a manner that supports the ... principles of sustainable development and have the institutional, social 
and economic systems that will ensure their continued existence." (du Plessis et al., 2002: 7) 
The phenomenon of ever increasing urbanisation, particularly in the developing world as discussed 
further in Chapter 2.5, has seen the emergence of literature on 'sustainable cities'. The literature 
stresses the scale of global urbanisation and its resultant problems, emphasising the urgency of 
ensuring that cities contribute to sustainable development. Lyman (2000) and Findlay (1996) provide 
ideas and discussion on the topic, while du Plessis (2001), Pieterse (2008) and Keiner et al. (2004) 
provide insight into sustainable cities in the developing world in particular. The latter authors point out 
that the developmental problems and worldviews of the developing world are distinctive and require a 
different approach to the west. du Plessis (2001), for instance, argues that the context of poverty and 
rapid urbanisation suggests that sustainable cities should be the focus of sustainable construction in 
Africa, but should be undertaken in a way that is relevant to the culture in Africa. Pieterse (2008) argues 
that current developing world policies do not deal with the causes of urban problems; and the author 
proposes an alternative political agenda to make cities more effective and sustainable. Keiner (2004) 
focuses on the sustainable urban development of medium-sized cities and through three developing 
world case studies proposes ways to create urban areas that contribute to sustainable development. 
According to du Plessis et al. (2002), the interaction of the following four patterns determines whether a 
settlement is sustainable or not: 
.. The physical structure-how a settlement relates to the natural environment, and different parts 
of the city, 
.. The utilisation patterns-the way the settlement uses its resources, 
.. The social patterns-how people live, work and relate to their settlement and the opportunities 
the settlement provides to meet social needs, and 
.. The operational patterns-how the settlement functions and is managed. 
Hill et al. (2002) cite South African settlements and cities in particular, as adhering to very few of the 
above patterns. The authors describe them as inefficient and spatially distorted; with low density urban 










on the outskirts of the city; therefore rendering them unsustainable. This sprawling, fragmented and 
separated land pattern results in inefficient, energy consuming and costly transport measures; 
expensive city administration; the exclusion of people from easy access to economic opportunities and 
facilities, and the destruction of valuable ecological and agricultural land. This pattern of South African 
cities is a legacy of the residential segregation of apartheid and other factors such as the adoption of 
inappropriate planning and urban design models, squatting, and incorrect assumptions about 
urbanisation trends. This is then perpetuated by political pressure for short-term delivery of housing and 
services and a crisis-driven search for land by local authorities to accommodate urban expansion 
(Dewar, 1991; Hill et al., 2002). 
Crane et al. (2008) present a case study of Cape Town as a South African city that concurs with the 
account of South African settlements given by Hill et al. (2002) above. Crane et al. (2008) draw on the 
most current data on energy, water, waste, transport, land, biodiversity and climate change to 
demonstrate the unsustainable use of resources in the city and that if ignored could undermine any 
further investments in growth and poverty eradication. The authors, however, present the case study in 
such a way as to demonstrate opportunities for innovation and suggest some system changes and 
initiatives to position Cape Town as a sustainable city. 
In line with such literature on sustainable cities and in light of the global push for sustainability, it is a 
matter of urgency to make existing South African settlements more sustainable. By increasing the 
density of development, employing multi-functional and mixed-use environments, giving priority to 
public transport and non-motorised transport modes and including issues such as urban design and the 
provision of social infrastructure, as well as protecting and enhancing the natural environment, it would 
help to ensure more efficient and sustainable South African settlements. Crane et al. (2008:285) state 
that if South African cities seized the opportunity, they could access the large amount of funds available 
nationally and globally for this purpose and could become "vibrant and thriving multiculturaf sustainable 
settlements where "poverty could well be a thing of the past." 
2.4 The Impact of the Construction Industry 
"In the developed world, the built environment generally constitutes more than half of the total 
national capital investment, accounts for up to half of all the raw materials taken out of the earth's 
crust by weight, and consumes between 40% and 50% of a country's energy. The built 
environment consumes substantial financial and natural resources, and generates considerable 
waste streams." (Hodgson, 2002: i) 
According to Goldfinger et al. (2008:4), the Ecological Footprint "measures people's demand on the 
biosphere in terms of the area of biologically productive land and sea required to provide the resources 
people use and to absorb the waste they generate." Humanity's Ecological Footprint first exceeded 
global biocapacity in the 1980s and this overshoot has been increasing ever since (Goldfinger et al., 
2008). This Ecological Footprint includes the biologically productive areas required to produce the 
resources needed for the construction industry. Within this context and in order to understand the 
thinking behind the principles of sustainable construction better, it is necessary to take cognisance of 










on people and the environment. In the discussion that follows, these impacts have been divided into 
environmental and socio-economic impacts. However, it is important to note that this distinction does 
not occur in reality. According to du Plessis et al. (2002), the industry's environmental impact is the 
most measurable, but its socio-economic impacts should not be negated. The discussion includes 
impacts of the construction industry over the entire construction process from construction to 
deconstruction, as well as the impacts of the manufacturing and extraction of the materials used in the 
industry. 
a) The environmental impacts of the construction industry 
The physical environment and the construction sector are linked by the demand construction places on 
natural resources; this is especially significant in the case of housing which is very resource-intensive 
(du Plessis et al., 2002). The simplest point at which to begin evaluating the impact of the construction 
industry is to look at the inefficient use of the four of the generic resources used in construction: 
materials, energy, land, and water (Hill et aI., 1997) as well as the industry's contribution to pollution. 
Materials most commonly used in construction are outlined in the table below. They are divided into 
renewable and non-renewable resources: 
Table 3: Important Materials in the Building Industry (van den Akker et a/., 1979) 
Non-renewable resources Renewable Resources 
Limited resources Ample resources 
Steel Stone Timber 
Aluminium Sand Flax 
Copper Gravel, Chippings Cotton 
Lead Lime, Gypsum Cane and Rushes 
Zinc Cement Cork 




Building materials vary in their impact on the environment but, of the materials listed, the biggest 
culprits and those that form the basis of modern construction, are concrete and steel (du Plessis et al., 
2002). Cement production has been identified as the biggest anthropogenic contributor to greenhouse 
gas emissions after the burning of fossil fuels (du Plessis et al., 2002). Concrete lacks tensile strength, 
so where such forces are liable to occur, reinforcement is required. Steel, a non-renewable resource, is 
most often used for the purpose of reinforcement. Steel is also used for central heating installations and 
window and door frames and according to van den Akker et al. (1979) is the most widely used of all the 
metals in housing. Steel is one of the most energy-intensive materials and the production of iron and 
steel together account for 4.1% of global energy use (du Plessis et al., 2002). As can be seen in Table 
3, most building materials are derived from non-renewable resources. They are being used at an 
unsustainable rate and du Plessis et al. (2002) maintain that this unsustainable consumption rate is 
perpetuated by high wastage of materials both as waste and as a material unnecessarily incorporated 
into a building. This pattern of over-consumption of resources is thought to be the main cause of much 










Energy is an essential element of all development projects from the manufacture of materials through to 
the project's operation. In South Africa, the fossil fuel coal is the predominant energy source in the 
manufacturing of construction materials as it is abundant and cheap to extract through open cast mining 
(van den Akker et al., 1979). But as alluded to above, the production of construction materials depletes 
non-renewable energy sources at an unsustainable rate and emits greenhouse gases causing massive 
environmental pollution. According to Lewis (1991) the excessive carbon dioxide output from the 
burning of coal is widely believed to be contributing to the global subtle warming of the earth's climate. 
Since air pollution levels in South Africa are amongst the worst in the world, there is a great need to 
move towards non-polluting and sustainable energy sources (Sowman et al., 1998). Much of South 
Africa's electricity is also generated by coal-burning power stations, and while access to electricity is 
seen as far more desirable than the use of other household energy sources such as paraffin, wood and 
candles which pose fire and health hazards, coal burning power stations remain a point of contention in 
terms of their sustainability and their impact on the environment (Sowman et al., 1998) The 
electrification of homes of the urban poor, which is a key objective of the Reconstruction and 
Development Program (RDP) (ANC, 1994), places more demand on South Africa's electricity supplier, 
Eskom, which is currently experiencing a shortage of electricity capacity mainly due to incorrect 
forecasting on demand trends (Anonymous, 2008). This electricity shortage in South Africa renders an 
even more urgent need for alternative energy sources and energy conservation as South Africa "faces 
serious economic problems unless there is an urgent and enormous push for renewable energy" 
(Johns, 2008:4). Authorities and service providers need to take heed of the electricity shortage in the 
servicing and provision of low income housing where the use of off-grid electricity supplies, energy-
efficient fixtures and appliances as well as design measures ensuring good insulation and ventilation, 
should be employed. 
Land is another inefficiently used resource in the construction industry. The building materials industry 
is responsible for the filling up of landfill sites which not only consumes land that could otherwise be 
used for agriculture, housing or for its natural beauty or value (Hill et al., 1995), but contributes to the 
degradation of ecosystems (du Plessis et al., 2002). The extraction of materials needed for the 
construction industry through mining is also a major cause of pollution, land degradation and the 
disruption of natural terrain. Furthermore, deforestation can be attributed to the construction industry 
where buildings alone account for one quarter of the earth's wood harvest (Birkeland, 2002). The 
construction industry also has a huge impact on agricultural land through soil erosion and other forms of 
land degradation. Indeed, the annual loss of soil in South Africa is acknowledged to be extremely high: 
"This may well be the greatest environmental problem facing South Africa" (Verster, 1992; cited in 
Whyte, 1995: 43). South African cities are "exploding outwards in a sprawling, amorphous, low density 
form" (Dewar, 1991; 93) resulting in the loss of priceless agricultural land and natural resources (Dewar, 
1991). Censuses between 1960 and 1981 revealed that within the Cape Town Metropole alone, 67 
square kilometres of prime farmland were lost to urban development (Gasson, undated, cited in Dewar, 
1991) which also caused damage to the invaluable Cape Flats aquifer and the destruction of coastline 
and mountain slopes (Dewar, 1991). Land is a costly commodity and forms the basis of many economic 










Water is a natural resource used in the construction process during the manufacturing of materials, in 
construction, as well as during the operation of the building. Water is scarce in South Africa, with annual 
rainfall below the world average and overall demand predicted to exceed supply by 2020 (Whyte, 1995; 
Dewar, 1991). Yet despite the potential seriousness of the problem of water quantity, the resource is 
not efficiently used within the construction industry. According to Hill et a/. (1997), standard household 
fixtures such as taps and shower heads allow for unnecessarily high volumes of water to flow through; 
where more efficient water saving fixtures such as low flow shower heads would ensure large water 
savings. The construction industry also impacts on water quality and according to Dewar, (1991) this is 
as a result of three construction processes in particular. The first is the manufacture of construction 
materials, where waste products are often dumped illegally into water courses. The second source is 
poor urban land management, and the third is the fact that little attention is paid to the reuse of water as 
a result of poor management of "grey water" effluent from households, storm water runoff and sewage 
disposal (Dewar, 1991). 
Like any other industrial process the recovery and production of construction materials causes pollution 
by emitting pollutants into the air and watercourses. The production of iron, steel and non ferrous 
metals and the production of construction materials such as glass and bricks, for example, contribute 
20% to annual dioxin and furan emissions (du Plessis et a/., 2002). While housing itself causes little 
pollution in comparison to the more sophisticated industrial processes, buildings do indeed emit 
pollutants via the materials and appliances used within them. According to Pearson (1998:63), toxins 
may be emitted from "wood treatments, insulation, formaldehyde impregnated materials, paints and 
vinyl floor coverings" used in households. Gas appliances used for cooking and heating produce, 
amongst others, large amounts of carbon monoxide and dioxide, while air conditioning and cooling 
systems contribute to the depletion of the ozone layer through the emission of chlorofluorocarbons 
(Pearson, 1998; Edwards, 1996). Insufficient ventilation, which has been cited by Sowman et a/. (1998) 
as a common scenario in South African low income housing, only aggravates the health burden that 
these household pollutants pose. Noise, dust and odour pollution during the actual construction 
process, further contribute to the negative impact of construction on the environment (Hill et a/., 1997). 
b) The social and economic impacts of the construction industry 
Apart from the more mainstream school of thought of the impact of man's activities on the environment 
as discussed above, there are the lesser known impacts of man's activities on people themselves and 
the economy. The following section will discuss the socio-economic impacts of the construction 
industry. 
The construction process itself, especially due to its labour-intensive nature, provides employment 
opportunities which have a profound influence over the quality of people's lives. du Plessis et a/. (2002) 
maintain that the "employment intensity" of construction activities is much higher in developing countries 
in comparison to developed countries; which indicates that the construction industry can playa major 










Buildings themselves directly affect people's safety and well-being. The structural integrity of buildings, 
appropriate design for the environment, and design in direct accordance with the types of activities 
occurring within them, determine whether a building will be safe for human occupation particularly in 
adverse conditions. du Plessis et al. (2002), for instance, cite the example that sub standard 
construction products were partially to blame for the high death toll in the earthquakes that occurred in 
recent years in Turkey and India. 
The risk to personal health from buildings is a relatively recent concern. Baggs et al., (1996) maintain 
that the building industry has caused many problems in the past which are only now emerging in some 
of today's health problems. These health problems are a result of what Pearson (1998) and Day (1990) 
refer to as "sick buildings" whereby synthetic materials, poor design, lack of ventilation, poor choice of 
site, fixtures and appliances in buildings affect the well-being of the occupants. 
Synthetic building materials for instance are often fire hazards and give off pollutant vapours which are 
harmful to health. In many modern buildings these vapours are unable to escape due to the 
impermeable nature of the building materials; many modern tightly sealed, insulated buildings have 
radiation levels up to 25 times that of the external environment (Day, 1990). Pearson (1998) cites cases 
where people have complained of recurrent symptoms including headaches, fatigue, and nausea, all as 
a result of "sick building syndrome" where indoor air was found to contain a complex mix of pollutants 
including: radon, carbon monoxide, sulphur dioxide and particulates. Symptoms were also thought to 
derive from fluorescent lighting, a build up of positive ions and stale air (Pearson, 1998; Day, 1990). To 
avoid "sick building syndrome", buildings should be seen as a "third skin" that breathes, absorbs, 
evaporates, and regulates and at the same time offers protection, comfort and shelter (Pearson, 1998; 
Day, 1990). According to Baggs et al. (1996), this "third skin" should ideally be comprised of non-
polluting, non-toxic, renewable and permeable natural materials. 
The site and the position on the site, the natural systems and patterns also need to be considered in 
order to create a built environment that does not adversely affect humans. The site of a building may be 
affected by positive or negative ground energies and building over areas affected by negative energies 
such as geological faults, can affect health. (Pearson, 1998; Baggs et al., 1996).These adverse health 
effects associated with living in such areas include disturbed sleep, cardiovascular disease and 
changes to the central nervous system, and is known as "geopathic stress" (Baggs et al., 1996). The 
sound, smell and look of a site also have a profound impact on human health. Noise from passing traffic 
or trains, for instance, has considerable effects on our feelings, thoughts and well-being (Baggs et al., 
1996). The position on the site also affects human health and comfort: positioning a building in a valley, 
for instance, exposes occupants to trapped air pollution and colder night and early morning 
temperatures (Sowman et al., 1998). In the Southern Hemisphere, areas that are north-facing are also 
warmer and more hospitable than those facing south (Sowman et al., 1998). 
The modern day convenience of electricity tends to overshadow the relatively new consideration of its 
potentially harmful effects on human health and well-being (Pearson, 1998). Electric devices used in 










u~&ets the electrornagnetic balances of too body causing sym~tums MJcll as headaches, disturbed 
sleep and nauSea (Hawkins. 1989 cited in Day, 1990), More serious effects typicalty take yea's to show 
and include metat>olic malfunctions and allergies; rnoreoyer the link between close ~ruximity to 
uyerlwad eiectric cables and the irddence of leukaemia and cancer is gaining official recognition 
(Pearsun, 1998; Day, (900)- Static electricity which is also caused by electric appliances in addition to 
synthetic materials not only increases stress levels and irritability but contriDutes to a range of \mder-
oxygenated blood ailments suetl as depression and lethargy (Day, 1990) 
As llas Deoo alluded to. buildings also affect the metaphysical ur psychological health of humans. so 
"npfJft from tile obvious nee(1 to live in lIomes that nre lIealtlly for tile Ixxiy. tllere is tile mUCll older 
desire to dwell in a place lila! is lIealtllY fIX tile mind and spirit (Pearson_ 1998; 45). Day (1 990) speaks 
of how <Mthout consciously looking at them, we absorb our surroundings with all our ser1Ses: and as a 
result harsh, urlCaring, insensitive and depersonalised bU',ldings MJCh as modern coorlC ll flats only leave 
the emotional part 01 the human being feeling empty. Day (1990) ~roceeds witll the lact that this 
ernpliness often manifests itse lf in undesirable activities such as crime. Such \Jnwelcoming structures 
are also not valued by their occu~ant5 and oftoo la ll ',nto disre~air 8nd are prone to yandalism (Kibert. 
1994b; Hill el Eli .. 1995; Her(l1l, 2003)_ 
Sowman et al. (1998) ubserve that many South African examples of low income housing are merely 
sterile rows 01 freestanding "boxes· thaI du not create vibrant liying enyironrnents or a -sense 01 place 
as is illustrated in Figure 2 below South African lmusing projcc;s shO\Jld instead strive to promote a 
sense 01 place, peacefulness ar1d well-ben>;; 
"Every clienr. occupant. user_ even those nat yet bom_ is nn indivKiual, J lIuman person not a 
feelingless sratistic ro be packaged. They need their awn plnces nS hooses for tile SOI.!I, not as 
boxes lor tile bIXly"(Day. 1990: 127) 
Figure 1: Low income housing, Soweto, South Africa 
SO\Jrce: h;t~:iiw .. :tw .Iiyingneighborhoods.orglht-Olsantarosa. h;m 
According to d\J Plessis et ai. (2002), tile construction ir1dustry also has the ca~acity tu arrect econornic 
sustainab ility as the ilIJilt environment constitutes more than hall 01 the toml national capital investmen; 
In most counmes acruss the wortd. The ind\Jstry plays a vital role in the creation of small. medilln and 
micru enterprises willl a large portion 01 construction workers being employed by ;Ilern. and tile 
cons:ructiun industry also su~ports small and inlorrna l contractors such as ~aint and tile m8nufacturers 










The negative enviroomenlal, social and econDlllic impacts of the construction industr~ can all I)e 
mitigated through changes", the praclices in the construction industry, Developing countries such as 
South Africa have the opport\Jnity to base all futu re developmenl iIlciuding the provisioo cJ: hOUSing to 
low incDllle cDlllmUllities 00 principles of s\Jstainable development. The sustainable constructioo cJ: klw 
iocDllle homes will not ooly benefit the envirooment, but will have a positive effee! on people's physical 
wid mental and eCQllomic well-being too. 
The fol!ol'>ing section considers the deoeklpmg world cQlltext ""th regard to suslainable coostruction 
2.5 The Developing World Context 
Developing cOl.01trles, despi le their diverse cultures histories, ecooomic corlditioos and climates. have 
c...-tain developmental issues arid condolions in common, du Plessis et at. (2002) cite that urbanisation 
arid housing are two such iSSlJeS whoch are particularly pertinent ill developing countries . These issues 
have put the construction industry lJIlder the microscope as it is a ke~ industry in the QlJest to deal v..ith 
them, 
Urbanisation is t~king pl~ce in developing cO\Jntries at an unprecedented rate; the urballis~tion rate in 
the less developed Asian arid Afric~n countries for example, is approxlll1ately 3.6% per annum, which 
amOl.01ts to 170 000 more people per d~y hying in urban areas (SW'j llng, 2(05). The majority of Ihe 
world'S mega cities are in developing countries where there is not enough investment in infrastrl.Cture 
and planning to Keep up With the hi,*, urbanisatioll rate (Giradel, 1 gOO). 
According to du PleSSIS et al. (2002)_ one of the most pressing infrastructure deficiendes in developing 
counlries is housing. This has resulted in rapid gro,,1h of slums arid un~uthorised settlements, 
overcrowding, stm'",ad infrastructure and services as well as a neglect of the environment. This is 
echoed . , the South Africall experience where there is a large hOUSing backlog with a I~rge sector of 
the populatlooliv.,g in informal settlemellts, as well as the Brazilian expeflence as cited below 
The Braz ilian ex perience 
'The current state of Brazilian cities is due to tM absence of pubiic or private oousin9 
progmmmes cElpabie af financin9 Of promoting the prodllctlon of IlOusillg alld 'lrban 
IrJlrastructure 00 ~ large sCElle. Th"s the lIouSIr!9 deficrl today is characterised as olle of the 
biggest problems faced by tile populatIOn ~nd a mEljor challenge to the constrll(:/lOn indllstry 
Poor distributkm ot income is the mam c~use of the oousing deficit. .Self-cordnidioll in 
penpl1eral [)feElS or higlHisk areas sllch as steep siopes or nood plains has seen the creEltion af 
the 'illegal' city These cI~nde~tine shanty towns [)fe stili tM main sourCe ot housing prodllction 
in Brazil: (du Plessis et aI., 2002. 29) 
In respollse to the developing world's unique and extreme problems and the realisation that their 
resources to deal with them are far fewer than developed countries , the di5Cus,oon document Agenda 
21 tor Slistainable Cor<StructkJn in Developing Countries was published as a cootributioo to the 
Joh~nnesburg World Summit on Sustainable Development In 2002 Idu PlesSJs et al., 2002). It 










development In the t .. (~t environment and sets out a research arld development agerlda and a strategy 
for actioo for sustainable GOn~tructioo in the developing world Tl1e docLJment recognises that 
developing countries are largely stili under cooslrudioo rendering the urgent need to ensure tMt this 
construction takes place sustamably (du Plessis et aI., 2002) 
SustainatJ;llty, however. is not yet receivillg sufficient attention in tre coostruclion irldustry in the 
developmg world du PIe5sis et al. (2002) cite the reasons as being that governments arld societies 
adopt a "cris is-driven- approach to dealing I'oi th the dire problems, with little regard for tl1e tong term 
impact of their actions on people and the envorooment: as \\lell as a lack of ca~acity of the coostruct'on 
sector, low urban investment and a general lac~ of interest in the ',ssue of sustainability Although no\ 
commo~lace, there are indeed exam~les of sustainable construction in tl1e d,"ivery and management 
of low income houses acrOss the developing \wr1d, Irurah et aI. (2002), for example, pro;ide a 
C00l1prel1ens'lve account of sustainable setllement initiati ves in South Africa, The Habitat Awards is an 
initiative that identifies innovative and successful human settlement projects around the world. The 
roopient5 of the awards very otten uphold the "';nciples of sustainable construction (Habitat. 2008) 
The Hckim Fourldation. as mentioned ill Cha~ter One. offers awards to sustainable architedure, 
englneenng urban design, and senlement upgrading design prOjects: wltl1 many recipoents of the award 
being developing world projects (Holcim, 2008), Tl1ese ho<Jsing prOjects provide an important 
fo ,-"datlOO for othefs to fo llow and are thefefore to be investigated in CMpter Four of this dissertation 
Case studies Will be selected from across cootinents ensuring a broad spectrum of sustainable 
coostructlon practices and technologies from wh ich to draw conclusions and recomme lldations for the 
South AfrICan ho<Js ing sltuatioo . 
2.6 Conclusion 
Cl1a~ter Two has out lined the theoretical basis of this study namely sustainable constructioo, as an 
aspect of ecologoc:al deSign, under the ambt of sustainable developme',t. It has included a review of 
litefature or. sustainable settlements arld susta'ln able cilie~ in particular ta~lng into account that 
sustainab le construction relates to a broader context of urban form a,1d settlements as a wi1o le, Tl1e 
chapter ha~ also discussed the extensive im~acts of the construction irldustry on people and the natura l 
environment a,1d therefore on humanity's ecological footprint prOViding a better understanding of the 
need for sustainab le practices in the OO il t environment. The chapter cOIlC'udes by giving an overview of 
the dev,"oplng world wi1ere we of the most pressing issues is a dire hOLJsing shortage due to ever 
mcreasing urbanisat ion It is not commonplace to address t hi~ hoUSing shortage LJsing sustainable 
cwstruction practices: and yet the need to make susta inable mterve'ltions in me OOilt en;ironment 
rem~ ", s urgent for the surviva l of humoo beings. The develo;J<11Q WOOd. despite Its lack of resources, is 
in a prime Mi,ion to base all its futLJre development on the principles of su~t~in~ble development. So 
by dr~"'ng from existing developing world low income hOUSing projects with ~ ~ust"in" tJ;rlty age,1d~. 
this dissert~t iul \";11 oller tl1e lessons al'od eXr>Briences learnt from these as a fou,1d"tion for luture 













Thi, cl,--.p:er describes aM .ustiiies Toe research me,hod employed io this drsse1a:ioo ;O{ t'le 
i '1Vcs:igal,~n of dellciGpi '>] worl,j examples 01 low irICome " O\J~il1g_ 
Tile chapter ',s 5:ructured by first just ifyi ng a case stud)' approach and then devekJping a case stuu.,. 
design. Tile coapter proceeds by giv iog a review of pre\;cus resea'cll 00 sustaina~e case 5,udles ill 
order :0 demonstrate a metllo<llor :he anal ~is oj tile case studies cr.csen tor tllis dissera:ioo and 
firully Uclleloping an evaluation Iramcwock dC-";'Jn, 
3.1 Justification 01 a Case Study Approach 
Accordll1g '" Yin (1994) there are severa l ways oj doiog social science researcll TI185e il1clL.de 
expenments. surv~y", hls:or;es aM case scudles a'ld eacll has advantages a'ld di sadvaotages ave' 
otoers depel1dil1g 011 tllfee co'ldldms 
a,1 Thu :ype of research questIon, 
0) The cootral ao inyest>ga:or has over actual beoavioural eyents, and 
cl The focus ao cantempora'j as opposed to historical phencmeoa 
I, i~ toecetoce necessary '0 discuss each coo,jitioo as it relates '0 ' hIS rese<vc', projec, as a means 0; 
J'.J ,tll';'''J t'w pa'1icu laf 'c-.,;earch ,tralegy 10 1)6 emplGyed TI>s dissu:ta:im is to inyus:igale dcyekJpiCIQ 
wO'kj e,amplus of low income housiog and oaS thu fo l owlng research ques:ions as p",ed 10 Chapter 
One; 
~ What are some good practice cases of sustai.~~b.'e construction in hous.,"ng to.c l:)w income 
communities in South Africa aoo O/he.' de",,,",ooi"'1 collnr~es? 
~ Hovv do tllese c~ses compare on issues of suslaillabili!y? 
~ Wll~t ~re lhe acillevemellts, Slrenglhs ano' inllOv~tive asp<ccts at lhe C~ses in terms 01 ,"cw II,ey 
address Ille principles 01 sustainabie construction? 
~ IVllat lessons arc to be leaml Irom Ihese case studies in lerms of tile suslainable practices and 
techoolog'es Ihey used aoo Iheir potenlial /0 deal W.ilh Sooth Ilfrica'S Ilousillg b!JCklog and 
envirom)l.:,>ma,' degr:viNion? 
Toree of Toe twr 'esearcll q<.Jest'~l1s are · v."'ai" qL>C,tion$ aM are uxplGralCry in na:u'e which . 
accor,ji rog '0 Y,O (19941. WCtJk:f warranl the USu of mos: 'usearch s:ratcgius including e,pIoratory 
surveys or explOfatory case s:wic-.,;. Thu 1,~w' Que$lilY1 , howuvur, is moru uxplanatory in na:lYe aM, 
ilCCc<ding to Yin (t 994) , likely:o lead tG thu ",e of Cas.e studius, histo ' Ies and e,periments as veferred 










Considari'1g :h" "l1ow' ques:io'1 is an i'11Jortano aspee 01 This study; histories. case studies al1d 
04)erirne rl.s arc Ihree polenlial rosoa'ch Slralegios. In ardor 10 rnake a IU1hor di slinclion ao,(X)() !hO 
three , tho cDriditioos of :he exten' of:r.c ;,Yestiga'O"'s COltrol over OVC'nts and the dC'Qree of locus 00 
conTompocary, as opposod to h stor "al "0"'1tS, r)€"d to b" d&t"rmim d {Yin. 1994;" In this msearch 
Vojoc, in a'1 in'>'Ds!igalion i'110 SUSlainabio i()".·.' i'1CO"''' housing. lho i'wosligator doos nOT roq\Jiro control 
of bcflayiou'al eyollS ~nd is to playa passivo rolo withoul irnposing alY influer>o:;o on lhe CaSo. Tho 
r"s"Mch pro,,,ct is also to e'~mio" cootemporary e',,,nts ov"r hlstoric~1 eveots Accordil1g to Yin 
(El94 i, the jYderred cosoarch sTratogy is thO'doro caso stud .., s. y., (I fl94:72) de;ir)€s case studios as 
"studies 01 events within their real fife contexl' and, though i: 'e,es 00 mallY 0; :he S~'1le t"chniques as 
a hisw'y, a casu Sll.dy has \I'm addil;",,,,1 irTIporla'11 SOIJ'CeS of eY(lo .. .,o: dimCI oIJwroa,ions and 
1n'"'"VICWS Kuo'Jar 11999) states :ha' case stucks jYO\Iide tho "osoarcher with an opportulity fDr 
IhDrough analysis 0; specific d"tails wh c h other m"thoos ohlin o',"rloo~. A c~s" sludy awoach is 
themloc" sUltar." for chis dissertation as a thorough aoatysis ;s l1eeded to d"ot,fy sp"ciflC sustail1able 
och,eVerTIO'1IS by dovolopi'1g wor1d jYojects as reco'nrTIc~1dat''''s for the Soulh A:r>:;al coni,,,!. 
HaYilg jllStlfic-.d a case study awoach as an appropriate resea"ch stm,egy '0" this d'",se1atio~, the 
following scuioo dovoklps a caso study design. 
3.2 A Case Study Design 
Caso Slud·..,s for Ihis rosoarch projoct will bo '(l0'1I,fioo through con!acllng roloyant POOP'"' a'1d 
orgalisai'lortS 11 ,r.c sustailable constructiol fiold as wall as cOlsul'ing rcleoalt sustainablo 
C()1Slrl.(:!ion liloralure. This ",othod daos '10! a!lernpt to wled a :ruly "opresonta'iYe sarnpe of caso 
studies b<.~ IS to provide an Ulre5:rICWd approach to flndl1g oul wt13' IS out Ihera as well as access '0 
lurther refereoc"s. This meTt>:Jd 0( id"ntilK:ation also offers a d"gree of ·accidel1:~ r· randoml1ess 
panlCulany as 'h" inkial cooTacts "';11 nol be ch<)';en ace.o-d·" g 10 a rigor""" procoss (Edwards, 2001 : 
Cas% will bo wloc:oo ~ :hoy fulfil ,ho following critoria 
~ Thoy encDrTipass the provision ci low irc ome h""ISing IHollSing bJia fDr low i1COO'IC coom uritlos: 
those people that qualliy lor g,,.,,,mmen: subs:dles. In Sout, Africa. houSl'1g subsidies are g-al11ed 
to househods \";'h a ,oilt incDrTie of less thal R3500 per moo:h (Dalgliesh et al. 1997).) 
~ Thoy ara located in ,r.c dey~c~:.,g world (GNP of less t,~n US$7000; du Plessis et al., 2002) 
al1d 
~ Thoy 'lava an expl ;:;il sustainal:O lily agcma 
Cases will Do further screenc'C1 according to 'he availab~ity of rnfcymariol ~nd ,he ~cc"ss lJ illty to 
archi:c'C's, p'anlers and O"ler -clovant jYoIassioo~ls. Geogmph,cal ioca'ion,.,;11 also be coosde-ed io 
tho screenilg procoss so as to Olsure a b-oad spectrum 0' case studic'S froo, both rura: ~'\d u"ban 
aroas a<;'os> the dovelopinq wo"1d 










3.3 Case Study Analysis 
As a mears of fDl"'llu latirQ and iJstifyir~ a 'llethoo lor the a~alysis olthe 8hosen 8ase stxlies. a criti8al 
review of previ(}IJ~ re""~rch fl~~4 ·200"/) on s'Jstainabie case studies was 'Jndertaken 
Hili el al 11%4b) Jndertoo, a ~tL.dy on the practice of ~'JST""oable con,tructio,o in SO'Jtll Africa which 
in81uded an analysis of the environ'llent~1 'lla">Qem",t <llpied dJrir>;l the wnSl'uc:ion phase ot three 
case studies, The three case sLKlles were analysed in ter'llS of a framewo,k fo' the attainment of 
,'Jstalnable COnSTJction (Hill et at, 1994a) The framework consists of two p,rts: tile ~ppl",a:ion of 
En',ironmental Assess'll e~t (EA) during piannirlg ~nd d€s>g" <.1ages, ~nd the implementation ot 
Environmental Man<lge'llerlt Sys:e-llS {EMS) du'in~ cons:r Jction (Hill ct ai.. 1994bi_ The se80nd p~rt 
w~s the locus of :he s:udy where Hi l C/ ii,', (l9'J~~i dev~or>ed lour key 'eQJire'llen:s to be 'llet in 
devetopnQ an EMS in the construc:ion r;.hase 01 a pro.-ecl. It was these 'eql' :ements tha: were used as 
~ cllecklrst fo' each ca,e study to deter'lline the degree to whicll tile proiec:s ~~';~f!ed the require'llents 
of ~n EMS, This :echn~ lJe j)"ovided ~ syste-lla:ic ~ru l<Jgic,1 means 01 ev~luatlng the three 8<15e 
s:ooies, The findi,,"S were, however, d'iWiayed in a para~r~rj) lorm~t wt>ch did r\(Jt allow for easy 
80'llparison 01 :he 8<1se s:l>Jies or for :he easy dentifi8<1tion of the requi'e'llen:s tha: exh case SlJ<iy 
fulL l ed, 
Cr~ger (lWl6j i.oveslIg~ted the e.tent To which prinoples of sJst~inal:<lity h,d been fLJ tilied across i1e 
life-cycle of ,.. selected bUilding, ,cro,~ S(}IJ:h Africa, using ~n ev~lu~tio,o fm'llework method, The 
tc,me'.V(lrk w~s in:ended as a cJ'J<lc< i st of the thooretlc~1 prir)jple~ ot sustair<1!~e construct"n against 
wh<;h to test the pcac:ical a8hieve'llents of the caSe studies: and therefore evalJate :he state of 
sus:alnable construction in South Africa, The fmmewDI"k consisted of a m~tri. of 'oW'S '00 columns, 
where :Ile rows indic"ed the c~se ~:lldies ~nd :Ile cr>umn~ indicated tile criteri~ for fulfil:ing each 
p'lnclpie of s'JsTain,b i iTy, The rea,.,n for domg :h s w's :o empl,"sise Th,t tile principles we'e The mat1 
tOCJS ot evaluation and rXJtthe case stJ<i,es, A separ~:e tcamework w~s set out tor each princir~ e of 
SlJst~inable GOnst'1.Jction and each case was tested against it, The intorm~tion ceqJired toc the 
f'am ework was acquired thcol-\lh literature. dra"';ngs ard infor'llal inteC\oiews 'MTh rele\l'nt people for 
each c,se ,LKly, ThiS method provided, tllOroUgh ~rd rigorollS ev,IJ"ion of the c,se stxlies ~nd 
~lIowed to' easy oJentitica:io~ of e<lCh c~"" s:lldy"s practko<li ~chievements, The m~tr k;es also allowed 
tor easy comparison ot the c~"" ~:lldies_ 
Barret ,:2'0(2) assessed the extent to wI1ich 80nstruc:ion cO'llpanies applied :he principles 0' s'Jstainable 
const'uct:or in b'Jilding develop'llents_ The ,Whor chose two mediu'll-sized oonstr'Jctlon cO'llp, ,, e~ ~s 
case stloJies aru obtained the relevant infor'lla:ion thrOl']h a n'JmOOr 0' semi structu'ed in:eev",ws "';:h 
construction rxofessKlnals in each company, The queshons were 'ormutated ,ccording to the rese",ch 
ques:ions p'evio'Jsly posed: and the interviewees' resporses were tllen g'(}IJped a,oc! di scus~ed ur,Mr 
five he,ding~: socl~l, eco,oo'lliC, Technic'l and en\oiron'llennl susnir,aljlity, alu i:<1r'iers to the 
ar>PIKOatlon of sust"'mtle conSTruction, AI:hwgll the d,t, w,s validated by conduc:ing m,ny interviews 
per case s:udy_ other sources of evidence wouid h,ve incre~sed the v' i dl1y fUl1her There did not 










under thc fi~c IXladir.]s montooM. Tl1is gavo the iOlVeSSKln chat the qLJest lons were fO"Ol LI ated 
"aoooOlly aoo wi:hou' rigau" ard were not a truc ro prescntJt <J n ot :he exten: to wi1",11 :IXl prircip'es of 
&Us:ainabie constlLJcion l1ad been applied'., toe :wo CGmpa~ies. This h>ghli;lh:s the foo:::t toa: a t1OrOllQll 
ard ioQica! OVJluation mothod will no: oc>y cnsuro t'la: nothing "falls be:we-en The cracks' btT will 
provide a logical flow from toc tirdir.]s 10 !a:or discussKins and t'1C<ctorc onsure beier readcrship_ 
I,urah et aJ. 12(02) prese~ted a selec:ic~ of sustainable se:tieme~t caSe studies for I'le Depar:monl of 
HOUSing. Tile lese arch was in:eooed to illLJstrate oLl:starding inltla:i~es in the lield of sLJstainabie 
hWSIr.] ard not 1Xlcossari!y:o lOS: 1110 cx:cnt to Wllicl1 sust",nalJili:y had been lulli::ed or To cOOlpale 
the cJSO studios On issues of sustJinability. II WJS, therolore, not necossary 10 use a ">;Jorous c'lecklis: 
as an evaluation IraOlework: the caSe studies were i~stead evalua:ed usir,g a broad l "ame work of the 
loLlr ·'piLacs·: econonHc_ social. institutional ard em';ronOlental sLJs:ainabil:ty_ Positive aspects 01 eacl1 
case study were identilied by LJsir.] the alo'ementiored 10Llr aspects 01 sustainab"ty as a gLJide. Wilile 
tl1is mcthod allO\~od lor J desc'ipCivo dopctior1 01 SWti1 Atr<::Jn sustainal>o housing iri :iatiocs i: di d nOi 
allow for In in-dept'l inoostigation 01 thc casc stud<Js or to' tiXlir comr-arison 
Atodoto ot al. (2(")5) cvalua:od Iho best r-rJCtices of graM buildings in Car-e Tow~ in order to estJbliso 
whether they Tlet :he r"'lL' "emen:s 01 green bLJ:klir>;J des i;ln. TOlee case stLJdies 01 bLlildings IBpu:ed to 
be bes: p,ac:",es in greon des>;)n WCrC choscn. Thc rosearch used botll unst'UClured intcr.iows and 
open qJCS:ior1narrcs 10 nalho- data, and tilO qJcstioo1s Were 10rOlu,ated Jrd strLCtured Jccordir,g to 
previously ioo nc ilicd ind <::Jtors in grecn blildin()S, Tho qucs:iorls pro~ ided a systematic checklist of 
wi)(;I\ 'cqUi"cmencs had been Ole: by each caSe study, ard t1ese were the~ sumOla"sed inco tabular 
lorm wh o: h allowed lor easy iden:il",atio~ 01 each gre-en bLJ i dlng's sooctcom 'lr>;J s as we i as tl1elr 
cOOlparrson The validity 01 :l1e inlormaticn gaTheced, "OOweve' is comproOlised by tllC tac: Illal it was 
oc>y obtained lraOl ore pelSon prJr casc study IIHO<.."Jh a qJcstionnairc and inlcrilOw. Makir'l() llSO ot 
OI'1Cr swrcos ot cviooncc SUCll as literJture ar;j other i~ter\'iew""s would have subs:antia:ed :he data 
CJnri'1Q ::2005) i~vestinated the extent to wh",o sus:ai~able construct,on l1ad been impiemented In :l1e 
build lr>;J constrLCtic~ 'mus:ry in the Western Cape. The aLJ:llOr selected and evaluated 1'1100 case 
siLlefoes as patl 01 the inveSTIgation. Toe case nJdies wele eoaluatod using a Iramowork ot sustJ'lnalJi 'ily 
plirciples I'esou'ce mlnlOlisation, resourcc 'cuse maximiSJ: <J n. usc 01 roncwJblo resou'Ces, po:ectioo1 
01 :l1e natL..-al environment, creal(ln of J non-to;;ic c,wiror1ment, qu alily in thc built envirorment and 
socio-economic upi iltmont) and he findings were represen:ed in ei;lh: tal~e s- O'le table ler eaco 
piro:ipie, The tables were tl1en cordensed into a one page summary or woe:her or no, exo case StlJdy 
met tile sLlstalnabllity criteria. Using susta;nablc cons:rLCtion pri,p r-iCs JS an evallJ.Jtlon framowo'k 
vovided a systematic ard thoroLlgll Oleans of Testir>;J toe e.tent 10 wh;ch each case study 'lad ful'ilied 
the princlpies of sLJsta " abiilty, The way i~ whicl1 the au:llOr set OLlt the tables, however did ClOt ",ovlde 
J clear disti r,;;tion between the case studies, as each case study was not given a separato row but was 
evaiJa,ed errat",ai~ under one princi pi e. As J rCSl' t thc<c WJS no ior.;calliow to 1110 summa),labkl JS 









LOO1b"d (2000) ur.dertook ar. emprical study 01 gree, wchitecture i, the Westen Cape, Part 01 the 
research evaluated Ie"" houses all des>Qrled by a "g,eer:' architecTural firm ir, the WesTeor, Cape_ -I he 
evaluallon was 10 os:ablish wheth,.,. or rd tiXl li'm was '1leeti"lg Ihe ~citeria requi,cd fe< their lJoJildir.gs 
to be -'greer,", The four case studes were evaillated accordi-.- to five previously established 
sustai,abilrty crrteria socio-&CO'1O[lric upliftmeo!. ,esoorce cO'lSumption_ resoorce maxrmisaTioo 
blil dlrlg qualiTy arld a healthy, hoI",t,c er,;icoo",eot, Ir,formatbr, was gathe,ed througl1 relevaot 
dixU'1lC"lIS a"ld tclcphoni~ cc<wCfsal io"lS ar.d i"lformal i"ltcrviows wilh Ihc ownO'~ a"ld architoets, Tho 
usc of '1la"ly SOOrcOS 01 o,'iden~c helped to inrprove the validrty of the data The fndr.gs we"e 
represerled i, a sinrilar fashiorl to Drager (19%) aod were ralJoJlated with a separate table per 
sustai,able criTeriorl, arld criter,~ Th at had r,ot beeo fL. frlled we,e shaded -I he five sustalrlabi lity c,itO'ia 
pro\o1ded a thorough aod bgical b'1lewo"l:: w,th which 10 evalualC the case stlJ(\ ios ar.d :!Xl labkls 
provided a ~Icac repccsonlalio"l 01 Ihc crltoria fulli lled by oa~h ~asC Sludy, wh i~ h in turr, assisted later 
diSCUSSiO"l 
Chakwizrra lOt aJ (2ooTr exarmned sustair,atil'rty arld coostrucTiorl ",ale!1a;,; in aftordab lC housi"1o;l and 
,obwucn..-e_ -I heir resca,ch drew fcO'1l two casc Sludics a"ld Iho Slwy '1lelhodo~y inc ludcd the 
examlr,atior, of each case sTudy agair.£1 a SCI 01 key sustalnability paramotors IhrouQh physical 
obsc"Vat.,...£ and fiokf mcaSlYomenlS, Tho 11'0'0 caso Sludics and Ihe para'1lelecs were sot up ir, a 
'1la:rix The rnat,i, allowed fa, easy cornpariso, 01 the two case studies a-.:J ooe cOl. d easily kferltify the 
Case study's ach ieve",e,ts ag"irlSt each parameter, The fact that the,e were orJy two case sludiOs, 
however, d,d compro",;,;e the "esearch i 1 Ter",s of its LJrl iqu oocss ar.d va:'.;frty_ 
3.3.1 Lessons Learned 
All of Ihe alXlVe rev'cwed ,osoarchcrs l !Sed an evaluatror, framework for the a,aiysrs of case studoes 
Each used a ceiai, sel of pa"a",elecs as a checklist for each case study: to Test each case snJdy's 
perto"marlCe agair,st The checklist ir, o,oor to highlighl Iho caso sludy's SI'C"1QlhS a"1(\ wcakr.esses 
andio" To cOO1pwe The case studios or to givc a OOscrip.ivc dOjJi~lion of Ihc ~asc StlJ(\y Dcper,J ir.g on 
tho aim 01 Iho rosca,~h, Ihc cvaluali:)n fra '1leworks we"e used to ,'a,ying degrees of rigou,- a-d 
depondir1Q on whother a broad descr -ptror, 0' specifrc delai ls arld comparrso"" were oeeded, Tm 
fra'1lewor ks werC dis~ayed i, parag,aph 0" rnatri. fOrrTrat The data for all alThe re"ewed ,esearch was 
col lecled Ih,ouQh ir,le"iews, QlJestion,aires, lite"atuce and d"awir.gs and the r.umb",- of case snJdies 
ovalualed varied frorTr 2 to 4, except for I,ucah lOt al. (2002) V¥tto evaluated 47 case studes, MarlY 
impotlarlt "a,r,og pc<ots Carl be ~ea"led Iro'1l tiXl abe,'c rcviewed researCh 0, sustairable case 
stLJd ics, 
.. The layoul 01 thc lirxfi"1Qs is "mportant as this provides the four.dation 0, which later 
discussions a"ld condus <:> ns arc based; thc flow betwee, the fir.drngs ar.d the discuss." 
r.eeds 10 be bg'=<J l a"ld cloar, A table/matrix (prov<Jed each case study is e,'au ated separat~y 
i.e, given a sepacale rowi~oIu mnl allows for easy cornparrson of 'he case studies a od al""", for 
casy idc"llification of IiXl vilcria ',t fulfilled, Shadng of crite,ia fulf i led 0" not fulfilled p"ovides a 










descrpt:ve depictions 01 case stLKies as Dpposed to thei' cO 'l"pa'ison Or the rigillig'lting 01 
specific points. 
~ l"1fr mO'e rigo'ous and thorough an evalua:ion l'amt"Wo,k the more in·deptil :'le analysis of the 
case st,.ojies wit" less infor'l1ation "!ailing ,h 'OU" '1 thfr crac<s' 
~ Too few case s:udies compro'l1ise the research in W''1lS of its uniqufrnfrSS and validity 
~ Too few SOUrces of evKJerw cwnpromise t'1e ',alidity ot ,he da,a collected 
1 Cis disseltation IS to compare case snn ifrs on ISsues of sustalnabillty and :0 draw from tile sustairrnle 
practices 01 the case stu{ies as IX'ssblfr lessons fo r SoU,'1 A~rican sustainable low ixome housi1>;J. It" 
t'lerelore irrpor:ant to be ~e 10 compa'e lhe case n.ojoes easily on issues 01 sustainabil,ty. It is also 
imDOrtart ,0 "Jenti;y t'le sustainable p'incipies t'lat eacil ilas fulfilled arYJ "."la: practices have been utilised 
~or toe ful~il'1ler1t of the princlpie sO as ,0 draw recommerrJations for t'le SoUHl African conla,!. So ~ro'll :'l!! 
lessons learned from the review o~ prevKlus research on sustainabie case stLKJies, a r>gorous ev~uation 
iramewa-k is dfre'1lBd approp'iate lor tOfr analysis of the caSfr stud'oes ar>:J tOfr fi rrl1>;Js w'j l bfr set ~ in a 
mat,,. 'Nhere criteria tuliiiied \";11 be shaded Sources 01 evidence to'thfr evaiuatkln 0: the case stlo es \";11 
incllde oocumentatKln SUC 'l as cons:rlXlion dawings. arcilival records, web-based infO'mmion, intc<'l1al 
in:erviews and lirect observation wilere possil:Ae, More Hun two case stLYJies wi l be analysed lor the 
sake of generai sab ii ty, va' dlty and comparison, and to draw I'om as broad a ranqe 01 sustairrnie 
practices ar<J technolCges from the developing world as PJSslt>lfr; but will be limltffi to less than to due to 
ti'l1fr cons,'aints 
3.4 Evaluation Framework Design 
T'le seven prixipies 01 sustainat>e const".o::;tion, as int"oduced in Chapter Two ar>:J {iscussed in 
g-eater detail in AppendiX B. 1'011 be used as a framework for the evaluation method and wii i p-ovide a 
structl'"ed set of parame:ers to test whether toe crrte'ia of sustainable construction have been aC'lie',ed 
by each Case stLYJy aoo tile,efore all ow for their comparison on ',ssues of sustainability. It IS important to 
note toat tois mfrthoo 'Mil nOt TeST toe dfrg'efr to which fraco critfrrOJ n has been achoeved, but ratl1er 
whethfrr i, has been add,essfrd at all lhis is " line 'Mth ,he 'esearC'1 conducted by O'age' (t9!?6} 
Alod<Jle O[ a!. i2IXlS::, Canning (2'006) and LO'l1bard (2006:: reviewed above w'le·e tI.., details ot !low 
well the cr',teria ilad been fulfilled, was not o~ prr'1lal' corwrn, rather wilet'l'" or not tile crite 'i a 'lad 
been lulfi l ed In the maJo"ty of the preyklus research 'eviewed, explicit atte"TlPts we'e ma--Je to avoid 
bas and sLbjectiYlty in the eyaluatoon of toe case studies. Tois Will be the case in tois study where the 
evau ation f'amfr'oo'k Mil bfr formu lated so as to o~ifrr as objectiYfr an frva u ation as possiblfr_ Certain 
paramete's, hoy,ever. sucl1 as wl1ether a b<Jik1nq is aesthetically plea,in" cannot be exc, Jded am will 
depem on tl1fr investigators subjfrctive DpinKln 
AS ment>Jned. a rigorous evalua:ion !,a'l1ework wi l be used A thWOlJQh Ira'l1ewo,k ,..ill al!ow lor an in-
dep:h analysis ot the case st,.ojies and will there!we assist in ',jenlitying speci!>: sllS:ainable pracl ices 
aoo technolOQies tin: COlJ!d per!laps be applied in Ihe SOlJtI, African contexi. w!le'eas a txoader 










For casu of analysis. the framework ~';II cOlsis: of a matrix of rows ar<J co llmns wllere t,w rOws will 
ir<Jicate the case stuc1es a1d the co llmns will inxalu the criteria for e~ch prilciple of SlJs:all~ble 
Clfdruction. Followlr-:l Drager (tg%) a separate framework w i l lJu sut liP for each prir,;iple SO as to 
allow for easy comp":isan of each case study according :0 a specifk: p'inciple of slistainalJk: 
constrllctlon Any addil ' l1al i1formalio'1 that may 00 in excess Oi wha: is required in the matrix 0' of 
particc>ar i1terest ald In leed of claooralion willlJu incilided SUbsellJently. Tne following table is an 
example of a framework matrix; it illustrates the evalual;;,n of two ca5e s:lId",s against the criteria ot 
Principle 2 of susla"1ilble consmX:llo1 
Table 4: Example of framework matrix 
pi' , 
CRITERIA 
CASE , TOTAL I 
STUDIES Rou .. Rou,," of (5) . Dosi~n for 1'1."0 ,,, Groy w"er Us. 01 di"'''~mbl y m. t. ,I. I. 
" 
.y.tom. · ~ r'f land 
T nkllego ". ~. GIO, 
L,-,.j 




Project ,00 bc; ~ ..po, ~ ,,," ,-
, ' 
'''--m· , ~ , 
'" 
Eacn criterion achicvud by a specif ic case study will be :;.haded ar<J each case study's pe~ormaroCe for 
a spucific p,irc ipl e of slistainai.Je C01strllctlon will be given '," turms of tllG r...,mber ot cn\eria it teji ill ed, 
Botn tnese ap~)"oacnes ~.i l allow fo r tile comparisor, of t,w casu stll c1 es and to nighl;gll t its slrur;gth5 , 
Fe< eqmple, ooth case studies 'I n Table 4 fulfiled 2 criteria out of a possibie 5 for Principle 2: but each 
addres500 unillJe ways of maximising resource ceuse, Tne iu l e~aluatio'1 framewe<ks are fOln] in 
Appcrdi, 0 of tllis di"er.ation. 
3.5 Conclusion 
This chap'" nas provided a :ustlf k:atlOl for tr>e case s:udy approach as a1 appropriatu rusearcn 
strategy for tris disselcatiol as well as outlir' " g a case study desig1. In I'lle wl:h previous ·esea'cll on 
susta,n~ble case s:ud,es, tne case stuc>es 1'1 this c>s selcation will be alalysed accordl1g to an 
e~aluat,on framewor k ot the seven ViroC'rples of sustainable constructiO '1 , Tnis researcn strategy will be 













The purposo of this chap:or is to in[rWIL e J'>d provicl& an oveCvi&w ()/ the case, &valuated and prasen! 
tile results of their assOssmen: aqai"t:m framework of sovo" principlos of 5U51Jinabio con>trlr::t (l n. 
The following research questions as posed in Cllapter One are addressed. 
~ How do the case studies compare on ISSueS of sl1,tainabWty' 
~ Wilat are ,he achievements, 5treng,hs and InnovatIVe aspeC15 of 1M cases in terms 01 heN,' they 
address [he princ.'p!es 01 SU5/Jinable cons/rUClion? 
Too cases were chosen accordlroJ :0 100 case study design outlined io Chap:er Three. The task ()/ 
finding relaYao! cases did noT prove to b€ simple, as "sustainable oouSlr.;f " a rela:;vely new field In 
d&v&IDpirlg count'ies Access to sufficient ;nlDrmaTion. partKoularly tor pro;ects outside of South AfrKoa, 
provod 10 t:>e a funmr barrier; honce the largor '1umber 01 SOUlh flrr c a'1 casos, 1\ full list of the i'1itial 
caS os, before :110 screeniog process, arid further commoolS, are gi,'en i'1I\ppandi< C, 
Tile results of the evalualioo are d'splayed io a matrix formal in ApP"od x 0 with a separale matrix for 
each of the seven prirdples of sustaioable constructIOn, tested agaiost all n',oe of the cases, These 
malrices ace elaoorated upon in this chapter to expand UPJ'1the sty:,~ notes confined within Them as 
wr>l as 10 IXovKlo a'1y a&fillOna! comments that are ~o: accommodatod i'1 the matr KoOS, 1\ summ,q of 
each caso-s performance is gi.'en io lerms 011110 ourrbor 01 crilor",- il adde,ses por princi~e and ou: 01 
a possible total 01 49, as well as the oumbor 01 princ ip les il fulfils out 01 a poss tJie 7. A PrlO"ple is 
deemed fulfilled if more than half the respective cri:eria are addressed, Inoo'ialive aspecls gleaoed from 
The evaluations are also listed in the summaries 
TIIO chapter corclLKJos by pro'iid inq an o'iOmli graph c al sLn1nwry 01 the CaSOS for their oasy 
comparison 
The geographK;allocatioo of the cases is depicted in figure 3 and an iotro<iJCtioo to the cases aod th",r 




















4.1 Douglas Rooms (Johannesburg Housing Company) 
4.1.1 Overview of Douglas Rooms 
Add"e •• Jo,anr>esbllrg in,e" clly Gauleng. Sollih Afr>:a. 
Loc~lirn Urban 
nne period; Slarting its adrvilios in 1'196 with o,e t>.'1r;J;r>g. I,e Johannoswrg Housir>g Company (JHC:) 
oow owns ~l1d m~o~ges 24 ooildhgs ~nd 3000 ho loing lIn lts. Dollghs Rooms waS bollg,t in 1997 and 
the restOfai' or' process toc.k two ye~rs The converskll1 allowed toe JHC to offer 65 single and dmll:k 
"ooms for renlal 
DoscriptiJ,' Tho past two docades havo sc'<J o many bus"esse& move from the Joo~ol1esbwg il1r>er city to 
the oorthwil SLiJlO""bs, Ie~vir>;l many buikJogs unoccup'ed Or squatlc'd >rd fal i ng into r:>sropair and uu'd 
as ce1tr"'; lor crimi1al activity. Do"glas Rooms, on part>:u l~r . w~s at toe core of many social probhns 
squalkl . ovorcrO'Wdfrd a""kl a haveo for dnJg brds. Toe Joh~onesburg Hoosing Company (JHC) waS 
i"t,ated as a rosponso to this situat;01 a1d has worked to p--eser,e &lJCh well loc~ted al1d valll3ble 
ru ldings throL<g' the ~ re,ovation and adaptivo rouso. Tho JHC continl>:)usly forms partnersoips ~l1d 
alli~l1ces with a V~"eTy of hOllsr>;J organisal;ons, ba,ks and oYOrSOaS fun ding Ofga1isat;01S artd va".:)us 
sphP.res of gavemment ndlkl il1g toe City of Johannesbu"g and tho Joha,nosbu"g Dovc'opmC"'t Aga1CY 
Hn:ting has beP.r' made availatle by the Eu"opeal1 Uokll1. the Fklmish Regional g<wornmonl, tho 
Provincial Hoosing DC1)<¥tmant a[)d comme-oai bank loans. The Dol>;Jlas Rooms p--oject has do;Yerod 
mixed-tenure, ~ffordatle rental hrusil"1Q and ,as sparl;c>d lJ"~11 "liJ€r","atkm ot II", Johal1r>eWlrrg city 
c""t"e. " tOCLJS has ooeo 00 the sustainatAe co,struction prropkl 01 sockJ-oconomic dove!opmertt 
w'1l~oby empoymP.r't opp:liLJl1it res ~re p--omc<c'd, aliordatAe hou.es providod, and commLJnity 
programmos and Ic",anl commiUfloeS are fo rmed to promote social il1tP.r""tiOll and inlegral", a. w,,1 as to 
or.:::ruraQ<) t01a[)ts to par.iDpale i1 maoilQing thei " mllses ~l1d marntal,ing the standa"oo n I,ci" 
buikJngs, Tho :HC waS awardod a Habitat award ;[) 2Otlfj. AITmllgo Dot..o;Jlas Roams has mixed-income 
occl4'ants, 50 perceot am low incomo; and this caso sludy is 1'1orelOfO sU I deemed 10 tat: withil1 the 
crHO"ia of the case stLkly desigo 
Scu ce of informatkl,,: lturah et al. (2DD2). Hab".at (2008). JHC i2008) 
Figure 4: Douglas Rooms. Johannesburg. South Africa 










4.1.2 Results of 1he Evaluafion Of Douglas Rooms 
Table 5: Petiormance of Douglas Rooms in evaluation procedure 
Totol No. Of criterio Prin~iple 
PRINCIPLE 
criteria addressed fulfilled 
1 (Conserve) C , , 
2 (Reuse) , , , 
3 (Renew) ; 0 , 
4 (Protect) , , , 
S (Healthy) , , , 
6 (Quality) ; ; , 




Case s:c·dis stre"]ths: 
• Prir,c ip le 5 Create a healt lY, non·tox ic environme1t 
~ Prir,ciplo 5 QL.ality ill the bUlt envl-onment 
~ Prir(;iplo 7 Soci al a~d econom<: L.pi ittment 
Inoovative aspects 
• Good location (Prir>oiple 5), Douqlas Rooms is kx:atod in the JO'la~nesbL.cg CBD, close :0 
oconom o: oppo1u,itles. 
• ReL.se of old bui ldiJ(l .toc, IPri.--.:op!e 2) Doc·glas Rooms demonst-ates the extension 01 1"'0 
oconom>:: I!fespa~ of a build!ng t110Llgh t1 e 'efurb iSlmel1' and maintenance of a oo-el,,\ and 
abandoned ir'ner city bl,ikl in g, This onsures I'la: tho manutaC:L.cO and transporTation of l1ew 
cons:ruction materials is ayoiied. The improYed bl,·ikling h.>s k:xI to l'lO co;uvenalion 01 the 
sur-ounding a-ea. 
• T erant Dar;iccalion and capacity bv,OJina (P-incip le 7i The JHC spon: six monl'1S l'.<)'kin9 W!lh 
p-evious and l1ew tenants to add-ess issues such as flew -ental !eye ls , limitations on the 
r>J mbor of poopkJ por unit, a.--.:f l'lO barnir>g of Illegal ac,ivitles. An ongoing culture of 
invo:Veme1t ir' dec iso::>n mak ing in rospoCl 01 managemo~1 01 'lOUSln9 and in commun t, 
development activitieS is prO'TlOted and er'coura;Jed, :nler-b<.-ikling spo1in9 ac:ivitios inv[jvo 
mar,y yoc·ng people and many tEnants are given the opportunity to go On trair'i,,] courses ir-
chi ldcare. HIViAIDS, financial planl1 ng aoo home mantenaoce 
• A. cu ltL.ro of prQ!l1jll P<'.ymil.~LcloarJ :ooss arxl order I Principle 7) Tros cultura is il1sisted cpor, to 










4.2 Calo Manor 
4.2.1 Overview of Calo Manor 
Ac);jress Durban. Kwazu!u Natal. Sou!h Ah:a 
LocatiDn: Urban (5km tromTlle Durban CIolD) 
T,"le ooricxr The ooveiop,nent of Cato MarKlr was initiated .., the early 1'019<)5. The'e we Clirenlly 
ar:voximaTely 25 000 'lDuse"",kJs accommcxfatll"O;Jl50 000 peope, 
Descr(llion: The area lay e"1'ly fOf 20 years aher the forced removal of people under 'he Group Areas 
Act 01 the 1 %()s and 1 96()S. The le-d up To SooTh M oca's transition :0 oomocrocy in :he la'e 1 980s am t'le 
early 1990s saw r~K1 infoml a! setlerTl ent and :he 'esll 11ant en"onmerl(al degracla.l"n aM sociai 
prob lems. Ti,,, promp:en v,..-"us Co:"-nu,,,ty Based Organisations, Non_","ver"'Tlentai OrQan isations The 
Loc al Author ,1y and dona' a~r>::les 10 embark Dn an ini'rative called the Ca:o Manor Urban Renewal 
P-oject The ai,,) was 10 upJrade Ihe area in recognltiDn of its dose prOXi crlty 10 1he Durban Central 
&JSJness Distrd (CBD), and th e need 10 aftocd poor people the oWOrtuni 'y to I"e closer to socio-
eco~om <: oppc<1unitles 10 facilita1e ,ob creation and en!reprene(Xsi'tp. Ot>e of 'he top prmi'ies becarne 
lhe v .. s.uance 01 qual :y in the Wit envron.-nen' IPr i ~ci ple 5 of sustainable COnSTrUC1ion) and Ihe pro.isiCY1 
01 SUSla',nabie iXl llsing in a flJ ly in'eg-ated ooo;ll1bourhood offe-ing other '(llras1rlX:tlie and laciliTies Siler' 
as roads, CO")rnunity 1ranspor:, hea!lh centres, schools, s""Ps, bus iness cent res and open spaces. 
Inoova:OIe spatial planning was ernployed rna,i,," si1e iayouts as elfden: as possible am reducing site 
Sl2e to ensure c; ghe- densit y. The preject received large a-nolJrilS 01 Illnds trom pLij ic, private aoo 
in:er·,a() na! funders includ'ln] too Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) fund, ji", KwaZulu 
Natal H~Js'r>J Devebl:>-nent Board, Durban Metro Council , European Un ;::, n, DevekJ!)"l1enJ Barl< 01 So\J:h 
Afr>:a, and the United S:ates """,r>::y loe InternatiDnai Developme~t 
Source of infor:')at ;::,n: Irwah e! ai. (2 002\ Cato Manor (2008) Pate (2008) Sustaln<tJ le (2008 '1 
FIgure S, Aerial vIew of Cato Manor: "A city within a c1ty", Durban, South Africa 










4.2.2 Results of the Evaluation 01 Cato Manor 
Table 6' PerformDnce 01 Cato Manor In evaluation procedure 
Total No. 01 criteria Principle 
PRINCIPLE 
criteria addressed fulfilled 
1 (Con .... ",e) 
" 
5 , 
2 (Reuse) 5 0 , 
3 (Re""w) , 0 , 
4 \protect) S , , 
5 (Healthy) 5 , , 
5 (Quality) 5 , , 




Case s:ud,"s s:rengths: 
• Principle I fJlinim ise re-source consumpbOI1 
• Pripciple .. P'o:ect the natural environment 
• Pripciple 5 Create a healthy. non·toxic environment 
• Princip le 6 Quality in :he bul t ~nvi ronm en: 
• ~rincip;e 7 Sockl'frC()nOOlic upliflmer' 
Inpovative aspec:s' 
• Good 10000at,oP (Pripciples 6(7) Ca:o Mapo' is loca:ed 4 k '"r .. tram tr.e Durban CBD and 10k.T, 
from sevG "al ma.or Gmpklyrrmnt CGPtres and is easily accessible Irom tx>th the N2 and N3 
.'; ghway,; Beiiai" road w,,,,h WGaves throlXlh the mea waS recoQn:sed for its eClflOmic 
p:Jten:i .. ard was plarne-d as an activity corridor ard desigPed as a four- laM 'oo:e to 
accoTmoda:e tx>th tkJwing and "s:op-stan' tratl '" tha: ,,"!I benetit the sCops built aklng ere 
routG_ 
• ..,klh denSity (Princple 6) Cato Manors d~nse layou: attempts to compact the city and enables 
tre opp:Jn:lnities 2valiab;e within and ad:acentto the community to be shamd by rT](YG p~opIe 
The vo:ec: has 'eached net residentia l densltres 01 betweer 40 ard S~ upi:s pe" hGc:me 
(Irurah et al., 2002) Hign densi:res a"e ersured by usirg a variety of oousirg typologies 
acco'dinq to :he different slopes at :he site; these irx;IUoo detacned incremertal oousirg semi 
detache-d, attached, dwble sto'ey maisonene-s and three-to-tou r s:orey walk-up hous,nQ_ 
Figure 6: Double-storey housing type with buildings In close proximity to each other to 











~ ~1,,".qeveklp'11ent and mixeo l~ jlQ~ {prin",ple 6) Th~ proj£'C1 iol~grales a w~e range of 
so<;iai f a-:;; Iili~s . £'CDnonlic C>ppJrlunilies aod effeclive IranspJrlalion syslerns ove r a'1d abDve 
h"'Js''lg. ShOP5, ochools, lit:<aries, work511 C>p5, pal<S, WD'I~ lacili:ies and clinics c-~ale a sense 
01 COI11munity a',d 'nake III~ e",'"ormlenl workable . These are also prov <Jed in a C05\-effe<;1I>'e 
wa y b-; O!N"O~'l-(J fadti es ',', clu~ters Dr "'TH.MipJ'pJse" ceot res that shwe facil,t "'5 a'1d are 
open to the surrouodi'lg co'11'11LJoitie5. Thi o approach cooserves la'1d, oaVe5 0'1 bLJikl inq CDsIS, 
'11axi'11i5e5 the use of tacilities and provides tl1e pote '1t ,al for mDre ~:h:';·,.,nl 10'lg teml 
'11ainte'1ance arrangements, A high i"t~',sit-; aCl;,i ty corrK:lor al~o cxisb akmg Bella;r a'l<l Booth 
maGS in Galo Manor wh~r~ to ",e is a mixture of eCO'lOmlC 0ppoICLJ ri tieo on toe gr"'Jrm le,'el 
and re5<Jential space above. OTher eCO"lOmc Opp'Ylu ni ties include l':lllt indUotrkll pal<s, 
i'1formaltrad'I'1g areas, and an Arts a')j Crahs Ce'1Ire 
Figure 7: Park and children's play area integrated into residential area, Cato Manor 
So LJ r ce: .'1{"NUiLJ."I~ Lo_~_1)! ~n~ g.h tlou r h 00 de. co. La 
• GaRacily b\.i ikli'K1 a'!? jDb cr~ali;", (Prin",ple 7; Here ;$ a-, overall facilitat ion proqra'11me tD 
promote Local EcooOl11>C Development (LED), w~~-EA:Jy III~ Gato ManDl' D~velopTl ent 
A%ociatlOll (CMDAI plays an actOie 'ole in creatiog ao eoabling environmen t fo r economIC 
projeC1~ and initiatives in order to create a sl~tainab ie entrepre '1 eurial framework. One SUCll 
i'1it iative io the E-1trepreneurial Suppoci Centre and inCltlator programme toat assists 
entrepre<"i£u'$ '''';111 re~Ourc~s a'lQ ad">:;e. ::;I;i ll s traini ng oelp peope to i:>ecD'11e e'11 p oyitlie a'1(j 
~ta1 new business~s, Imest'ne',t is attractt'd into the ar~a and ;obs crealed tll'OlXlll t~e 
eX ls:ence of bLJsiness a'l<l light hdust'ial parks. informal '11arkets, a.-.:J c'afi projects. 
Key cralle<lges and barriers ' 
.. CatD Manor, oospite be inq well fU'1ded , did 'w: cDrlside' solar · .... ater ~~ater$ or ciJal ilush loil~ts 
due:D :reir Iliqll ini:ial CD~ts, Th~ layout and de:;ig', of tI'8 strllC:ur8~ were also not w'Kix;i"e to 
tI)£ i ',sta lrnent of ~oiar wat~r hea:9rs, Tlli~ iliust-a:9~ tlI8 inlp:l r:anc~ of consideri'lg sllCh 










4.3 Lynedoch Eco Village 
4.3.1 Overview 01 Lynedoch Eco ViII~ge 
Ado:Jress; Stelle'bosch Wes~em Cape, South AH:a 
Lo,atloo P,nurbal1 
Tmo wriW; Tho vl lage waS foundod..., 1999, In 2GG5:'2G06 12 ~ouses ",we 00111 
Des;:(plio'l: Lynedcct1 is largely a farm ing area where a large number of impoverishe,] poq.Je havo 'K-
access to acleqJate Ilousing am servi~es such as Wu~atio'l , atferdablo cmrgy and oTf}loymO<1I. The 
lyoodocl-, ~ce Villago W05C te addreS5 l1is ooed as well a5 to challo'lQO Soulh Africa's logacy of 
ocOllemic apa"lhoid whe'ooy the rich and POO' have romairlOd sCg'"cgatod. amj this ateTipted to bring 
-ogetler far'llers farm workers, their fami lies, pre,essiooals al-.:J pecple with a'l I'ltwest in IMng more 
sustaioably, Tile village Ilas beGO'1)e tile first intentionally e~ok::gically des"ned and socially mixed' 
C(;o'Wl'<J nity in Swth Ah;;a. It is managed Py tile m 'l-pre'it I ynede-cll Develcpment CO'1)pany (I DC) 
whe'e t;le beard consis:s 01 local CO'llmu"ily loaders al1d prc<cs5imals TI'O Sus:ainab'ly InslilulO fa 
ncn profit T,us: pasod ao: tho Lynocbch Eco Vi ll agoi, i" coIlabDratioo with:he Ul1i'{crsity of SloIlonbosch 
idemlfied aod 'lloolised flX'd! og frem tile Develcpmeot Bal1k of SOLthe 'n Africa, local briefS. local 
autlDrr:ies and the puye", 0' the prDperties Tile >illage CVlSists oi a r:<ima'y s<::t>xL a r:<e-schoeL a 
"'<JltipUTXlse ;1aI , cemmerc;al spax, vilage rrec '1, erga'1i~ agriculture arid lat"JdS<4J"d a'oas, at"Jd 42 
'cs.dcl1c(tS of which t1C 15 ca'markod FDr k::w j',,,,,rTlC pa""o"';l1 be Iho focus in l!'is dissO"laliC<1, T1C 
oouses dcmonstrale issues il1herent on We pril1ciples of mini'llisil1g rOSourCO ""nsump:"rL protoc~il1Q the 
el1wcl1menl. al1d US!'lg renewable "eSou'ces. Tilese indl.de: energy eltidell:y al1d 'enewable e"lergy as 
well as watw sa'{il1g measures, ',ono'{at"" sarM :a:"n, and materials efkiency 
Source of infermatie-n: S"'; lI ing (2D06::, Tilemson-S '''wklle (20D8) 
Figure 8: Low income reSidences , Lynedoch Eco Village, South Atrica 
SOlno: Author 
'W!,," I',. '-1'''''''''''' Fco .',"- ~ ~ 5OCi3-';' '''ox,,", 00'1)'''''-''1 ..-!...., co.",~" o~ 00<0 0""'."" "0''''- """ 5<.~ ,-;x,."", roe ,'0=; 










4_ 3_2 ResullS 01 the Evaluation of Lynedoch Eco Village 
Table 7: Perlormance of Lynedoch Eco Village in evaluation procedure 
Tota l No. of criter ia Principle 
PRINCIPLE 




2 (Reuse) ; , , 
~ lRenewj , . , , 
4 (Protect ) 
" " 
, 
5 ( He~ lthy) ,
" 
, 









Case study's s:rengths . 
• P-inciple I Minimi"" reSOurce consumption 
• Princip-e 3 Use -eoewabie , recycl atlle and recyoled resources 
• Principle 4 PrOTect the natural envirot\lllent 
• Princip le 5' C-eate a heall'l y, non-tox ic envi ro nmeot 
• Princip", 5; Ouality in the buil: environme ot 
• Princip re 7 Soci o-ecDnOmic upl;f:ment 
Innovative aspects ' 
.. Waler co oserya:ion fP rirlcip", 1) LynedoJc'l conse'\les wa1er Thraugo a oumber of melhods 
There is a dual water supply W'l e-e p:>:able water is supp li ed I -om 1"Ie mlJlli ci pal wa:er lioe :0 
eoco unit and recyCled water is supp li ed to each h o u~e 'l o1d for :oI let f lush',og am irfigaTkln, All 
pllmo ng f!tt lngs a-e water saving and m'owa:e- harvesling is opti ooal for each hwsehokJ, 
Storm water rum ff is minirl>l&ed t'1Iough The restriCTion of hard s-ur'adng, l oereby increasing 
pwcolati on into the grou 16_ Soil s:abl li sers are used so as- to p-eve ot erosJon 
~ Water and sanitatioo sys:em (princfl les 1/2/4) All grey am black water is treated on siTe_ The 
elflueot from househO'ds passes th-ougo septic tao ' s w'l ere the main ~ oI ',j s a-e d epo~ ited al6 
toen goes On :0 a verlically integratoa' COllstrc'ctoa' wQ!lall o' wh ere t 'l e e!t ~Jen: is treated 
ae -ooi call y on top of :he weiland and theo aoaerobically a: toe bottom as toe efflueot sinks 
t'1IOUg 'l a l ilter, The Irea:ed effi uenr goes ioto a dam lrom whe-e ;t gees p.Jmped ;oto storage 
tank~ for :ransm is~kln in:o t 'le housinQ units 10- toilet flus 'li ng arid irr'Jalion I he etl lueol trem 
other buildin QS io :he vi l age is c'l aone ll ed into a bio lyl ic titter wh'd1 ellective ly deals ~il:h so l ds 
awoo icall y ~o tha: the :reated water re: a i n~ primary ou:rients to- reuse as fMi lise r_ Iolo:h 
syslem ~ are apprOpriate 10 t'l e environmen: , are odour-Iree al6 00 not requ ire :he use of 
coemicals, By treat iog all Ihe oac', al6 grey water 00 site, the Lynedoc 'l Eco Vill age avoids t 'l e 










Figure 9: Biolyti~ Tanks and the surlace area of the vertically consfructed wetland-
Lynedoch Eco Viltage 
SolJ"ce: Do.oing (200li 
I; :S _iOr:h not:rIQ ;hat :hree buyers collabora:ed during the coos:ruct .,n poase of the project ;0 
replace their sept ;: tanks wit1 a biOiJ"" ci gester. The diges:er, wh"h is ",ada of ty"k in a oome 
s:ructure, collec:s grey arid black water as well as Drgaoic ki:cheo was;e. It captwes ",etoane 
gas a::'1e tap af:he dome wh" o is released back into hQlJSes as cooking gas 
Figure 10: Biogas digester, information board, Lynedach Eco Village 
Source: Author 
~ Dwica;iol of infras:rl .. ture iPrinclple 1)"T'1e geey water system al1d l ire Irgh:il1g water SI4Jply 
systerr.s are cDlllbil1ed 
~ Mi,W ilcQlr.e set:lerr.wt if'rinciple 71 The v'l lage occOO",moda:es people tror:o a ra'1jJe of 
il1cDIT,e. class aod 'aCe bracke:s. ';his social mix is aco:e"ed through 1'1e proyision of ba1'1 
comrr.ercially pr .. ed and slil.id,sed plats ;0 e'1sWe a socially mixed cor:omu'1ity arid to 
guaral1:ee toat :he low income bracke; aCCeSs a{!eaua;e arid affordab le homes, ;he ex;,;tino 
housing subsidy was lJseo and enoa...,&(!. This made ceiain toa: sustainabie measures such 
as ios lJa:iall arid sola e wa;",- hea;ers ;hat are no: covered by :he subsidy , colJd be p"o','ided, 
Ttl s "geeen flnar" :rrg " was ob;ained ;hrOLQh pubiic/pr iYate sector pailers'lips T'lese included 










lanOO'M)Jrs Prioato SlXlor finance was also sought extenSively, particularly :h"ough 
esti>blishmclts that fund Q "CCfI dcveloprTlcflts, 
• !:e.:jQslCia1 frip,c;:j ly e~V1m~ment (Princil~es 4/6/ 1) Traff o: calming measu'cs arc i~ peec. such 
as Wavcl wcari"Q coarse su1aco intemai ''Oi\ds ar.d tm reSlriclior. ot cars to designaled 
par'il,. areas arc in place 
• Rocydll1Q of 'efuse ':,Princ ipes 3.'4i Tm rTlu'l ;c"al refuse is ma"a(]Cc b, thc L, 'lL>OOcil Horfle 
Owners Association (LHOAj and ail rosidcn:s are requirec' to s"Parate their refuse i~to 
containcrs which is t'wn IlJrthL~ separaled al a CepJl, I he LHOA is respons ible for colloctio~ of 
the waste and fm scllin~ it :~ rL'C)dcrs. TllGre is also a COrTlpos:i'1g depot whore organic waste 
is collectec' for use in com mu nit I' ga'dcns 
Figure 11: Lynedoch Eco Village: low Income residence with solar water heater 
SOIJrce Autho' 











4.4 Kullwanong Eco Houses 
4.4.1 Overview of Kutlwanong Eco Houses 
Addross ' Kimx 'kcy, NDr.hern Cape, South Africa. 
n ne PQu;.:L Esl±-iisl)')d in 1994 :D accomrnwa~e the o','ed:Jw 1,0m other ')Jilrby S011e<110-113, By 2M 
avo' 200 e-1Cfgy·ctlicient housi'l9 units h,d been deve lc-ped 
DesuiRl W;) n: Kut",,~noog, kJcaled fittwn minUll"':;' d,ivc from the K-,nbcrley city cen~rc, was p'e,'klusly a~ 
i~formal settl.,.ne~l ct\a"clerised by Sll<.cks, p::11LJlir>(l, uoom~Dymc-1t, and a lac', of social amenIties_ h 
1995, , co-operalio~ agroome~: Was l':31,<blishcd bolw(>C-1 the goyer-1mcn~s ot SoUll1 Africa aM the 
Urliled StaleS of America The KUi""anO'l9 [co Housing P'ojecl was o~e 01 tl1e bcnehJari% 01 :Ilis 
agreeme-1t in o'ae' to ad&ess the soc-al and e~vironmental >"oljoms of illO "ceil, Too >"oiJet invc> ycd 
various stakcllO k:J Cf>: peeR Africa (a cIvil engiooeri'l9 lirl11 "';ill "n i~lQrCSl i~ w)'J rgy·offO::ie-1t housing) , 
:he United State<.:; r,ge'1C Y trx Inlemal10nal l)oyciDp-ncri IUSAIDi , the US Dcp..1.rtmCfl of [nCfgy (OO[) 
:Ile KLJtlwa -x> ng wmmunily, tllO South African Departrnent of flo nCfais an:::f [~eI'gy (DM[J. and lhe 
Nrx:llo'n Cape >"ovircul govCfnme-1t's Dcparme~t 01 I loosing. 1 he projecl ai'11ed 10 provioo bolh 
I)') using a-1d tra'ning Df the cornrnunlty:o eqUIp ~he'11 Wilh the skills 10 '11anage :Ile prej ocl in il1e kJng to'l11 
An em p'-.asis of 1">8 >"ojec: was also o~ e---.ergy eftbe--.:y in toe OCV':;l"':;, COsi r>plimisalio-1 10 cnsu re 
affordabillly, job cre~tion. allel'Mt",e lina--.:e and e~lrOp-crlO\"sh lJ SlPPGrt. 










4.4.2 Results 01 the Evaluation 01 Kutlwanong Eco Houses 
Table 8' Performance 01 Kutlwanong in Evaluation Procedure 
Total No. 01 criteria Principle 
PRINCIPLE 




2 (Reuse) ; 
" 
, 
3 (Renew) , , , 
4 (Protect) ; C , 
5 (Meaflhy) , < , 
6 (Quality) , , , 




Case study's s:reng ths 
~ P'illCip:e 5 C'eate a hea lt~y. I>OI>-toxic bUilt environment 
• P'it>dp:e S' Pursue quality in the bud ; ennonment 
• P'incip e 7' Social and econom<:: ui=",t:men: 
Innova;ive aspects 
• enemy-sav'rna measures (Pri llCiple 1:1 Kimberley 'eguarly expem r>ces very low r,,,h: :irne 
temperatures in Winter, Passive thermal regula;ory meaSlKes :0 re:aln warmt, il> ""nter weT 
implemented in :wo housing types throug ~ i I1sula;ion and t~ermal storage: 
• The l irs: :fPe 'las an insulated ce ili r>g and a cavi:, wall wit'l inS LAatK)ll between :wo bric~ 
S~'flS T'lis, along wit ' a CorlC re:e floo-. stare 'mat durir;:J :1"" day lor 'elease dlJ'ing th e 
I~gh; 
• T'le second type has al> insula;ed ce j ing al>d a steellrame wit~ wall Insulation between ar> 
inte'nal QYPSl-'"ll boa-d and al> enemal bric~ laye ' Eklt~ hOUSing ;ypes display n01~­
O'ientatK)ll al)j roo! ove'har>g5 as passive :~ ermai desiQI> measures, Insu la;ed ce:ilings 
also ensu'e tha: "" er>erO), i, kl,t th'ougllthe roof, 
Figure 14: Large windows and overhang on the north elevation. Kutlwanong Eco Houses 
Soo-ce w;,w, sus:alnaiJ!meKl ,Wu-hoods,D,;:a 
• Rer>ewat!e energy (Prin~ip l e 3) Solar cookers a-e promoted and ava'j able for sale Accordil>;J 
to Sowman et a.'. ,:1998), soiar cookers ~on~entrate the sun's energy:o cook food and work on 
-greer>,ruse effeU" prirKipies it car> keep food warm far a lang per>Od of :irne and it Ilas no fuel 










~ Monitoring (Principle 5) There is a post-occupation monitoring and evaluation programme to 
monitor thermal comfort, indoor air quality and electricity consumption. Socio-economic 
aspects are also monitored and these include the use of combustible fuels, levels of 
acceptance, skills development and job creation and external impacts of the Kutlwanong 
project. 
~ Capacity building and job creation (Principle 7) Kutlwanong Civic Integrated Housing Trust 
(KCIHT), the housing support centre in Kutlwanong, has been developed to help other South 
African communities to employ the techniques used in Kutlwanong. The project also creates 
jobs and enhances skills in the community. A skilled builder is identified from within the 
community at the start of the construction process and is then responsible for the training of a 
team of ten apprentices of which two are required to be female. The teams are taught general 
construction skills and passive thermal design measures. After every ten houses, the leader 
passes on the reigns and moves on to train a new team. 
~ Innovative finance (Prinicple 7): The KCIHT drew on a partnership with a United States-based 
environmental agency PEER Africa; together with provincial government, Kimberley 
Municipality, USAID and other beneficiaries. This partnership allowed for the project to harness 
a "green-finance" programme for energy efficiency in housing. Such programmes supply the 
funding to cover any of the additional capital costs needed to save energy. PEER Africa 
assisted KCIHT to access funding from USAID as well as green finance from global climate 
change funds of the International Finance Corporation. 
Key challenges and barriers: 
~ The project has successfully addressed a number of challenges that faced the community and 
the environment. No social amenities, however, such as schools and clinics were provided. 
Due to a lack of planning, no money was set aside for such amenities which means the 
community goes without access to such services. This highlights the notion that forward 
planning ought to involve the provision of facilities and services over and above houses. This 
would ensure vibrant and convenient human settlements. 
~ Opportunities for water management and sanitation were not fully explored in the projects. This 
was not a deliberate omission but rather due to financial constraints. Solar water heaters were 
also not considered for their high capital costs. 
~ The project also lacks a strategy to optimise the density of the settlement and the land use 











4.5 Thlolego Development Project (TOP) 
4.5.1 Overview of the Thlofego Development Project 
."'~'r~ss· Thc Tl"",qO Eco Villa~e IS sit"atw on P;(Jh" oi la 'X1. 161<.rn wcst of r1uste"burg in Nc;.r;h West 
P"ovincc. South MrK;a 
J...QfO~'iQn: RrJral 
Time ocr\ld: The TOP "13S esbl~ i shed io 1991 as al atDrnpt to sa',e a farm schaol fram do~rJre. The 
hJnoors bot,ghtthe 150 lec1are fa'm. kept thc selma l c.p&' ~nd i; 1994. the fot,mer "es(fe'1lS be~an 
their practical tr"ining ir. sus:air.abID wikJinq technologies a'X1 bt: i t c, series of experim£-r1al huikJiriQS aVe" 
the "",,111"10 YDJ'S O"rinq 199&, t'NO prototype nO(Jses we"e construc:ed ar{f ir. 1998- p''o101ype :hrec was 
built 
OescnptiQO T'"" TOP was established to a<i&ess tle challer"le af nJral poverty in Sot.lh Alri::oa'S NorI" 
West Pro" i'X'e ir. a sus:ai .>bID ma lner, n", T swa 1<1 wood 'lo lolego" means "cre~ti"" from na:ura l o" igios" 
a'1d M,ms l,P t"le halist>:: approach of t1is dD',elopmcnt pra;ect (InJrah et at. 2(02). The "Ot,ses are 
o,",,,er·buit ard ""I-cost and:o date :hrw p-atotype hwses have I_n IXl i l, They "roes. :he P"i1Cipi c 
af reSOl:rce minimi~a:ioo thrC<.JQh Ihe l,se 01 low eml'ocfcd cnC'rqy, locally sourced rnLrlJrid\s. as we i as 
the emp·oyrT1ent af pass~'e 1herm,,1 desigo and rairwater co !ec:ion. Grey water systcms ard solm wa:er 
he~:ers are also uWsed. The s&ti!ement i-.:;l"dcs perrMc'Ut"rc foed seclJ rity g:;roons 1.-h"'0 es:cNsh 3 
""Il,ab>:: sourcc of hea lthy foed and incrDase toe size of the homes:ead's J;;ing are3S. ar{f oo-sile waste 
rnana~nent tCtou~h tle L:se of a compost'ng tailet is ~Isa emp<Jyed. The SL,stJinahie princpie of socio-
ec(>')(lmKO deve"pme,t IS ~ large priQfi:y for the TOP whe"e:he local commur,ty is :rairoed in s"stair~lhie 
bu ' dhg :ecor~s and 11"" lOco Vill>Qe is promoted Js an ecotourism dcstina:ion, Tle TOP directo" was 
awarded an Ashoka loterr.atiooal Fffl<Jwsh'", in recoO;l1i:ion of ttl€ inl0vat"e natu"e af the TOP c,r,j its 
po:eotial 10 l:>ecome J modo-ll of sus:airoole OOYC<J;::;Tl81t The proJ8C: tlerefore eri oY" fil~t--.:i~1 """"",t 
Irom 11"" Fellol"SI' p. TIllolqJO has reccived wide media cove"age and;'; endorsed by toe go"err.ment 
priva:c sector ard commlJt"'ty org3,isc;tia,,; fQf Its p ooeer lriQ WQfk in bousi,," fI, r,,1 iQw ir<;;orTw 
cammL:" .t'es. 
SOl:"Ce 01 i,tQfmatlOn' TOP -:2(08) 
Figure 15: Thlolego Development Project: Prototype 1 house 










4.5.2 Results of the Evaluation of the Thlolego Development Project 
Table 9' Petiormance of Thlolego Development Project in eva luation procedure 
Total No. of criteria Principle 
PRINCIPLE 
criteria addressed lulfilled 
1 (Conserve) 9 6 , 
2 (Reuse) , , , 
~ (Aenewl , , 
4 (Protect) , , , 
5 (Hea lthy) , , , 
6 (Quality) , , , 




Case study's strengtls 
• P'inciple I. Milimise -es.ource consumviO'l 
• P-inciple 3 Use rwwwab le. recyc lable and recycloo res.ourGe3 
• PrinCiple 4' Protect tho nateral elv iran rne nt 
• Principle 5' Croate a t>callhy. nOl-toxic erwi-olmen: 
• Prilciple 6 Pursue mality in t"le bu il: envirooment 
• rrilc'Ple 7 Social ald ocol0mic upli/tme'lt 
I1nova:lve aspec:s 
~ ScS(ainat>e bl(k;fnQ ma:Qrials (P-incipies 1.'3.'4/5) T"Ie hooses are built ~th sundriOO Addle 
bricks (eer:h t>rK:ks)_ Tr.,se are both inexpensive and ottor i'lsu lation prapcr:ios_ Res<Jel:s 
save 50-BOo/' on cooling and heating costs rtlfJ to tile ear:h bricks (Ireral C: ~I .. 2002i_ Tr., 
earh brds are made out ot mcd and straw and lett to soak il a pit ave-night. The mud straw 
is then pushfld into mou~s to l orm bricks , and is drioo IDI" appra,imately 'oor days. Once the 
bricks arc I;t;ilt in:o ::>e wail S, no mortar is leeded '1€ brK:ks are coated with linseed oil aoj 
turpentine ta make :hem water resi stant 
Figure 16: Earth brick making, Thlolego Development Project 










~ Wa:w eHk:k:nc\! IPri'lCipics 1,'2) Storm wa'er is retained in no<s a'ld al\:lwr:d:o soop ir'to 'Ile 
soil and is used for permacultwe. Gro\Water tr()ll1 batllrooms ar'd kitcller.s is ~Iso reused fo' 
permaculturo. Tho compostir.q toilet. discussed below, uses 00 water 'r.d provides composted 
malure for tile garde<'. 
~ !lteg-ated plar.ni~.g..i11 aru'.'1 sl"tll'men If'rir'c;plos 5/6/7i O,.,er a'ld abo,.,e the 11OUS;'lg, there is 
, schooL ar'd food is wown fo- resall' '0 sus'air. tile commur.'ty. The food is grown ,ccordir'g to 
a systl'm of 'Pl'rrnacllltlire" which ir.teg-ates fwmir.g more cklsEHY ,";'n local eco-systems, has 
high yiekJs from small areas of ground and is not I'bour or eoergy inteosrvo (lrurah el M, 
2002). St~ples such as corn, wheat, squash and p<Jmpkir. are Qrown at TDP, Mulching 
imvovos tho quai ty of tile soil ar.d all tile tol ets arl' comptJS'ing 
~ I1noyatiye sanitat ioo ns:em (Pri'lClple 4) A compostll1g toilet is used " the ";"Of' which is low-
cost, easy to coostrl£t. elwironmertally frieodly and v'rU<lHy odour-free ISowm~r. el .11 .. 1998), 
Composti'lg 'o;lets are b"ed 00 , natural process, wncreby liquKf and solkJ wasto aro 
scpara:Od a'ld cor'ver:ed 1010 compost usinw su-rollr.dir.q hoat and adequa'e ~eltilah:H' in a 
sealed cona'no c iSow~'ao er M, 1998), 
Figure 17: Composting toilet, Thlolego Development Project 
Sowce, W\',w.sl!3a:a;oQbll'-fll1ln;s.CQm 
Key challer'ges a'ld bahers' 
~ A koy cl1allon(jC faced at TDP was tm klw acceprar.ce of tile sustahabll' li~elilloo::J 
to:::hnoklw'QS, espcc;al lythe ea1h brick hOUSl'S a'ld 'm compostiOQto'j ets Sl£ll tochnolOQios 
are peTe<~ed as "backward" aod mare mode"tv'westerr. desigls a-e desired 
~ A fude- b8rrier h" beer limited fil~r.ci,1 resources '0 folklw l4J or. other inlt'~tives after the 










4.6 Improved Tradit ional Housing Systems' 
4,6.1 Overview of Improved Trad itiona l Housing Systems 
LGCaIIO'l. Rural a:r>:i urbal1. 
Hre periDd: T"Je improved tra:jtOJnal '"<lusi">;) project censlsts of 312 in cl .,;J",,1 p'ejects that 'lave been 
d'M"~oped ovec t,,,,, last 25 years Bghty two of These are Musing ",ojeets with the remainder being health 
or commuility W ldings. 
Dcscrip!ion ' TI1is case study, a Habitat Award fill<J.' st io 2003, acJjrosses a tel1000cy ill f'apua New 
wr)()a to replace its tmdit>:;nal oo ldi nQ heritage with modo'" architocture that is fo rciQn 10 the :racf-\io'Ul 
way 01 lile, e'pensive ald p'one to deter>:;ration due to poor design a"d l1awop'iate materials The 
tmprO"ed TradilO:l oai HO(Jsir>g Systems prp"Ci is cledieated to drav,;r>g up"o local kmwledge ard 
l'adit O:l 'lS tG l.<)jerstand and maiotaio the value of trad 'tkmal design and COl1struetion systems, and ol1ly 
adapt it whore necessary to ",eet "'odef'l hws irlQ 'loads, Res<Je<t a'o involved i'l the dovelGpmeflt 
process and Jl€'e 'IS a large emphasis on affo,dability, the use cf kJd , ru'able materia ls, ir'JCDme 
ge1eraTicn ald ha"ing des>;),," That are appropriate to tw climate, ecoicgy a"d celture A Ia"qe of l">Come 
sources ace used to lund the ",ojeets ard i">Cll.de p'"aTe sector fu"ding as w~1 as I1te'llaTional ard 
natkJnaI suocd y 
Sou,ce of infomlatioT Hab:at (2008) 
Figure 18: tmprov~ tr~dit i onat housing systems, Papua New Guinea 
Smx ce: www. worldhabta~awards.o'g 
'T!r.~ c."" stJdy "·,'D.','"" WixJ~ ;c",-"", i.OI'''''',",.o,,,,, .''''''''''''' .. Il.o .. c .. o .. P",.,,,. r*., G",.",. ;" • . , "1';"'-_ '0 on 
"''''';O:JI.i ·,",I •• ~ sM.'e"""'" T""' .. >! G""'" ">I."".'"' ,,,,, ,.-iWaoo" .=~"""';;;;.o" ,"'- .. "''' c,'lao'.,. ~ ". ,'Jo'_,.-










4.6_2 Results of the Evaluation of Improved Traditional Housing Systems 
Table 10' Performance of Improved Traditional Housing Systems in evaluation procedure 
Total "'. " 
criteria Principle 
PRINCIPLE 
criteria addressed fulfilled 
1 (Conserve) , , , 
2 (Reuse) , 0 , 
3 (Renew , 
""4iProtect} , , , 








Case sludy's slrengl1s; 
~ P-il1cipel Millimise resource consumpllon 
~ P'inCipe 3, Use rene ..... at>e, recycled or -ecyclable reSDUrceS 
~ Principe 5: Create a hea l11Y, non-Io.k: envi,onmell1 
~ P'inCipo 6, Pu'Suo quality in:he bu~T envi-oomeol 
• P-incipe 7: Sociai aM ec'Y1()rllk: upit:~ent 
11I1Oval'Ive aspecis 
~ Use of trad :tionai architectu,e iP-incipies 6:'7) PaP'Ja New Guinea'S I'ildil ional bu i di"fls ..... hk:h 
mako use of local ~a'eria l s. aod are sUited to the ecollOmy the ciimate aM way of life. are 
increasing ly oon>J replacoo by i~PO:led designs thaT are e'penslve aM make use of 
inap~n'priate materials, The Imp'ovc-d T'aditional HWSI'1g Project d-aws upon trad :1I 01a1 
Papua New GLinea arc11tecture to 1arneSS its va llo; ildjuSling ,I only where II IS llecessacy '0 
ca:er fo- modElfo dema'lds such as electricity, wate.-, sanitation, space for cars a',d p<ivacy 
• Use 0' l""aL .sl,lstahabie -esources (Prlncipies 1:'4i5/7) All ";)us% arc constructed us ,>;) locally 
sou,ced, suslahable male-iais t1at are sma l requ;:ing fewer resources, Timber is olYaimd 
'rom sustainable 'orests in Papua New Guima a'xI typ .:al P'OOl':IS used are adzed hwdwoo:J 
posts. am g-avel 1-0-,' "cal riverbeds, treated -oo'ing shakl a'1d sapin>Js. ba~boo and cane 
Ratal1 is used for fio ishir'gs These natural mate-iais OnSure 1atu'ally cool houses So na' air 
candit(lning is 'lOt needed 
• Uscr consv~ali:)n (P'incip!e 7i Each ')()using p<a.eeT is desigl1ed a'ld constrUCTed ..... it, e.tensive 
uso: consultation throu>Jh a workshop P<OC%S. Wo,kshops are f ~Sl held '0 decide what, in 
(Ylno'al, a ~wso in 'he aroa should be like al1d, s&Cood y, to decide UPOIl t1e more detailed 
desO]n process. Traet 'io'1al buikfing skil!s a,e retail1ed and Elfna"ICed t1:0Ug1 'he buildi1g 










4.7 Yaodong Cave Dwellings 
4.7.1 Overview of Yaodong Cave Dwellings 
Ada-ess: LOBSS Plateau Nor,h Ce'1t 'al Chi'1a 
LCX;lllkm: Rural. 
Time period: Stared with a pi~t prO,Bct in :hB Zaoyu~ Village bBtwee'1 19% a'1d 2001 The prOjBGt has 
r>JW SBen tho oeve lopmon: ot OVO' 1000 dwollings 
Dosc'iotO;),,; living conditions in 1110 Looss Pklloau 'n China a'O amongsl the worSI in Ihe cou"try. Ninety 
percent of the HreH-S p::>PJ lato n live in "podOl ']" or cave dweh"';Js. With tile rapd growth ','' Clli",'-s 
ElCooomy. OOWBVB' =51 'u ral people terld to wa~t to live in rx<J",~ ool/Sir;g and become dissatisfied with 
lhe y"""",ng dwol irq;. Til is P'ojoct was started:o presOIVo those tcad ,tkY'11 hC<T\CS fo' (;u!tura! cmtiru ity 
wh i e mHki'>;) tiler'" suff c iently modern to be Httmctivo to 1110 <>CHI people ana to heot m(X"JCn 11 CO-JSing 
newJs, The OOUSe5 me bui t th roug ll self help cor15lructim, and a.idress isSlIOS inhero'1t in tho sustainat>o 
constrUC1>:!n pcinclp e of minimisir;g resource uSe as tile u:i i sH:"n of ilH>ovative soia' er>J'gy s,-stoms 
thBrmal mass protBc,O;)n. roof pant"g and natura: venti lat<ln ",ethods reduces the cons~ti on of 
enerQy. H>-J dwelr:r>;jS are two storoys h Qh to 'o:::reasB the amC(Jnt ot turctlonal space available. arid are 
dc5ig')()d to to cordxive 10 '"y. o'acUng ~:h neighbours, There is rIO government supp::>r arid :he hcusi1Q 
costs and the houses are fllrded by the idmilies livi'>;) in tm houses. Tochn kocJ SUptXlrt proviOOd by :ho 
GrBen BUIIdir;g RBsearch Cetkre (GElRC) is free because this IS subsidised by :he natio'llll govorIHnClnt. 
H i s case study was a Habita, awa'd fina list '" 2000 
Sourco of into'mation Habitat (20081 
Figure 19: Yaodong Cave Dwettings, China 










4.7.2 Results of the Evaluation of Yaodong Cave Dwellings 
T~ble i i' Performance of Y~odong Cave Dwellings in ev~ lual;on procedure 
No. of criteria 
PRINCIPLE Total ~rileria 
Prillciple 
addressed fulfilled 
i (Conse,ve) , ; , 
2 (Reuse) ; , , 
3 (Renew) , , , 
4 (Protect) S , . ~ • • 
5 (Healthy) 0 ; , 
6 (Quality) , ; • 




Case s~u d/s s:rengtn s. 
• P'incipe 1 Min imis& rOSOL,rce consumption 
• P'incipe 4' p'o:""t the natural environm&n\ 
• Principle 5. Cr&ato a nea~ny. non·tox;;' environment 
• P"ircip;e S Pursue quality in the built &nllironment 
• Prir>::oiple 7 Soc ial aM econom;: l.pllfTms-nt 
Innontlve asp&cts; 
~ Passtve thSimai desiun mpasvres (Princ iple 1) Tne housing design is based on t"aditional 
des,"r el hancing and retainin~ passille th ermal des ign measures. Tne houses incu de a 
$unspace a: th e front wnich reliJces :he need 10" ·,"lernal hea Ti ng. Tne eal1h-she'te "ed roofs 
enslJre tnat the inTenal lerrve"ature is main:ained at a comfortable lell," and :he shwir.g of 
c[)(llmon wail s ersure tn aT -hey we less e'p:osed to adve"se climatic cond'tio"1S aM so need 
less erergy fo" neating, 
~ CU:u"al :ontiruity tnrowh tno usc of :rad,tionai des iDr.s (Prilcple 5/7) T"adltioral ' yaodono'" 
ca"e desigr.s we pcese""ed wnile making tnem sutl;;'>Jntly mode .. To be atTractrve to young 
people 
~ Scnw ot commL" ,tt acd comm un-TV parti:patl01 (Pr ircipe 7) Res(Jen:s ard other local people 
a"& irvOOJed i" tne design process and high imp:orta"lCe is atlacnod to the reside nts comments 
Peope wor, together "'th Iri&nds and rl€ighbou"s to lxi ld tnel" oome which c"&a\Os a sense ot 
communi:y aro::f pride The cluster configura:>:.', of:m [JoNei li ngs also encOL...-ages community_ 
~ Ropf pan:ina iPrincple 4,'"5":, The cave dweli 1gs have ~ree " roots/ro ot planting wnereby 
vegetahJn is grol"ln on the "OOf IIccordirg to Sneli el a!. (2GOS·: alTho'-'";lh green roofs a"& 
dilkul: to construct and requ ire a stror~ Sl-PV)tii "~ strr Jcture Tn e ber.elits include- tne 
redl.CT'-cIn o! runall irto sewers, the proviS '-clr 01 o"oon space ar.d a natural hat.; :aT wnKOh is 
partkoularly important In urban areas, ene"g y &ffko>JnCj i1 tC"ms ot its thermal mass dL,cabi ity 










Figur& 20: EumplB ot a "Groon Roof"" 
Source W".,.fI bOO ora handOOo'l,'cac!'jj 1lenroof hIm 
Ke~ CI)allflr\o;l~ nr"l(l bar"oe"s" 
• A key Ch~ ller>le In t"'S P'tlIIJCt Jo; toe klw acceptar·ce of tcadltlonal des· .. n. e>;leClBlly by 











4.8 Eco Barrio Suerte 90, Columbia 
4.8.1 Overview of Eco Barrio Suerte 90 
Locstiooc Urban 
D€scnptiQO: Ttl , "fCC v ~ lsge· wa, a Iisbitst sward final'St " 2005 ard i'DL.d€, over 200 ')()me.' aloog 
with recreatiooal lac i ilie:; and commLJ11ty gardens. Csr, I:; conskierfrd 0"" ot the "",,,st dangerOLJS citifrS in 
:he work! 'Mth ri g'1 :eve:s ot crimc a")j a txu;l<OO'Nt1 ot social toeIWC<"<>. a higM hOlJsir.;) deticiJ. lack ot 
infrastructure and scrvO:;cs. a-d a lack of gwen space and socia' faci i tin, T'K' Ecoba'rio SU('r".€ go 
P'oject wa:; de>J[1'W to addC€S> 1'1i:; ra1ge of social ard eowormfrntal isSIlElS e'pfrr;e'Ced by thfr city'., 
PO C<", Th(' """0 viliaoc", the lirst in South !lnwro:;a, consi:;lS of f3 'frs;,j('ntial bk>:::ks, hoLdog O"frr 270 k)w 
itlf:C<l1C 1i>'l1 l b i1 Cali. WC<"king 'M1'11'X' F('(fUac;01 Nximal do VMe'Xtl Popil lar ::FEN!lVIP) a'XlI'1fr 
Social Housing Dcpa.1rncnt of the city of Cali, the local co:nrTIlYliy actrvdy par.bpatc in Dlan1iog a'Xl 
d€cisictl-:nakiog ard are r€soonsible for the cngJing rnalag(,rTlelt of tlw prcjc'Ct. Tlw IIO:n('S am 
Ircremfrntal and Wfrre coo.qLJcted by res KJ eots thems€lves: and eoworm eotally friendly €art'lquak€ 
'frsiSlanl b(Jilding malfrriais wwe used, "'DlJr ling rocycl"'" deb,;s ard ,ugar cane s.,h. 10 addl1ioo, tO€ 
village irc'udes IrdivK!ual and Coi<CClivc v('gelit>lfr gardens, a communily centre, p'1armxy, re:;l"",ran: 
aoo a recreatiolal DO"", Suv>:o('d lard ard fund ng wue provKJed by 1'X' Soc ial Housng DeOO1mfrnt 
I lousing Fu'ld ard addn <J nal OOJ,ilg subsKJi€s were provd;'d by various private scctor sta,(t1-::>I<J(~s Th(' 
combhat<Jo of ')()u.,ing ,ub.,id€s ard a k)w inter€st savngs a1d credit sche:ne by FENAVIP has rnoo(' 
'IOLJ.'ing s1mdable s'ld xcfr."b lfr to tO€ poorer ,eeoc.' of the pop.J;at,oo, addr€SSlng '_l1e susta 'nFIJle 
C01Wl>::1'01 princiDlfr of s('dJ-eco'lOm>:o deve<Jp11eol 
Sourc(' of infor:nali01. Hat:i1i\112(l08) 
Figure 21: Eco Barrio Suerte 90, Cali, Columbia 










4.8.2 Results of the Evaluation of Ecobarrio $uerte 90 
Table 12' Perlormance of Ecobarrio Suerte 90 in evaluation procedure 
Total No. of criteria Principle 
PRINCIPLE 




2 (Reu"e) ; , , 
:f{Renew) 5 , , 
4 (Protect) 5 , , 
5 (Health~) 5 ; , 
6 (Quality) 5 5 , 




• ~rinciple t· Mi')i'n i,e resource consu'np:ioo 
• ~rinciple 3' U,e re·lewable. rec~clabl e 0' rec~cled resources 
• ~rinciple ~. Protect the ·" tur1>l environm",,: 
• Principlo 5; Creat~ a health~. non tax>:; environ m~nt 
• Principle 6 Pu"slle qlla llty in til e ulIiil envirarl'ne'lt 
• Principle 7 Social and economic up ~ ftmen; 
Irnova: ive aspec:s: 
• E'wi"QIl '1)Q 'ltall y friond l,. matorials (PrirlCipies 1/4) The vo;ect use, enviroomen'a ll y friendly 
'naterials ind..Hi ng recycled debris and sugar carlO ashos to make cC1l1ent. bricks am blocks 
These materials are suitable to WlthS:Wld :he area's seismic activity and ca 'l be prO'J\x;od in 
halt tm time am a: 20 vi. reruct.,n in cost compared to cooventlonal bricks (Hnb :a:, 20G8). 
01110" 'na:erials '1 '1Clude m>:;rO-CO'1C"oto and OO '1)~nt maje from pece, of "lllble 
.. MIXed usage iPrrncipios 4/6) Th~ Eco vi llage displays i n:e~rated plaoning ,nd 1t1CIl.des 
f,cilltles , servi ces and prog"a'nmes over and alxlVo 11OlIsing, Tlwse facilitlCs inc lude 
phnr'n,cies, restauran:s a communq centre and shops and vege:aule gardens, Two arOaS 
have been se' aside for spcrts I ,cilltles ,m a leisu"e park. Eoobar"", Suerte 9() also incu des a 
"Native Germoplns'n El'nk' for the cultivn:ion of eoda 'lgered plant species An agr"," I:ural 
voduction coopera:ive , as part of a tood security project was cre,ted , "")0 this pro;ec; also 
works :0 raise awareneSS and prov;-Jo trai 'linQ :0 'esiden:s "tho treat '))O 'lt and '1)anagoment of 
O'ganic residues (used as terti lSer) and the dlspcsal of domestic wasto, Tile pr.::,ect os:ablishod 
a cLl tli ral prog"am'ne for young people and wor~ed with tile CO')lmU'li:Y'to ~row mE>jiCi'lal and 
a"oTJa:'" plants and argan ic vege tau les, Tr<J projec: c<>:;ouragcs rosidents to work tOQCtmr in 
plarni 'lg and manageme'lt of the project, 
~ Inilial;ves;o make Nuslng affordable IPrincipie 7) HOllSi 'lg lIni :s are 'nade affordal~e by using 
.,w =: material s and by tM fact tha: they a"e incremental wi :h a basic s:ngkl-storoy unit 










by residents as anotner cost saving '1leasure, A funding mocnarosm for low I'>:ome ~amilies 
'"h" dD -KY Ilavc access 10 for'1lal crL'dit. wa, alsD cs:ablis'lL'd 
• Self fnilfldSlC'1lmt (Principlc 7) Tilc rc'Sidents I'KJr, togelher n tile pl~rmlng md overilll 
managemeti of tM projec: including oOUS'Ing conSlructk:>n, agriCli :wal work coopera:i.es 
CO'1lmunity activities and decisk:>n-'1laking, This has created a space for partkolpa:io,o. lolerance 
a:ld dialOQue amor{js: the commurli:y and il1erefore a s:ep lOwac(Js re>al.ing :11e lens\Jn, and 
internal confl",: in CokJrnbia 
Key c'Jalienges ar);j barrie,, : 
• 8,.'IIers to :Ile projc'Ct inciLtded: iliac, of available funding for community facitities and a delay 










4.9 Janapur Slum Resettlement Scheme 
4.S.1 Ove",iew of Janapur Slum Resetticment Scheme 
n lle oeri()j: Fifty :wo dwelli',," lX"IiTS wee& bU lt in 1 ~7 for th& re·llOusing of 3 600 farm&r slum 
housemkh. 
Dcscmt>Qn Tilc JanapJ." Slum Rcscttlemen: project is lis:ed as "Good Practo;es"" u'>:ier Be,t P"'acKes 
of Ulllt&d NatIOns Celt rc fe< Humal Sct:lcments WNCHS: and wa, a Hat<:a: award final is: in 2OD3 
Delili IS on& of Tile fast",t gm'M'lg citi&s in I-.:I ia a-.:l. as a rcsult, cxpc"ic%cs a scvc'e lack of 
ilfrastrllcturc EOJd land to accomm()ja:e th e Me- grO'Mng P"P L1 atioll_ Tile Jallapm slum r",&l1"me"t 
sch&mc ocidrcssc..,; ti", app,;lling living condi:io'1S of ma'1y of Deihi ', ,ium dw&lIers alri the pilOT praj&et 
Lovol,,&s a clus:c." dCSigl of dwcllings 01 dc-waded h'~hland '>ear tile city_ The praj&et SllOWS Thatlalld 
thaT is pre\;ously labe lled "unfit fa" dcvcioprTlcnt" can be used and i: deml)()strate, inna"a:iv& d&Sign 
EOJd co"sTruetkll1 systems ,;long With salitat"n systems thai are to be main:a i'1 ed by the commu"ity 
The layout of the se:tlement ell,Ur&, social sustainability In ThaT clus:c"s of nine tiwellir>qs arc grcuped 
togcthc' "1 a '\hrCtJqh cluster" rather tha" all e"elossd court, FU10S for COlst."lIcbon aT mai'1ly 
dcpcndcn: on nilin icipal fund-"1Q 
Source of ill/e<maT>:>n: Anangpur (2008), HE;t;itat {2OD8) 
Figure 22: Jatlapur Slum Resettlement Scheme, India 










4.9.2 Results 01 Evaluation of Janapur Slum Resettlement Scheme 









2 {Rl!Us ~) , , , 
3 (Renew) , 0 , 
4 ~Prot ectt , e , 
5 (Healthy) c , , 
6 (Quality) 0 , , 





• PrirY;iple l' Minimise resource consumpti"" 
• PrirY;iple 2' Max imise reSOWCe rellSe 
• PrirY;iple 4 ' Protect loe ",tural e 'w ironment 
• Prirx:iple 5 C'eate a heallh y, nO 'l-:ox ic envi 'onme"t 
• Principle £ Quality in the b" lt e1~ironmen: 
• Principle 7 Social and eco"omic upliftme1t 
Inwvatrve aspects' 
~ Revse of degrode<:! lar.:;! IP'inCip les 1/4) 1 he dwelL"gs w",e bui lt 01'1 the Sou:her" Ridge area of 
Delh' Tile proect was a 1"101 pro_ect 10 examine tois u"convenTio"al awoach of the use of 
deg-adro land, The 'a'ld was classil ie<:! as degrade<:!/waste la'\(j oWil1Q to :he corx:eptiOIl that 
the land, due to its v1dJiai ing and quarriro r.ature, is to<) e xpensi~e to de~el op and u""u ita~e 
tor OLlllall sen teme"t The Jar.ap.Jr Slu m Rese!:lement S"'leme has shown, howeye'. thai the 
la"d IS higo ly suited to human habtation o;o,;ng to large "atchme,t arNS whiC;1l refill the 
aqv'lfers and ca 'l accommoda:e o'l-sile sewaQe disposal. T.,e course. sal1dy soi l is ideal I", 
abso~.Jli"", filtm:io, and grov'ld water recha';)e 
~ I nnovali~e c""slrvcti 01 sys:ems, tech'1igues and materials iP'irY;i ples 1.-'2,/4) A range ot 
co"truction materials a1d techn iques were used. Fun icular shell roofr"g was employed Thi s 
-ype of roofing minimises Ihe need fo- rei1f",ceme-ll. a'l(j thus uses less matenal tha" 
c:o 'wen:iO'l al rooting sysTems_ Hools were also built With waste slone quarried ,"cally 01 the 
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Figure 23: Funicular shell roofing with waste stone in/ill , Janapur Slum Resettlement 
Scheme 
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Figure 24: Stone jacM cOrlCrete paving panels, Janapur Slum Resettlement Scheme 
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Figure 25: Janapur Slum Resettlement Scheme: " through cluster " design 
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Figure 26: Overall summary 01 the evaluaHon procedure illustrating the number of sustainable 
construction principles and criteri~ ~ddressed per CaSe study 
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Discussion of the Results 
This chapter discusses the findings from the evaluation of the nine cases in the previous chapter and 
addresses the research question posed in Chapter One, namely: 
~ What lessons are to be learnt from these case studies in terms of the sustainable practices and 
technologies they used and their potential to deal with South Africa's housing backlog and 
environmental degradation? 
The findings are discussed under the seven principles of sustainable construction and the case studies 
are referred to by number as follows: 
1. Douglas Room, Johannesburg, South Africa 
2. Cato Manor, Durban, South Africa 
3. Lynedoch Ecovillage, Stellenbosch, South Africa 
4. Kutlwanong, Kimberley, South Africa 
5. Thlolego, Rustenburg, South Africa 
6. Improved Traditional Housing, Papua New Guinea 
7. Yaodong Cave Dwellings, China 
8. Ecobarrio Suerte 90, Cali, Colombia 
9. Janapur Slum Resettlement Scheme, Delhi, India 
Whenever a particular criterion falls under more than one principle, it is discussed in the first principle 
under which it falls. 
The sustainable practices and technologies used in developing world housing projects as identified in 
the previous chapter are discussed to recommend ways of fulfilling the seven principles of sustainable 
construction in the provision of low income housing in South Africa. It is important to be mindful of the 
fact that this discussion reviews the experiences of existing sustainable housing projects as an 
exchange of lessons and to provide guidance for future South African projects; direct transfer of 











5.1 Discussion of Findings 
The following is a discussion on how to address the seven principles of sustainable construction in low 
income housing in South Africa in light of the experiences in existing developing world projects: 
5.1.1 Principle 1: Minimise Resource Consumption 
This principle which addresses the underlying cause of much environmental degradation: the over-
consumption of the four generic resources (energy, water, land and materials), was generally well 
addressed by all of the cases. Case {3}, in particular, addressed all of the criteria, providing valuable 
lessons for sustainable low income housing in South Africa. 
In light of the current electricity crisis in South Africa, energy-saving is of high importance. Many energy-
saving practices were displayed by the cases. Passive thermal design as displayed by cases {2}, {3}, 
{4}, {5}, {6} and {7} is perhaps a viable sustainability practice for low income housing projects in South 
Africa. South Africa's temperate climate offers the ideal conditions to be able to increase comfort levels 
in housing quite cost effectively using passive thermal design; instead of resorting to expensive, energy 
inefficient, quick fix solutions driven by the purchase of appliances. The National Energy Council (1992) 
has shown that passive thermal design can be employed in low income housing at little extra capital 
cost. Once operational, these features lower energy costs, maintenance costs in addition to pollution 
levels (Sowman et at., 1998). 
A further means of conserving energy would be to replace energy consumptive materials like cement 
blocks and corrugated iron or tile roofs often used in South African low income housing (Development 
Action Group, 1992) with less consumptive materials. Case {6} exemplifies the use of materials with low 
embodied energy, notably natural materials such as timber and bamboo in unique and attractive 
designs. In the South African context, a good principle to apply would be to utilise local building 
materials that can be harvested sustainably. These include straw, thatch, earth and clay. Sundried earth 
bricks as used in {3} and {5}, for instance, offer a low embodied energy alternative to conventional 
bricks and cement blocks. A study carried out by the Development Action Group into alternative building 
systems and materials for low cost housing showed that there are few materials that perform better or 
are cheaper than the clay brick (Development Action Group, 1992). Case {5} highlights a barrier to the 
implementation of alternative materials, however, where there are instances of low acceptance by the 
residents, and the sustainable technology is perceived as "backward" in comparison to more western 
designs and materials. Thus the adoption of alternative materials in low income housing will possibly 
require raising of environmental awareness, and educating residents in sustainable practices. 
Compact fluorescent light bulbs as used in {1}, {2}, {3} and {4} offer an energy efficient system, 
especially pertinent where electricity is obtained from non-renewable sources. Despite the initial capital 
cost, electricity bill savings and lowered maintenance costs due to their higher durability, have been 
displayed by the cases. Other systems that could be considered for South African low income housing 
include: insulating boilers {1}, lowering of thermostats {1}, day-night sensors {1}, and the use of gas-











South Africa is a semi-arid country, rendering the water saving initiatives displayed by cases {3}, {5}, 
{6}, {8} and {9} necessary options to consider for future low income housing projects. Household fittings 
such as low-flow shower heads {3}, dual flush toilets {3} and flow restrictors {3} can help to save water. 
It is interesting to note that case {2} did not install these fixtures due to their high initial cost which 
highlights a likely barrier for their widespread implementation. Flow restrictors, however, should at least 
be considered as these are fairly cheap water saving devices that can be fitted onto almost any tap 
(Sowman et at., 1998). Long term savings should also be considered: in case {3} it has been calculated 
that low income households will save 90% of their normal water bills with the installation of water saving 
fixtures and other water recycling measures (Swilling et at., 2006). Preserving and restoring indigenous 
vegetation, as in {3}, {5} and {8}, is also a very efficient means of saving water and one which also 
contributes to prinCiples 4 and 5 of sustainable construction as well. Case {3} minimises storm water 
runoff through the restriction of hard landscaping, thereby increasing percolation into the ground and 
uses stabilisers to hold the soil in place; demonstrating a cost effective way of conserving water. Water 
harvesting used in cases {3}, {5} and {6} is another plausible way of saving water. Water harvesting is of 
particular value to low income communities as piped water is costly and it means that gardens can be 
maintained even when there are municipal water restrictions. Water harvesting, however, will require 
upfront planning as certain roof types as highlighted by case {6}, are not suitable for collecting water 
runoff when the water is to be used for drinking purposes. According to Swilling et at. (2006), the cost 
of off-site sanitation services will rise faster than the average rate of inflation over the next twenty years, 
which urges the consideration of on-site sanitation as displayed by {3} and {9}, particularly in low 
income communities. Case {3} has a particularly innovative and effective environmentally friendly water 
and sanitation system holding valuable guidance for future projects in South Africa. Feasibility studies in 
terms of cost and land suitability, however, will be warranted for on-site sanitation systems. 
Insofar as minimising materials is concerned, all of the case studies complied with this criterion as low 
income houses are, by definition, small and use few resources. All of them used durable materials if not 
necessarily materials with low embodied energy, pointing to the fact that durability and low energy 
consumption of materials need to be optimised. Particularly innovative means of conserving materials 
included the sharing of walls which was displayed by {1}, {2}, {7}, {8} and {9} (which incidentally also 
conserves energy and is conducive to creating a sense of community), the dual use of infrastructure 
and structures displayed by {3} and {5}, the use of topography to form part of the structure and the 
sharing of facilities in a cluster of dwellings as displayed by {9}. These are all effective material saving 
practices which serve as guidance for future South African low income housing. 
Cases {1}, {2}, {3}, {7}, {8} and {9} demonstrate feasible layouts of settlements as high density 
alternatives to South Africa's current trend of a plot per housing unit, where large tracts of productive 
land are being lost. Linked, two/three storey alternatives all minimise land use. Interestingly, none of the 
buildings evaluated, exceeded three storeys, which keep the scale human and comfortable. A barrier, 
however, is public resistance to densification and low-rise cluster alternatives (Dalgliesh et at., 1997) 











5.1.2 Principle 2: Maximise Resource Reuse 
This principle was generally not well addressed by the cases, with the exception of {9}. The fact that this 
principle was generally not well approached by the case studies is not clear as it is a relatively 
inexpensive and simple principle to adhere to. 
Cases {8} and {9} show that materials can be reused successfully. Waste stone and rubble can be used 
for the actual structure and for the roofing, and as people upgrade from their informal houses to formal 
housing, they can reuse materials such as doors and window frames from their previous homes as 
shown by case {9}. This is an inexpensive and environmentally friendly possibility for South African 
housing, and could also offer business opportunities for dealers in reusable materials (Oalgliesh et at., 
1997). 
Case {1} demonstrates that previously derelict and squalid inner city buildings can be refurbished and 
reused; which presents a possibility for the reuse of many well located but run-down buildings in South 
Africa's urban centres. Cases {5}, {7} and {9} demonstrate that "grey" land can be successfully 
developed and is a viable solution when there is a shortage of "suitable" land for development and to 
preserve valuable fertile or aesthetically significant land. Case {9}, in particular, demonstrates an 
unconventional and cost-effective approach to land selection, and shows that land classified as "unfit for 
development" can be successfully utilised for sustainable human settlements. 
Cases {3}, {5} and {9} have grey water systems where water is recycled for irrigation and/or toilet-
flushing purposes. These case studies report substantial long term savings on water costs; despite the 
cost of many commercial systems being relatively high. According to Sowman et at. (1998), it is easy to 
build simple and efficient grey water filters from cheap and readily available materials. Grey water 
systems should therefore be considered for South African low income communities particularly when 
large quantities of water are needed for purposes such as irrigation, bearing in mind that water is a 
costly and scarce commodity. Case {3} demonstrates another valuable cost saving means for the 
installment of grey water systems useful for low income housing whereby the grey water and fire 
fighting water systems are combined. 
It is interesting to note that none of the cases was "designed for disassembly". There seems to be no 
significant reason for this as there seems to be no noteworthy barrier (cost or other) that would hinder 












5.1.3 Principle 3: Use Renewable, Recyclable or Recycled Resources 
This principle was generally not well addressed by the low income housing projects evaluated; except 
for cases {3} and {8} that each addressed four of the five criteria. 
Cases {3}, {4}, {5} and {6} demonstrate the use of renewable energy in the form of solar power. It is 
noteworthy that none of the evaluated case studies make use of solar energy to generate electricity. 
This can perhaps be attributed to the fact that solar panels are expensive and are only suitable for 
providing electricity for non-heating appliances such as lights, radios and televisions (Sowman et al., 
1998). The case studies do, however, display low cost ways of harnessing the sun's energy in the form 
of solar water heaters in cases {3}, {5}, {6} and {7} and solar cookers in case {5}. South Africa has an 
ideal climate for the utilisation of the sun's energy, and in light of the country's heavy dependence on 
fossil fuels, increasing costs of grid electricity, and shortage of electricity supply, and while some form of 
subsidy may be warranted for electricity generating solar panels, solar water heaters and solar cookers 
should be considered as feasible and necessary features in low income housing projects. Case {2} 
highlights the importance of considering such aspects upfront as the layout and design of the structures 
were not conducive to the installation of solar water heaters at a later stage. 
Renewable and recyclable materials, including earth, timber and bamboo, were only used in four of the 
nine cases, namely {3}, {5}, {6} and {8}; and recycled materials were used in {7} and {8}. Case {8}, in 
particular, innovatively made cement and blocks out of recycled debris and sugar cane ash. 
Renewable/recyclable/recycled materials are relatively easily available, since so few case studies made 
use of such materials is perhaps indicative that certain less obvious barriers exist for their widespread 
utilisation. High initial capital costs as well as the perception that they are inferior to conventional 
materials, need to be considered for the South African context as this may warrant the need for 
subsidies and education. These case studies have, however, shown that renewable/recyclable/recycled 
materials can be used effectively. Case {3} is particularly noteworthy in the use of such materials in that 
it uses hardwoods from sustainable Mozambican forests as opposed to the more common woods 
imported from unsustainable forests (Swilling et al., 2002). 
Few of the cases recycled the construction waste produced which can perhaps be attributed to a lack of 
awareness and a lack of facilities for recycling to occur. This is discussed further under the next 
principle. 
5.1.4 Principle 4: Protect the Natural Environment 
This principle which refers to the minimisation of the construction industry's negative impacts on the 
environment along with the rectification and restoration of degraded environments, was particularly well 
addressed by cases {3} {8} and {9}. 
None of the housing projects completed an Environmental Impact Assessment. This is perhaps 
because none felt there was a specific policy urging them to incorporate sustainability features in their 











Cases {3}, {5}, {6}, {8} and {9} demonstrate the successful use of safe and environmentally suitable 
sanitation systems as an alternative to water-consuming, costly, water-borne sewerage. These include 
the septic tank and composting toilet. On site sanitation systems are also used in cases {3} and {9}. 
Whereas water-borne sewerage is the most commonly used sanitation system in South African low 
income housing, and is perceived by most people to be the most convenient, safest and healthiest 
sanitation option; the case studies have shown that alternative systems can be successfully utilised. 
The kind of sanitation system that is most suitable for a particular project, however, will depend on the 
soil conditions, drainage and the height of the water table (Sowman et at., 1998). 
Cases {2}, {3}, {5}, {7} and {8} display ways of designing with nature and preserving the natural 
vegetation. These provide innovative and valuable lessons for South Africa where many low income 
projects show little regard for the environment (Dalgliesh et at., 1997). Case {3}, for instance, has 
demonstrated ways to connect with nature by planting kikuyu grass in the open storm water channels 
and minimising hard landscaping thereby minimising storm water runoff. Case {8} displays housing that 
is built into the landscape and includes green roofs. Green roofs may be of particular value in built up, 
urban areas where there is insufficient space for the preservation of green and open areas. Case {5} 
uses permaculture which integrates farming closely with natural ecosystems, as a means of designing 
with nature and creating food security. By designing with nature these case studies have also 
contributed to the restoration of degraded land. 
Few cases separate household waste for recycling. This can perhaps be attributed to the fact that this 
criterion requires that residents are educated in recycling and that convenient recycling services are 
available. This drives home the point that communities need to be equipped with the necessary 
knowledge, commercial incentives and services to manage and protect the environment beyond the 
construction stage. Case {3} is a valuable example on the recycling of household refuse. 
5.1.5 Principle 5: Create a Healthy, Non-toxic Environment 
This principle was well addressed by all of the case studies with each demonstrating valuable lessons 
for the creation of healthy, non-toxic environments in South African low income housing. 
Insofar as protecting the physical health of residents in low income housing is concerned, all the case 
studies demonstrate ways of achieving this as all of them addressed the majority of the criteria involved. 
These include choosing an appropriate site and position as well as having a well ventilated structure 
and using natural, permeable materials. Cases {3} and {4} demonstrate the use of non-toxic appliances 
and products with case {3} explicitly making use of non toxic paints and wood treatments. Case {4} has 
a unique and successful monitoring programme to maintain healthy air quality. This is a particularly 
noteworthy initiative as valuable example of how to maintain a healthy environment beyond the 
construction stage. 
Ways of contributing to the psychological health of low income communities include: the provision of 











gardens in cases {3}, {5} and {8} and roof planting used in case {7}. Such initiatives have improved the 
living and environmental conditions of the case studies involved. The provision of flexible, contrasting 
and interesting designs by providing a range of housing types as displayed by cases {1}, {2}, {3}, {5} 
and {6}, varying and interesting colours used in cases {1} and {7}, and allowing for the ongoing 
involvement of users so that they may shape housing designs as shown by case {6} also contribute to 
psychological well-being. All but case {2} demonstrate naturally lit, well ventilated structures that 
maintain links with nature and the site's existing character. These all represent viable ways of protecting 
the psychological well-being of South Africa's low income communities. 
5.1.6 Principle 6: Pursue Quality in the Built Environment 
This principle was generally well addressed by the evaluated cases, with cases {1} {3} {8} and {9} 
addressing all of the criteria. 
In pursuing quality low income settlements in South Africa, multi-functional and mixed-use 
environments should be employed whereby infrastructure such as schools, community centres, health 
centres, shops, and recreational parks are provided over and above the housing. This was displayed by 
cases {1}, {2}, {3}, {5}, {8} and {9}. The settlement should also be well located with regards to economic 
opportunities and be compact and efficient with less automobile-dependence. Case {2} is particularly 
exemplary in demonstrating a well located settlement with integrated and efficient planning. A valuable 
lesson can be learnt from {4} where a lack of planning for social amenities meant that there was no 
money set aside to provide these amenities along with the houses. As a result, the community goes 
without easy access to such services. This highlights the need to focus on mixed-use environments that 
create vibrant settlements instead of the notion that only houses need to be delivered. 
All of the cases demonstrate effective means of achieving quality in design and which have the potential 
to be used in low income housing projects in South Africa. These include providing houses that are 
appropriate to the occupants' needs by allowing them to participate in the decision-making process as 
displayed by cases {1}, {2}, {3}, {5}, {6}, {7} and {8}; as well as the provision of a range of housing types 
so that people can choose according to their needs as in cases {1}, {2}, {5} and {6}; and the provision of 
modern day amenities such as car spaces, laundries etc. as in case {5}. Case {9} has a novel means of 
providing dwellings that meet people's needs whereby skeletal structures are built and the occupants 
complete the dwelling according to their taste and budget which in turn contributes to the reuse of 
materials and cuts down material costs. Quality in design was also achieved through the provision of 
features in the housing that is appropriate to the climate and location: such as insulation displayed in 
case {4} and insect protection displayed in cases {5} and {6}. Different regions of South Africa vary in 
climate and topography; so too do different areas of a site have varying characteristics which indicates 
that there is no single sustainable model. Features and designs of dwellings will need to vary 
accordingly for maximum quality in design. Aesthetically pleasing dwellings are achieved through the 
elimination of monotony in both settlement layout and the design of the dwellings as displayed by cases 
{1}, {3}, {5}, {8} and {9}; as well as dwellings that are unobtrusive and sensitive to the surrounding 











All of the cases used durable materials but, as noted, under previous principles, not all of the materials 
used were of low embodied energy or from sustainable sources. This draws attention to the fact that 
sustainable projects should use materials that strike a balance between these three criteria along with 
cost. Future low income housing projects can draw on the practices displayed by the evaluated case 
studies in terms of ensuring quality in occupation. These include: using interesting colours that activate 
the senses as displayed by cases {1} and {7}, and having natural temperature regulation and natural 
lighting which is used in cases {1}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6} and {7}. Other ways of ensuring quality in occupation 
include: keeping the scale human whereby buildings do not exceed three-storeys as displayed by all the 
cases, as well as having natural materials and designs that retain links with nature as used in cases {5}, 
{6} and {7} thereby contributing to overall well-being. 
5.1.7 Principle 7: Promote Socio-economic Upliftment 
This principle was fulfilled by all of the cases where {1} {3} and {8} are particularly exemplary in the 
promotion of social and economic upliftment. 
The cases demonstrate successful ways of alleviating poverty and creating job opportunities. This is 
important in the South African context where there are high levels of unemployment. Agriculture, as 
shown in cases {2}, {3}, {5} and {8}, provides food security as an income generating opportunity. Case 
{5} demonstrates a successful way of producing food in a small area using the principles of 
permaculture. The promotion of the sustainable settlements as tourist attractions and as good practice 
examples of sustainability to advise other projects in cases {3}, {4}, {5} and {7} demonstrate viable 
economic opportunities as well. Case {4} is particularly notable where the Kutlwanong Civic Integrated 
Housing Trust (KCIHT) has become a business which contracts for sustainable housing activities. 
Settlements that include facilities over and above housing and are located near economic opportunities 
displayed in cases {1}, {2}, {3}, {5}, {8} and {9} as well as settlements that promote skills training and 
capacity enhancement displayed in cases {1}, {2}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {8} and {9} also contribute effectively to 
socio-economic upliftment. Case {2} is particularly noteworthy in enhancing the skills of the community. 
Owner-built dwellings as displayed by {4}, {5} and {6} is arguably one of the most important means of 
creating social and economic sustainability as it not only enhances skills and lowers building costs, but 
it creates community involvement to encourage community acceptance as well. 
South Africa is attempting to redress the inequalities of its past through a preferential procurement plan 
for its construction industry as an instrument to effect socio-economic change. Cases {1}, {3}, {4} and 
{8} promote integration, in addition to offering employment and business opportunities to marginalised 
sectors of the population as encouraging ways of effecting South Africa's preferential procurement plan 
(Bowen et at., 2008). Case {4}, for instance, ensures that at least 2 out of 10 building apprentices are 
women and case {3} promotes a socially mixed community in terms of race and class. 
The creation of a sense of community is an important aspect of social upliftment. This has effectively 
been implemented by eight of the cases as follows: the preservation of a sense of heritage in cases {1}, 










facilities in cases {1}, {2}, {3}, {5} and {8} along with the promotion of pedestrian over vehicular traffic as 
displayed in case {3}, and the configuration of dwellings to encourage social interaction in cases {7} and 
{9}. The encouragement of social activities has also been successfully implemented in case {1}. These 
are all suitable and viable ways of pursuing social sustainability in South African low income housing. 
One barrier to bear in mind, however, as was experienced in case {7}, is a low acceptance of the 
traditional designs that are maintained to preserve the heritage of the area and to create a sense of 
community where the younger people preferred western, city-type dwellings and perceived them to 
have greater status. In South Africa, where the opportunity exists to draw upon and preserve many 
traditional building techniques and designs, it will be important to overcome this barrier. Case {6} 
exemplifies an encouraging way of dealing with this challenge in that traditional designs are used, but 
they incorporate sufficient modernity to be accepted by the community. 
Involving people in all aspects of development projects that affect them is a fundamental requirement of 
sustainable development (Sowman et al., 1998). All of the case studies evaluated involved the 
community throughout the project cycle. It is interesting to note that public participation was not a once 
off exercise and was part of the housing projects from the outset of the planning process and is 
ongoing. This is a useful insight into how to address people's needs successfully throughout the 
construction process and to gain and maintain people's acceptance. Case {8} is a particularly valuable 
example of the involvement of the community as the project encourages self management by the 
community residents in all stages and aspects of the project cycle. This has created the space for 
teamwork; tolerance and dialogue amongst the community as a step towards resolving the tensions and 
internal conflict in Columbia. This poses an encouraging way of dealing with South Africa's many 
troubled, intolerant and crime ridden communities. 
By definition, the provision of affordable homes is the main thrust for low income housing. Funding can 
ensure this affordability but is very often a stumbling block in low income development projects as was 
the case in {5} and {8}. Some encouraging funding schemes were displayed by {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {6}, {8} 
and {9}; with {4} notably showing negotiation with local authorities for both land and subsidy finance. 
Other ways of ensuring initial affordability include: incremental housing for future expansion and 
upgrading as shown in {3}, {5}, {8} and {9}, and owner built houses in cases {4}, {5}, {7}, {8} and {9}. 
While initial affordable is important, so too is the long term affordability so that the target group can 
meet the expenses to live there. While low embodied energy materials as used in cases {3}, {5}, {6}, {7}, 
{8} and {9} and energy and water saving measures as used in {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {7} and {9} ensure 
long term savings, these are often overlooked because of their high initial capital costs and viewed as 
"luxury" sustainability measures. Cases {3} and {4}, however, show that this can be overcome through 
"green financing" whereby the additional costs of energy saving measures are covered. According to 
Irurah (2002), innovative strategies for the channelling of finances into issues of sustainability are 
emerging worldwide and South Africa is already tapping into such flows whereby ESKOM is subsidising 
Energy Efficient Lighting through finances from the Global Environment Fund, the World Bank and 












This chapter has discussed developing world sustainable housing practices as were identified in the 
previous chapter. The case studies' experiences of the practices are reviewed so as to share lessons 
on how to implement the seven principles of sustainable construction in future low income housing 
projects in South Africa. The evaluated cases indicate what is possible and the challenges that exist 
and provide guidance for future South African housing projects. 
Many sustainable practices have successfully been implemented in the selected cases and include 
energy and water efficient systems, the reuse of old buildings, the creation of jobs, the use of solar 
power, the preservation of natural vegetation and the provision of settlements that are dense and well 
located. Particular encouragement lies in the fact that the projects have experimented successfully with 
little known concepts and technologies such as the use of alternative sanitation systems and the use of 
degraded land labelled "unfit for development". Such innovation provides encouragement for other 
projects and paves the way for an increased profile for more widespread use. Certain barriers to the 
implementation of sustainable practices were also identified and include: low levels of user support and 
acceptability, high initial costs of certain sustainable measures, the non provision of certain services so 
that communities are ill-equipped to live sustainably beyond the construction stage, and not prioritising 
sustainable measures from the outset of projects which means that they are difficult, expensive or 
impossible to implement at a later stage. 
While the cases address varying areas of sustainability, their combined evaluation provides lessons on 
how to address all components of sustainability. As an isolated example, however, the Lynedoch Eco 
Village (Case {3}) provides a particularly valuable example on how to achieve a sustainable settlement 
in that it fulfilled the most criteria (40/49) out of all the cases evaluated. 
It is important to reiterate that this discussion reviews the experiences of existing sustainable housing 
projects to draw guidance for future South African projects. No single model is possible and direct 












Conclusions and Recommendations 
6.1 Overview of the Research 
6.1.1 Introduction 
This study has investigated sustainable low income housing projects in the developing world where the 
problem statement was stated in Chapter One as: 
The majority of low cost housing schemes promoted by the South African Government have to 
date not been designed according to principles of sustainability and this is likely to continue 
because there is a lack of research for generating a knowledge base about approaches and 
practices for more sustainable housing projects. 
The following research questions were framed as guidelines for investigating the problem statement: 
~ What is sustainable construction with particular reference to low income housing in the 
developing world? 
~ What are some good practice cases of sustainable construction in housing for low income 
communities in South Africa and other developing countries? 
~ How do these cases compare on issues of sustainability? 
~ What are the achievements, strengths and innovative aspects of the cases in terms of how they 
address the principles of sustainable construction? 
~ What lessons are to be learnt from these case studies in terms of the sustainable practices and 
technologies they used and their potential to deal with South Africa's housing backlog and 
environmental degradation? 
The hypothesis tested by the research was: 
There are lessons to be learnt from developing world examples of sustainable low income 
housing schemes. 
The methodology chosen for the research was divided into two areas and included a literature review 










The objectives for the research were to: 
~ Identify the basic principles of sustainable construction, 
~ Gain a better understanding of sustainable construction in South Africa and the developing world, 
~ Identify good practice cases of sustainable construction in the delivery and management of 
housing to low income communities in the developing world, 
~ Evaluate each case against a framework of specific criteria of sustainable construction, 
~ Assess the degree to which sustainable construction principles have been addressed by the cases, 
and 
~ Draw conclusions and recommendations from the evaluation of the case studies in terms of the 
practices and technologies used and relating them to the South African context. 
This chapter presents the findings of the main research questions, followed by a review of the 
hypothesis and the achievement of the main research aims and the research objective. Conclusions are 
drawn from the research findings, followed by the problems experienced in undertaking this study and 
recommendations for future research. 
6.1.2 Findings of the Research Questions 
What is sustainable construction with particular reference to low income housing in the developing 
world? 
Sustainable Construction as an aspect of Ecological Design was found in Chapter Two to fall under the 
ambit of sustainable development and is seen as a holistic process aimed at restoring balance between 
the natural and built environments, and is applicable to the full range of construction activities from 
design, through construction, operation and maintenance and finally decommissioning or 
deconstruction of buildings (Drager, 1996; du Plessis et al., 2002). Due to the extensive impacts of the 
construction industry on people and the natural environment as outlined in Chapter Two, sustainable 
construction remains a matter of urgency for the survival of human beings. The developing world, where 
housing is identified in the literature review as one of the most pressing infrastructure deficiencies due 
to rapid urbanisation, is in a prime position to base all its future development on the principles of 
sustainable construction. 
What are some good practice cases of sustainable construction in housing for low income communities 
in South Africa and other developing countries? 
While sustainable construction in the delivery and management of low income houses across the 
developing world is still not commonplace, the literature review assisted in identifying cases that do 
exist. Those identified are listed in Appendix C. Nine cases were chosen for evaluation purposes 
according to the case study design outlined in Chapter Three. These nine cases are namely: {1} 
Douglas Rooms (RSA), {2} Cato Manor (RSA), {3} Lynedoch Eco Village (RSA), {4} Kutlwanong Eco 
Houses (RSA), {5} Thlolego Development Project (RSA), {6} Improved Traditional Housing (Papua New 
Guinea), {7}, Yaodong Cave Dwellings (China), {8} Eco Barrio Suerte 90 (Colombia) and {9} Janapur 
Slum Resettlement Scheme (India). These housing projects provide an important foundation for others 










How do the cases compare on issues of sustainability? 
Chapter Four used an evaluation framework consisting of the seven principles of sustainable 
construction against which to test all nine of the cases. The evaluation reflected the degree to which 
sustainable construction principles had been addressed by the cases and therefore allowed for their 
comparison on issues of sustainability. The results were displayed in a matrix format and a summary 
was given in terms of the number of criteria the case addressed per principle and out of a possible total 
of 49, as well as the number of principles it fulfilled out of a possible 7. A principle was deemed fulfilled 
if more than half the respective criteria are addressed. Out of the nine case studies evaluated, 
Lynedoch Eco Village {3}; Thlolego Eco Village {5}; Eco Barrio Suerte 90 {8} and the Janapur Slum 
Resettlement Scheme {9} fulfilled the most number of sustainable construction principles (6/7). 
Lynedoch Eco Village {3}, however, as it fulfiled the most criteria (40/49), is deemed the "most 
sustainable" case study. The "least sustainable" case study, according to the evaluation, is the 
Kutlwanong Eco Houses {4} as it only adressed 18 criteria and 3 sustainable construction principles. 
What are the achievements, strengths and innovative aspects of the cases in terms of how they 
address the principles of sustainable construction? 
The results of the evaluation in Chapter Four demonstrated what sustainable initiatives have been used 
in the cases; what is possible and the challenges that exist. While most of the cases only addressed 
certain areas of sustainability; their combined evaluation highlighted innovative ways of addressing all 
components of sustainability. Chapter Four lists the sustainable achievements of each of the cases 
which include the reuse of derelict buildings, high density settlements, water conservation, energy-
saving measures and job creation. 
What lessons are to be learnt from these case studies in terms of the sustainable practices and 
technologies they used and their potential to deal with South Africa's housing backlog and 
environmental degradation? 
Drawing from the sustainable initiatives identified in Chapter Four, Chapter Five discussed the lessons 
learnt from these initiatives and their potential to deal with South Africa's housing backlog and 
environmental degradation. The literature review in Chapter Two identified certain challenges to the 
implementation of sustainable settlements as lessons for the South African situation. 
The following lessons were gleaned from the evaluated cases for the South African context: 
Low income housing projects should protect the earth and its resources from over-exploitation or over-
consumption as well as to protect the occupants and users of the settlements and, at the same time, 
remain affordable. South Africa should strive for settlements that are vibrant, distinctive and unique with 
a definable character. A range of housing options should be provided with differing housing types and 
tenures. The layout should be compact and multi-functional to ensure efficiency and convenience, and 
encourage non-motorised transport along with easy access to economic opportunities. The scale and 
design of houses should be kept humane and comfortable; maintaining links with nature and a sense of 
heritage and tradition. Streets, public spaces and community facilities should be pleasant places in 










and enhancement of the natural environment should be of extreme importance: whereby natural 
resources are conserved and reused, renewable or recyclable/recycled resources are used, and 
indigenous vegetation particularly in public space is maintained, and communal farming areas are 
perhaps even created. Such sustainable settlements would help to mitigate the harmful impact the 
construction industry has on people and the environment as were identified in Chapter Two. 
The level of user support and acceptability is vitally important for the successful creation of sustainable 
settlements. This will require the participation of residents throughout the construction cycle so that they 
are key decision-makers right the way through and the project answers their needs and reflects 
modernity. It will also require campaigns that, on the one hand, inform the public regarding the benefits 
of sustainable construction practices and, on the other, encourage a change in consumer habits 
towards more sustainable ones. Funding is very often a stumbling block for the implementation of 
sustainable systems where there are high initial capital costs involved; however, funding is indeed 
available especially in light of the global push for sustainable initiatives. Full "life cycle costing" should 
also be argued as a parameter to determine the value of sustainable designs and the obtaining of 
funding. It is also important to prioritise sustainability issues from the outset of a project as it is more 
difficult and expensive to retrofit sustainable measures. Services and facilities that encourage 
sustainable lifestyles should be provided so that communities are equipped to protect the environment 
and lead a high quality of life beyond the construction stage. 
Certain challenges to the implementation of sustainable settlements in South Africa were identified in 
Chapter Two and are valuable lessons that can be acknowledged for future sustainable housing 
projects. These challenges include political agendas that put more emphasis on the number of houses 
built than sustainability, a lack of capacity, consciousness and interest by the construction industry in 
the issue of sustainability, and a lack of mechanisms and guidelines for translating policy principles into 
action (Sowman et aI., 1998; du Plessis et al., 2002). These identified challenges confirm that some of 
the fundamental assumptions in housing delivery will have to be questioned and challenged in South 
Africa in order to attain sustainability in low income housing projects (see also Crane et al., 2008). 
6.1.3 Validation of the Research Hypothesis 
The findings of the final research question as discussed above, validate the research hypothesis in this 
study: There are indeed lessons to be learnt from developing world examples of sustainable low income 
housing schemes. 
6.1.4 Achievement of the Research Aims and Objectives 
The objectives of this dissertation were achieved through the research method employed in the study; 
that of a literature review and evaluation framework. 
The aim of this research study was to investigate developing world examples of sustainable housing to 










mindful of the fact that sustainable initiatives used in housing projects may not be directly transferable 
to others without further research. 
6.2 Conclusion 
There are lessons to be learnt from the experiences of developing world sustainable settlements for 
South Africa. While the sustainable practices used, may not be directly transferable to other projects 
without further research, the lessons learnt from the projects can be used to guide good practices in 
future South African projects in the hope that the sharing of knowledge can help to promote sustainable 
initiatives as common practice in housing projects. Benchmarking and assessing sustainable 
construction practices and technologies are also vital for a better understanding of sustainable 
construction. 
In light of the global push for sustainability and South Africa's current electricity crisis, its legacy of 
separatist planning, urban sprawl and environmental degradation, its increasing Ecological Footprint 
and the existing thrust for the delivery of low income housing; it is a matter of urgency and a timeous 
opportunity to ensure that future housing projects are sustainable. South Africa needs to move away 
from its existing poor environmental and housing conditions in the informal and low income settlements 
and address its housing backlog by considering all principles of sustainable construction. This will 
enhance the quality of people's lives by ensuring a healthy built environment in balance with the natural 
environment, thereby ensuring lasting social, economic and environmental benefits. 
It is time that South Africa addressed the housing needs of the poor using a comprehensive 
sustainability approach. The funds are there, the policies are in place, pertinent literature on 
'sustainable cities' is at hand, invaluable discussion documents such as Agenda 21 for Sustainable 
Construction in the Developing World are available, the legal powers exist and the foundations have 
been laid by other projects for South Africa to follow. 
6.3 Problems Experienced in Undertaking this Study 
~ The task of finding relevant case studies did not prove to be simple, as "sustainable housing" is 
a relatively new and unidentified field in developing countries and has only marginally been 
introduced. There were even certain case studies that professed to have a sustainability 
agenda and, in fact, addressed very few areas of sustainability. 
~ Access to sufficient information, particularly for projects outside of South Africa proved to be a 
problem, hence the larger number of South African case studies. Language proved to be the 











~ While striving to evaluate best practice examples of sustainable low income housing projects, 
no programmes or projects had all aspects of sustainability incorporated. Most projects 
concentrated on specific aspects/issues of sustainability. Some projects were also building 
schemes as opposed to isolated sustainable settlements, which counted against them in the 
evaluation procedure. 
~ Financial and time restraints meant that site visits to all the case studies were not possible. This 
restricted direct observation and first hand information. 
6.4 Possibilities for Future Research 
This study promotes further research in the area of the specific sustainable technologies and practices 
identified. While this dissertation provided an overview of a range of housing projects from the 
developing world and the ways in which they address the seven principles of sustainable construction; 
more detailed research into the specific technologies and practices would give clearer insight into their 
transferability to the South African context. 
Certain sustainable practices such as the adobe or (earth brick) as used by the Thlolego Development 
Project {5}, although inexpensive with good insulation properties, may not be suitable for wetter 
climates. Communal ablutions and "through cluster" designs as was employed by the Janapur Slum 
Resettlement Scheme {9}, may not be a desirable design for all low income communities; despite its 
cost savings and enhancement of social interaction. 
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Process-Oriented Principles of Sustainable Construction 










PROCESS-ORIENTED PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABLE 
CONSTRUCTION 
Over-arching principles indicating approaches to be fol1owed in evaluating the applicability and importance of each 
'pillar', and its associated principles, to a particular project. 
o Undertake prior assessments of 
proposed activities 
o TllDeously involve people potentially 
affected by proposed activities in the 
decision-making process 
o Recognize the necessity of 
comparing alternative courses of 
action 
o Establish a voluntary commitment 
to continual improvement of 
performance 
o Utilize a life cycle framework o Manage activities through the 
setting of targets, monitoring, 
evaluation, feedback and 
self-regulation of progress 
o Utilize a systems approach 
o Promote interdisciplinary 
collaborations and multi-stakeholder 
partnerships 
o Exercise prudence 
o Comply with relevant legislation 
and regulations o Identify synergies between the 
environment and development 
PILLAR ONE: SOCIAL SUSTAINABILlTY 
o Improve the quality of human life, including poverty 
alleviation 
o Make provislon for social self determination and 
cultural diversity in development planning 
o Protect and promote human health through a healthy 
and safe working environment 
o Implement skills training and capacity enhancement 
of disadvantaged people 
o Seek fair or equitable distribution of the social costs 
of construction 
o Seek equitable distribution of the social benefits of 
construction 
o Seek intergenerational equity 
PILLAR THREE: BIOPHYSICAL SUSTAINABIUTY 
o Extract fossil fuels and minerals, and produce 
persistent substances foreign to nature, at rates which 
are not faster than their slow redeposit into the 
Earth's crust 
o Reduce the use of the four generic resources used in 
construction, namely, energy, water, materials and 
land 
o Maximize resource reuse, and/or recycling 
o Use renewable resources in preference to 
non-renewable resources 
o Minimize air, land and water pollution, at global and 
local levels 
o Create a healthy, non-toxic environment 
o Maintain and restore the Earth's vitality and 
ecological diversity 
o Minimize damage to sensitive landscapes, including 
scenic, cultural, historical, and architectural 
Principles of sustainable construction 
PIllAR TWO: ECONOMIC SUSTAINABIUTY 
o Ensure financial affordablity for intended 
beneficiaries 
o Promote employment creation and, in some 
situations, labour intensive construction 
o Use full-cost accounting and real-cost pricing to set 
prices and tariffs 
o Enhance competitiveness in the market place by 
adopting policies and practices that advance 
sustainability 
o Choose environmentally responsible suppliers and 
contractors 
o Invest some of the proceeds from the use of 
non-renewable resources in social and human-made 
capital, to maintain the capacity to meet the needs of 
future generations 
PIli.AR FOUR: TECHNICAL SUSTAINABILITY 
o Construct durable, reliable, and functional 
structures 
o Pursue quality in creating the built environment 
o Use serviceability to promote sustainable 
construction 
o Humanize larger buildings 
o Infill and revitalize existing urban infrastructure 










Principles of Sustainable Construction 
The purpose of this appendix is to contextualise and discuss the main principles of sustainable 
construction. As discussed in Chapter Two, a number of authors have formulated principles of 
sustainable construction (see Kibert, 1994b; Hill et a/., 1994a; Hill et aI., 1995; Hill et a/., 1997; Woolley 
et a/., 1997). Addressing the issues inherent in each of them allows for the realisation of sustainable 
construction. The principles are meant as a guideline to members of the construction industry in order 
to achieve more sustainable buildings and settlements (Drager, 1996) and therefore mitigate the 
harmful impact of the construction industry as discussed in Chapter Two of this dissertation. Kibert 
(1994) formalised sustainable construction concepts by devising six principles of sustainable 
construction which covered environmental and technical sustainability. Hill et a/., (1995) added a 
seventh principle to incorporate economic and social sustainability in order to meet the requirements of 
the South African Reconstruction and Development Programme. The seven principles presented in this 
appendix are based on the principles listed by Hill et af., (1995) as follows: 
1. Minimise resource consumption. 
2. Maximise resource reuse. 
3. Use renewable, recyclable and recycled resources. 
4. Protect the natural environment. 
5. Create a healthy, non-toxic environment. 
6. Pursue quality in the built environment. 
7. Promote socio-economic development. 
It is important to note that some of these principles and the issues inherent within them cannot occur 
entirely in isolation and do have a 'knock on' effect or overlap with other principles of sustainable 
construction. For instance, the reuse of materials (Principle 2) will reduce the need for landfill sites as 
there will be less wastage which will, in turn, conserve land (Principle 2) and also protect the natural 
environment (Principle 4). However, it is also not always possible to optimise each principle; and trade-
offs and compromises may be necessary (Hill et a/., 1997). 
The remainder of this appendix discusses each principle of sustainable construction in greater detail 
with particular relevance to low income housing. 
Principle 1: Minimise Resource Consumption 
Resource consumption refers specifically to the way the earth's resources are used by man and his 
activities (Hill et al. 1995). In the construction industry, these resources include: materials, energy, land, 
and water (Hill et a/., 1997). The aim of this principle is therefore to reduce the consumption of these 
generic resources used in construction. The essence of this principle is conservation and it addresses 










As described in Chapter Two. minimising the use of energy and water are of partirular im~rtanoo in 
South AfrICa. MinimIsing energy use requires a reduction in both embc)<Jled and operating energy 
(Loftness et ai, 1994 Cited in Hill et al., 1997229), Em~odied energy 01 construction materi81s is the 
total energy used in the production, extraction ,lEl{I the final delivery of" materia l while operaling energy 
IS the energy used to moderate lemperatures and Ii!;ht bL.i lding, as well as to heat waler (Hill el ai" 
1997). 
Way-; of minimISing embodied energy in materials used for low Income housing include USing locally 
sourced materials, m8terials found on site and materials that need little processing, along with 
minimisi"!; the use 01 imported materi81s (Woolley et ai" 19(7). Natural materials for inst8nce such a~ 
clay dug from the blAlding site and used as an unbaked brick require almost no energy; lhis is in 
CCOltrast to synthetic ,.-,d processed malerials such as plastics, aluminium, steel glass and oven-fired 
bricks which require large amounts of energy lo manufocture and to transport (Pearson 19(8). The 
















Figure A, 1, The embodied energy of different building materi81s 
Source , Barnett etal" 1995:52 
Reduang operating energy consumptIOn includes 'passive thermal des.gn measures' whereby a 
bU ilding ''s deSigned in harmony with the clim"te in order to ensure n"tuml healing, cooling and lighting 
(Sowman et aI., '998), For low income housing, a dwelling's orientation to the sun, the position of 
windows, use of certain matenals, the d'welling's surface "rea its position on the site and the de~ Ig n of 
the roof all make a difference (Pearson , , 998; Sowman et ai., 19(8), Gre"ter energy effiaency ensureS 
that less costs are incurred which is particularly pert<nent for low income communities, 'Passive lherm .. 
des,Ign measure,' a lso ensure that the d'wellings' occupant, are able to enJoy he"lthy well ventilated , 
light II1 doo- enVironments of a constant and comfortable temperatu<e. 
A -eduction in operating energy can also be achieved throogh the improvement of insulation and of 
systems and fixtures such as air-condition ll1 g and heati"!; (du PleSSIS et aI. 2002), In Sooth African low 
income hooSlng, the amount 01 money spent on energy for heatll1g in winter can be dr~stically reduced 










Efficient use of water can be achieved through the use of certain household devices and fittings 
incorporated into the design of a building. These include water conserving toilets, low-flow showerheads 
and tap aerators, flow restrictors fitted onto taps, dual flush toilets or low flush cisterns (Pearson, 1998; 
Sowman et al., 1998). Water efficient plumbing systems reduce the load at sewage treatment plants 
while helping to protect riverine ecosystems (Barnett et al., 1995). Water also contains large amounts of 
embodied energy as energy is needed to pump it and treat it at sewage plants; therefore the 
conservation of water also means the conservation of energy (Barnett et al., 1995). The current thrust 
for the provision of low income housing in South Africa warrants a timeous opportunity to ensure that 
they are fitted with water saving devices (Dalgliesh et aI., 1997). Other ways of minimising the use of 
water include the harvesting of rainwater by collecting runoff from roofs in a storage tank and using it for 
purposes such as irrigation (Chemaly, 2007). Water efficient landscaping, such as the selection of 
drought-resistant and indigenous plant species, proper irrigation equipment and irrigation scheduling, 
can also drastically reduce water consumption (Barnett et al., 1995). The use of water on construction 
sites and in the production of materials should also be carefully monitored (du Plessis et al., 2002). 
Ensuring the efficient use of materials includes the use of durable materials that have long lifetimes and 
require low maintenance (Kibert, 1994b). So too, certain design measures such as buildings that share 
common walls and are an appropriate size to what is needed, economise on materials. South African 
low income houses, in theory, largely comply with this principle as small houses use few resources; 
their collective utilisation of resources, however, is not as efficient because one plot per freestanding 
unit often takes preference over cluster alternatives (Dalgliesh et al., 1997). According to Sowman et al. 
(1998), cluster houses with shared walls in fact also conserve energy as they are less exposed to 
climatic extremes. The amount of packaging used for building materials should also be considered 
when trying to conserve materials. Not only does unnecessary packaging consume material resources, 
it also consumes energy in its manufacture (Hill et al., 1997). 
To achieve more efficient land use, high density forms of housing should be considered. Terrace 
houses and courtyard houses should be considered over free-standing, individual houses. Urban open 
space should also be utilised for housing (Dalgliesh et al., 1997). Linked houses are more affordable, 
provide better protection and social support and use less land which leaves more land available for 
green areas, community and sports facilities (Sowman et al., 1998). The efficient use of land, however, 
needs careful planning and a fine balance as high-rise, high density living can encourage vandalism 
and disturbed behaviour (Heron, 2003). 
Summary of main criteria: 
The following points summarise the main criteria under principle one of sustainable construction: 
.. Minimise energy consumption. 
.. Minimise water consumption. 
.. Minimise materials consumption. 










Principle 2: Maximise Resource Reuse 
This prrrrciple refers to the reuse of resou rces alreacy extracted. n ,.s wouic contribute to Principle 1 as 
H wotnd redvce the oyer-cons\ltllption 01 VIrgin resources su<;h as lar.e , water anc matemlls, a<ld woulc 
also lead to a red\lction in waste. therelore recucing the need 10'" ~ew lancfill sItes (Kibert, t O94b: Hill et 
a/. 1997). Reuse differs frem recycling in that items are not reprocessed and reduced to raw materiais 
but rather used In the" existing state (Kibert. 1994b), 
The reuse of materials would jlldvde, for installce, the Use of redaimed wood, glass off-cllts alld 
vanovs archnectural Items such as doors and \";ndOlo'.'S salvaged from demolition sites (Kibert, , 994b 
Al'IOn".-noos, 2007c) , The reuse of materials recuces constructiC<l a~d cemolltiocl waste. therefore 
recvcing the ~eec lor landfill anc cq>osai sites so that this ialld Can pusS,lbly l>e made availabie for low 
i ~come housing (cu Plessis st a/. 2002), Reusir.g materials alsu offers a cheaper aiternatiYe to IIew 
materiais wr..c~ is particularly l>elleficiai to ~w . ,come comml.Olitles (du Plessis et aI., 2002), It is 
interesting and paradoxical to note that the 'shack' . which 'IS the cominant '.,jormal building type tor low 
i~come commvnilieS across the develop illg wurlc, while demorlStrating much of what is unsustainable 
'" constructioll, eDitem,lses the maxImIsation of resource reuse (trvrah, 2002) as is illustratec in t~e 
figure below 
Figure A.2: Reuse of mate r iats and components in shacks 
SO LXce: ir LX ah (2002) Photo by Lyndsey Bremner. Siide Library. School 01 ArGhirectvre a r.d Planning. 
Unlverity of t~e Wilwatersrar.d 
Shacks are also easy to decC<lstruct and reassemble as req Li red, ',",'hi Gh facilitates the reuse of 
resources . Low ir.come hO\lses should lherefore be 'deSig~ec for cisassembty' (Hen ci"iks el al., 2003), 
Al'IOther example 01 reuse is the reoovation uf eXist ing bvlldings fCY a new functIOn (retrofitting) or uSing 
a building for more than one purpose (HIli et al" 19971 s\lch as usi~g Dubhc slles svch as schools ILX 
community centres aller hours (Sov,man el al" , 998) . 
"By retrofittll1g a 100--year old building, raliler tl,an ered a neW One, li re National Audulx m 
Society saved USS9 million III cOllstruclion costs, Tllis relrolll a/so ·saved' 300 Ions or steel, 9000 
toilS of masollry, alld 550 lOllS of concrete, ' (Randolph R. erO"'C<l, arch ilect. , 993 cHed in Bamett 











Reusing water can be achieved through the use of grey water systems whereby washing machine, bath 
and shower water is filtered and redirected for use in the garden resulting in more efficient water usage 
(Anonymous, 2007c). Although the capital cost of many commercial grey water systems available are 
high, the long term savings on water costs are substantial (Sowman et aI., 1998). 
Other resources such as land can be reused by considering old, used or degraded sites know as "grey 
zones" (Kibert, 1994b). This would help to ensure that prime agricultural land or land with natural beauty 
or value is not encroached upon. 
Summary of main criteria: 
The following points summarise the main criteria under principle two of sustainable construction: 
I>- Reuse materials. 
I>- Reuse water. 
I>- Reuse land. 
Principle 3: Use Renewable or Recyclable Resources 
Kibert (1994) maintains that this principle refers to the fact that renewable resources and those that are 
recyclable, or have been derived from recycled content, must have priority over other resources. This 
principle can be applied to both energy and building materials. 
Renewable energy sources should be given preference over energy derived from coal or natural gas 
powered plants (Barnett et a/., 1995). Renewable energy sources include solar power, wind power, 
geothermal energy and organic waste (van den Akker et a/., 1977). Wood, however, although a 
renewable energy source if not used too rapidly, is hazardous to human health and the environment 
when burnt (Sowman et a/., 1998). Hydroelectric power is not considered as a renewable energy source 
for the purposes of this dissertation as such projects are known for destroying the natural environments 
of rivers and lakes with large dams and reservoirs (Baggs et a/., 1996). The same can be said for the 
nuclear alternative where radioactive waste and the fact that nuclear power stations are impossible to 
decommission, remain a threat to the environment (van den Akker et a/., 1977). 
Renewable energy sources have high initial capital costs and some do not always cover all electricity 
needs; they are therefore not often considered for low income housing. The long term environmental 
and financial gains of renewable energy, however, need to be taken into account as they are often 
substantial (Barnett et a/., 1995). Some form of subsidy may, however, still be necessary if renewable 
sources are to be used extensively in low income housing (Dalgliesh et aI., 1997). There are 
nonetheless a number of low cost ways to make use of renewable energy in low income housing, such 
as the solar cooker designed to use the sun's energy to cook food (Sowman et a/., 1998). Ultimately, 
the rising price of grid electricity and the heavy reliance of countries like South Africa on fossil fuels as a 











An elWrgy ecooomy in which modem renewabie energy increases its share of elWrgy consumed 
unci provides affordable access to energy thrwghoJit Swth Africa, tlws contributing 10 S!!stainabJe 
development and environmental conservation (The South African Government's overall vision l or 
the role of renCl'lable energy in its energy economy: DM E, 2002:'), 
This principle also relers to materials : where materials used in conSlrliCttOrl should I:>c renewable and 
given ;>reference over non-renewable resources . WO<XJ _ for instance, derived I rom sustainable forests is 
a suitable renewable material (Kibert 19Mb), Other innovative renewable building materials include 
straw bales and sandbags which oller easy, affordable alternatives to non-renewable, energy-intensive 
Ixicks and cement (Sol""'an el al. . '998: Anonymous, 2007b: Stemmet, 20(8) 
Recycled building materials should be used and these Include recycled aggregate lrom crushed 
concrete, agriboard panels and tiles IMth recycled glass i>'llongst others (Kibert. , 994b: EdWards. 
1996) , Low income housing should also be deSigned for recycling, which means using lewer materials : 
using parts that coo be easily dismantled, using materials tllat are recyclable; mar~ir>g all the parts used 
so that they can be readiiy identil,ed during (Jismantilng and can be easily separated lor further 
;",,,,essing IHendrl~s et aI .. 2003), Construct,on waste such as plastic . steel. copper pipes and leftover 
;>aint can all be minimised through jobsite recycling, Tilis v.t>uld rec;uire educating construction workers 
about recyc ilng and installing bins for sorting the waste (Barnett elal., 1995: Hill eI ai, 1997), Recyc ling 
nas several environmenta l advantages it reduces consumphon 01 natural resources, it reduces the in1ill 
ol landfj l sites, and it reduces the energy consumption 01 new material production and its associated 
;>ollutlOn (du Plessis et al., 20(2), Recycling 01 construction waste should set the precedence and 
encourage recycling of hous e ll~d waste 
Figure A,3, Demolished stee l sorted for recycling . South Africa 
Source. Irurah 11999) cited In Irurah (2002) 
Summary of main criteria; 
The Jolklv.ir>g points summ,..-ise the man criteria under prioople ttv-ee of sustainable construction: 
• Use ren ewable energy SourceS 
• Use renewable maleriills 
• GlYe priority to mulerials Ihat are recyciable and design lor recycling 
• GlYe priority to mu/erials Ihat huve been denved from recyclable content 










Principle 4: Protect the Natural Environment 
Every site, particularly an urban one, should have some wilderness character. It's time to stop 
paving meadows and putting streams into culverts (Lesley Sauer, landscape architect, 1990 cited 
in Barnett et al., 1995:36). 
As discussed in Chapter Two, the construction industry places considerable demands on the natural 
environment and as a result often negatively affects it. This principle refers to the minimisation of those 
negative impacts in addition to the rectification and restoration of degraded environments (Kibert, 
1994b). This principle is of particular significance to low income housing as such developments are 
often on a large scale, where quantity and lowering of costs are given greater priority than protecting 
the environment. 
Minimising the construction industry's harmful impact on the natural environment "acknowledges the 
human power to destroy the world's complex ecological systems and reminds us that we must tread 
carefully less we destroy ourselves in the process" (Kibert, 1994b:8). Environmental effects can be 
minimised through informed decision making when acquiring materials: materials should be from 
reputable sustainable sources, have low embodied energy, capable of being reused or recycled and 
cause little environmental impact when extracted (Kibert, 1994b; Pearson, 1998). Materials should also 
be durable, as according to Barnett et al. (1995), in many cases the environmental ramifications of the 
disposal of a material are often far worse than its actual use. Products such as plaster and cork are 
known to be more environmentally friendly than many modern substitutes (Barnett et aI., 1995). Impacts 
such as air, land and water pollution can be minimised by using construction materials and products 
that do not cause pollution during their extraction, production and operation (Hill et al., 1997). Noise, 
odour and dust pollution, along with solid and sanitary waste produced during the actual construction 
process, can further be minimised through management procedures during construction operations (Hill 
et al., 1997). Environmental Management Systems (EMS) should be used as guidance for this, where 
the ISO 14 001 standard for EMS provides comprehensive checklists for the improvement of 
environmental management in construction (Hill et al., 2002). Environmental Impact Assessments 
(EIA's) should be carried out to minimise the damage to sensitive landscapes during construction, to 
evaluate alternative sites to avoid sensitive environments, site a building with the least visual 
disturbance to the landscape, and to protect vegetation, water sources, animals and other organisms 
(Hill et al., 1997; Hill et al., 2002). The World Bank Sectoral Guidelines (1991) offers a list of mitigatory 
measures to ensure the protection of the natural environment in the design of housing (Dalgliesh et al., 
1997). Sanitation systems should also be suitable to the natural environmental conditions so as not to 
cause serious environmental damage, pollution and a health risk (Sowman et al., 1998). 
The employment of high density development as well as multi-functional and mixed-use environments 
in low income communities will also contribute to this principle of protecting the natural environment as 
such layouts promote more efficient and less energy consuming transport measures; and minimise the 










The restoration of degraded environments is a complex issue as it is difficult to define what a natural 
environment is or what the previous state of the environment was (Drager, 1996). Nonetheless, there 
are various environmental improvement measures and "intelligent interventions" (Kibert, 1994b:8) which 
are of particular importance for low income communities which are often characterised by poor 
environmental quality and thus poor quality of life for the residents. These measures could include the 
re-planting of vegetation to prevent the loss of topsoil; where the vegetation could include food gardens, 
permaculture, and community planting schemes to address poverty and poor nutrition in low income 
communities (Sowman et al., 1998). Other measures could include the clearing and recycling of waste 
from the land, recomposting poor soil, introducing water conservation measures as discussed above, 
and flood control measures which would include diversion ditches and storm water channels (Barnett et 
al., 1995; Sowman et al., 1998). Low income housing should also be provided with appropriate services 
so that communities can manage the environmental problems such as litter (Dalgliesh et al., 1997). 
Summary of main criteria: 
The following points summarise the main criteria under principle four of sustainable construction: 
~ Minimise the harmful impact of construction activities (minimise air, land and water pollution, 
choose environmentally friendly materials, carry out EMS's and EIA's, incorporate the natural 
environment into building deSign, suit sanitation to the natural environmental conditions). 
... Employ high density, mUlti-functional and mixed-use settlements. 
~ Restore degraded land and provide suitable services. 
Principle 5: Create a Healthy, Non-Toxic Environment 
The aim of this principle is to avoid what Day (1990) and Pearson (1998) refer to as 'sick buildings' 
wherein synthetic materials, poor deSign, lack of ventilation, poor choice of site, fixtures and appliances 
in buildings affect the physical and psychological health of the occupants. 
This principle can be achieved by eliminating the use of hazardous and toxic materials, products and 
appliances in construction. These include wood treatments, insulation, oil-based paints, vinyl floor 
coverings, and wiring circuits amongst others (Barnett et al., 1995; Pearson, 1998). The vapours and 
radiation released from such products are very often not able to escape due to the impermeable nature 
of building materials. Buildings should therefore ideally be comprised of non-polluting, non-toxic, 
renewable and permeable natural materials that have good sound reduction properties, are 
electromagnetically safe and do not allow the build up or conduction of static electricity (Baggs et 
al.,1996; Pearson, 1998). Such materials include timber and earth (Pearson, 1998). Adequate 
ventilation in buildings is also crucial, and this is often overlooked in low income housing (Barnett et al., 
1995; Sowman et al., 1998). Clean water and appropriate sanitation should be provided to avoid 
diseases such as cholera and dysentery (Dalgliesh et al., 1997). Outdoors, this principle requires 
minimising the use of pesticides, and fertilisers to prevent soil and water contamination; which can be 
achieved through indigenous landscaping (Kibert, 1994b; Hill et al., 1997). In addition, measures must 










An appropriate site, void of negative energies such as geological faults, away from hazardous 
infrastructure such as power line servitudes and one that has a pleasant look, smell and sound needs to 
be considered in order to create a healthy built environment (Baggs et al., 1996; Pearson, 1998). A 
suitable position on the site in terms of the microclimate, topography, hydrology and geology should 
also be considered to maximise human health and comfort (Barnett et al., 1995; Sowman et al., 1998). 
A healthy environment can also be achieved through structurally sound buildings that are appropriately 
designed for the given environment and designed in direct accordance with the types of activities 
occurring within them as this determines whether a building is safe for human occupation particularly in 
adverse conditions (Hill et al., 1997). 
As mentioned, this principle also refers to psychological health. So as to contribute to the mental well-
being of occupants, settlements should be designed to create vibrant living environments that create a 
sense of place and harmony. The current practice of "sterile rows of freestanding boxes" in many South 
African low income settlements should instead be planned with a degree of flexibility and allowed to 
grow more gradually in response to people's needs and to the surroundings (Sowman et al., 1998: 49). 
Natural landscape features, such as rocky outcrops and the cultural and historical significance of a site 
should be retained, so that its unique character and existing sense of place is not lost (Sowman et al., 
1998). Green and open spaces should be encouraged as people need places where they can relax 
from the stresses of daily life (Barnett et al., 1995; Sowman et al., 1998). Building designs should be 
free of monotony, sterility and harshness which often result in sensory deprivation and negatively effect 
people's psyches (Day, 1990; Pearson, 1998). High rise flats with very high densities should be avoided 
(Heron, 2003). Light, colour, sound, smell and textures should all be considered in building design as 
they all have a profound impact on people's feelings and thoughts (Pearson, 1998). The transitions 
between spaces are also very important for human psychological health (Pearson, 1998). Links 
between indoor and outdoor environments should be strong so as to avoid artificial substitutes for 
natural systems indoors (Day, 1990). According to Barnett et al. (1995), natural daylit buildings reduce 
operating costs, increase productivity, health and well-being of the occupants, and provide a superior 
quality of light. It is also important for people to have control over their environmental conditions to curb 
stress and irritation levels; this would include the installation of windows that can be manually operated 
(Day, 1990). 
Summary of main criteria: 
The following points summarise the main criteria under principle five of sustainable construction: 
a) Physical health: 
... Use non toxic products and materials for both indoor and outdoor environments. 
... Ensure buildings are well ventilated and consist of permeable, natural materials. 
... Create a safe built environment. 
... Minimise pollution over the entire construction process. 










b) Psychological health: 
... Retain a site's existing character. 
... Create green and open spaces. 
... Create interest, contrast and flexibility in building design and settlement planning. 
... Have strong links between indoor and outdoor environments. 
... Allow for human control of environmental conditions. 
Principle 6: Pursue Quality in the Built Environment 
Quality in the built environment is an important principle in sustainable construction as a quality 
structure and settlement will not only have a long lifespan, but will also be valued by its occupants and 
not fall into disuse and disrepair (Kibert, 1994b; Hill et a/., 1997). In low income housing, this principle 
requires a fine balance between cost and quality (Dalgliesh et a/., 1997). 
Quality in the built environment includes settlement planning, in addition to a building's design, 
construction and occupation (Kibert, 1994b) and is in accordance with the fourth 'pillar' of sustainable 
construction: 'technical sustainability' as detailed in Chapter Two (Hill et a/., 1997). 
A quality settlement will provide good quality of life through the employment of a multi-functional and 
mixed-use environment, a compact layout, less automobile-dependence and the provision of social 
infrastructure along with the protection and enhancement of the natural environment (Kibert, 1994b; Hill 
et a/., 1997; Swilling, 2006). 
A building should be designed so that it is aesthetically pleasing but at the same time appropriate for its 
function, the climatic conditions, the occupants' needs and the surrounding environment. A competently 
designed and constructed building will also help to ensure its durability, thus reducing the need to 
replace it, and thus saving energy and waste (Hill et a/., 1997). Excellence in design and construction 
includes the selection of quality materials, technology and energy systems (Kibert, 1994b; Sowman et 
a/., 1998). This may require a shift in consciousness from conventional 'quality' building methods and 
materials such as bricks and mortar to alternative, environmentally responsible methods such as 
sandbag building (Anonymous, 2007a). Durable, appropriate, functional and reliable buildings that are 
pleasant on the senses are in turn cared for and maintained because they are cherished (Kibert, 
1994b). 
Quality in the built environment also includes the attempt to 'humanise' buildings so that they are in tune 
with human needs so that they may contribute to human well-being and quality of life (Day, 1990). Hill 
et a/. (1995:15) indicates that "cherished spaces are cared for while dehumanising structures are prone 
to vandalism". Heron (2003) validates this statement and highlights the importance of residential 
satisfaction in terms of the social and physical character of an area, as it has a proportionate effect on 
crime levels. How the built environment affects human spiritual, psychological and physical health is 
discussed in greater detail under principle 5 above and includes an understanding of how humans 
experience buildings in terms of their layout, the use of light and colour, fragrances, textures, the use of 










Summary of main criteria: 
The following points summarise the main criteria under principle six of sustainable construction: 
... Pursue quality settlements (compact, independent of automobiles, green spaces, social 
infrastructure etc.). 
... Pursue quality design (aesthetically pleasing, durable, appropriate technology, functional, safe). 
... Pursue quality in construction (durable structure, materials and building methods). 
... Pursue quality in occupation (humane, healthy, non-toxic environment). 
Principle 7: Promote Socio-Economic Development 
Sustainable construction falls under the broader framework of sustainable development; its principles 
therefore need to include sustainable development's economic and social 'pillars' as well (Hill et a/., 
1994a). This principle therefore refers to the achievement of a socially and economically sustainable 
built environment. There is often an overlap between social and economic issues hence their being 
grouped under one principle of sustainable construction, and it is only for ease of explanation that they 
have been separately discussed below. 
The social element of this principle refers to improving the quality of human life by promoting community 
involvement and responsibility and by creating a sense of community and safety, therefore contributing 
to the physical and psychological well-being of people (Sowman et a/., 1998). Improving quality of 
human life would entail, for example, alleviating poverty in order to ensure that people's basic needs are 
met through initiatives such as food gardens (Barnett et aI., 1995; Yap, 1989 cited in Hill et a/., 1997), 
and promoting well-being through the creation of a non-toxic, safe and healthy built environment (Hill et 
a/., 1997). Materials used in construction should also be produced via socially fair means which would 
include good working conditions and equal opportunities (Pearson, 1998). The social benefits such as 
employment opportunities as well as the social costs of construction should be fairly distributed and a 
project should aim towards empowering socially excluded and previously disadvantaged groups, and 
establishing equal gender, class and race relations (Hill et a/., 1997; Habitat, 2008). South Africa is 
redressing the inequalities of its past by adopting a preferential procurement plan for its construction 
industry as an instrument to effect socio-economic change through the promotion of employment and 
business opportunities to marginalised sectors of the population (Bowen et a/., 2008). 
Involving future occupants in all aspects of planning and development, so that they may actively shape 
their futures is essential for the long-term sustainability of the built environment and low income housing 
projects in particular (Sowman et a/., 1998). Community participation would ensure that people's needs 
are sought and addressed, thus potentially avoiding conflict situations, empowering people, and 
instilling a sense of ownership so that people are more likely to support, maintain and help develop a 
project (Sowman et a/., 1998). Labour intensive construction methods and the implementation of skills 
training during the actual construction process for instance would contribute to community involvement 
and empowerment and would therefore "ensure that development of human resources is a lasting 










Creating a sense of community and social unity can be achieved through shared community facilities 
such as markets, libraries, and sports fields. These help to create a sense of belonging and increase 
communication and acceptance of others as neighbours interact in their day to day activities (Sowman 
et al., 1998). Another important aspect is to protect the historical, cultural and religious importance of a 
site to create a sense of place and common heritage (Sowman et al., 1998). Outward appearance of 
the built environment also contributes to how people interact and gives a place its own feeling and 
appeal; care should be taken in planning to ensure that the character of a settlement instils a sense of 
community and pride in the environment (Sowman et al., 1998). 
The economic element of this principle refers to the issue of financial affordability for the intended 
beneficiaries in addition to the promotion of employment opportunities (Hill et al., 1997; Sowman et al., 
1998). Any new development, particularly housing for low income communities, should aim to reduce 
costs (Sowman et al., 1998) without compromising the other principles of sustainable construction. It is 
important to note that costs include both initial capital costs and long term operation and maintenance 
costs. Many 'green buildings' may have longer term cost savings through indirect means such as water 
efficient toilets, despite a larger ini~ial outlay (Barnett et al., 1995; Sowman et al., 1998). Land 
ownership is an important economic consideration, particularly in the identification of land for low 
income housing where municipally owned land is often the fastest and cheapest way to acquire land for 
low income development (Sowman et al., 1998). 
The use of labour intensive construction ensures that jobs are created in communities, the financial 
benefits of construction remain in the community and people are empowered with skills (Hill et al., 
1997). Other considerations such as a development's proximity to jobs, shops, markets and public 
transport influence access to employment opportunities (Sowman et al., 1998). In low income 
communities, housing should at least be close to informal trading opportunities and public transport as 
few people own cars. 
Another economic factor of sustainable construction is the support of environmentally responsible 
suppliers and contractors (Day, 1990; Hill et at., 1997). 
Summary of main criteria: 
The following points summarise the main criteria under principle seven of sustainable construction: 
a) Social factors 
~ Poverty alleviation. 
~ Protect human well-being. 
... Promote social equality and fairness (socially fair materials, equal distribution of the social 
benefits and costs of construction, empowerment of previously excluded social groups and 
promotion of integration). 
... Community participation. 










b) Economic factors 
~ Ensure financial affordability for the beneficiaries. 
~ Promote employment opportunities. 
~ Choose environmentally responsible suppliers. 
Conclusion: 
This appendix has elaborated on seven principles of sustainable construction with particular relevance 
to low income housing and suggested ways to address the issues inherent in each of them. These 
principles make up the four 'pillars' of sustainable construction (biophysical, technical, social and 
economic), so for any low income housing project to be sustainable, it must adhere to all of the 
principles. It is important, however, to be mindful that optimising each principle is not always feasible 
and trade-offs and compromises may be necessary. While the seven principles serve as a guideline for 
built environment professionals to achieve sustainable construction, they are also used as a framework 










Appendix C: Initial Case Studies considered for evaluation in this dissertation 
Chosen for 
Case Study evaluation Comment 
purposes 
All Africa Games Village X While demonstrating innovative energy-saving initiatives, the other South African examples displayed broader sustainable initiatives. 
Bioclimatic Housing area, X Insufficient available information. Tunisia 
Carr Gardens, X Case demonstrated only a limited area of sustainability (namely, Johannesburg, RSA socio-economic). 
Co-op UFAMA, Uruquay X Addresses similar sustainability issues to SA e.g. Douglas Rooms for which there was more information. 
Douglas Rooms (JHC), 
..; Although the building has mixed income occupants; over half are low income. The case study was therefore deemed to fall within the Johannesburg RSA criteria of the case study design. 
Eco barrio Suerte 90, 
..; Complied with the case study design. Columbia 
Ecologically Sustainable Low X Insufficient available information. Income housing, Costa Rica 
Despite innovative sustain ability practices, this case is a building 
Energy Efficient Straw Bale scheme (implemented in an ad hoc manner in villages in NE X China), as opposed to a 'sustainable settlement'. This would count housing, China against it in the evaluation procedure & thus the other Chinese 
case (Yaodong cave dwellings) was deemed more appropriate. 
This case study is a building scheme (promoted across Papua New 
Improved traditional housing 
..; Guinea), as opposed to a 'sustainable settlement'. This counts against it in the evaluation procedure. It is, however, still deemed 
systems, Papua New Guinea appropriate in this dissertation for the sustainability practices it 
demonstrates. 
Janapur Slum Resettlement 
..; Complied with the case study design. Scheme India 
Kampung improvement 
While demonstrating noteworthy sustainable improvements to the 
X settlement as a whole, the programme did not include improvement programme, Indonesia of the dwellings themselves thus rendering it an inappropriate case 
study for this research project. 
Khaokho resettlement, X Insufficient available information. Thailand 
Kutlwanong, Kimberley, RSA ..J Complied with the case study design. 
Living Better Jardim, Brazil X Insufficient available information. 
Lynedoch Eco Village, 
The settlement houses occupants from mixed income groups. 
..; There are however, low income houses which are the focus of the 
Stellenbosch, RSA evaluation. The case study was still deemed to fall within the 
criteria of the case study desiqn. 
Masithembane housing 
Excess of South African examples; and case only demonstrated a project, Khayelitsha, Cape X narrow area of sustainability. 
Town, RSA 
Midrand Eco City, Jhb, RSA X Excess of South African examples; and case displayed narrower area of sustainability than others. 
Missionvale Community While demonstrating innovative high density units as well as 
Housing, Port Elizabeth, X community participation and ongoing environmental management, the case did not demonstrate a broad enough spectrum of 
RSA sustainability initiatives for evaluation. 
Programa de Vivienda X Case Study displayed too narrow a spectrum of sustain ability Popular, Mexico practices for evaluation purposes. 
Self managed vertical X Case covers too limited an area of sustainability for evaluation. housing, Brazil 
Springfield Terrace, Cape Due to an excess of South African examples and a limited area of 
Town, RSA X sustainability addressed, this case was not chosen for evaluation. 
Tlholego Eco Village, 
..; Complied with case study design. Magaliesburg, RSA 
Vikas Community,Auroville, X Other Indian case (Janapur) displayed more sustainable initiatives India and had more available information. 
Yaodong Cave Dwellings, 











This appendix displays the results of the evaluation of the nine cases in a matrix format. There is a 
separate matrix for each of the seven principles of sustainable construction, tested against all nine of 
the cases. These matrices are elaborated upon in Chapter Five to expand upon the short notes 
confined within them as well as to provide any additional comments that are not accommodated in the 
matrices. A summary of each case's performance is given in Chapter Five and is given in terms of the 
number of criteria it addresses per principle and out of a possible total of 49, as well as the number of 
principles it fulfils out of a possible 7. A principle is deemed fulfilled if more than half the respective 
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